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Abstract 

Ahmed Z Mohamed Mazen 

Assessment and modelling of wear prediction and bit performance for roller cone 
and PDC bits in deep well drilling. 

Keywords: PDC, Bit Performance, BIT Wear, Drilling Rate, Depth of Cut 

Drilling is one of the important aspects in the oil and gas industry due to the high 
demand for energy worldwide. Drilling time is considered as the major part of the 
operations time where the penetration rate (ROP) remains as the main factor for 
reducing the time. Maximizing ROP to lower the drilling cost is the main aim of 
operators. However, high ROP if not controlled may impact on the well geometry 
in terms of wellbore instability, cavities, and hole diameter restrictions. 
Accordingly, more time is needed for the other operations that follow such as: 
pool out of hole (POOH), casing running, and cementing. Bit wear is considered 
as the essential issue that influences in direct way on the bit performance and 
reduce ROP. Predicting the abrasive bit wear is required to estimate the right time 
when to POOH to prevent any costly job to fish any junk out to the surface. The 
two-common types of bits are considered in the research, rock bits (roller cone 
bits) and Polycrystalline Diamond Compact bits (PDC). This study focuses more 
on PDC bits because about 60% of the total footage drilled in wells worldwide 
were drilled by PDC bits and this is expected to reach 80% in 2020. 

The contribution of this research is to help reducing the drilling cost by 
developing new tools not to estimating the time when to POOH to surface but 
also to measure the wear and enhance the accuracy of prediction the bit 
efficiency. The work is broken down into four main stages or models to achieve 
the objective: The first stage; estimating of the rock abrasiveness and calculate 
the dynamic dulling rate of the rock bit while drilling. The second stage; estimating 
the PDC abrasive cutters wear by driving a new model to determine the 
mechanical specific energy (MSE), torque, and depth of cut (DOC) as a function 
of effective blades (EB). The accuracy of the predicted wear achieves 88% 
compared to the actual dull grading as an average for bits used in five wells. The 
third  stage; modifying the previous MSE tool to develop a more accurate 
approach; effective mechanical specific energy (EMSE), to predict the PDC bit 
efficiency in both the inner and outer cone to match the standard bit dulling. The 
fourth stage; predicting ROP while PDC drilling in hole by accounting three parts 
of the process: rock drillability, hole cleaning, and cutters wear. The results 
achieve an enhancement of about 40% as compared to the available previous 
models. 

Consequently, the developed models in this study provide a novelty on 
understanding in more details the bit rock interface process and gain an idea of 
the relationship between the drilling parameters to enhance the bit performance 
and avoid damaging the bit. This is basically about optimisation the controllable 
factors such as: weight on bit (WOB), rotary speed (RPM), and flow rate. The 
result is the reduction in time losses and the operations cost. 

To ensure reliability and consistency of the proposed models, they were 
validated with several vertical oil wells drilled in Libya. The results from the 
validation of the models are consistent with the real field data. The research 
concludes that the developed models are reliable and applicable tool for both: to 
assist decision-makers to know when to pull the bit out to surface, and also to 
estimate the bit performance and wear. 
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- MSEH                          Correlated mechanical specific energy for mud hydraulic 

- MSEmod.                      Modified mechanical specific energy 
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- rinner                           Inner cone radius 

- Rinner                          Inner radial distance 
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- Router                          Outer radial distance 

- P                                 Bit pressure drop 
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- Vc                                  Cutting slip velocity 
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- Vn                                  Jet or bit nozzle velocity 

- Vr                                  Volume of rock removed 
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- (Vr)t                              Theoretical volume of rock removed 

- vt       Return jet velocity 

- Vw                                 Volume of material removed 

- WA       Axial force applied to the bit 

- WD        Dimensionless weight on bit 

- Wi                                  Wear index  

- Wf       Tooth wear 

- Wmax      Theoretical maximum value of W 

- Wmesh      Weight on bit applying per cutter 

- WOB                               Weight on bit 

- (
WOB
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Drilling Bits 

The term drilling indicates several complex operations that are needed to 

construct wells in both onshore and offshore to produce gas or/and oil. This can 

be obtained by the use of rotary drilling rigs. A drilling bit is the cutting tool that is 

assembled up to the end of the drillstring. How well the bit drills the rock depends 

on several factors, such as the applied weight on the bit (WOB), and rotation per 

minute (RPM) or rotating speed, and the condition of the bit. Also, the pumping 

rate of the drilling fluid and its property to suspend and remove the produced 

cutting to the surface affect the drilling rate. Chip-hold down effect also can 

reduce the drilling rate due to the differential pressure below and above the chip 

that tend to keep the chip against the formation. The purpose of drilling is to make 

a hole with short time with maximum drilling rate till the final depth of the well. The 

clue of selecting the bit depends on number of factors. One is the type of the 

formation to be drilled whether it is hard or soft. A second factor is the cost and 

the availability of the candidate bit. The bit drills through the formation by taking 

one of the following mechanisms: shearing, gouging, fracturing, or grinding the 

rock (see Figure 1.1). 

Bits can be classified to main three types which the most used bits type in the 

industry: roller cone bits, PDC bits, and TSP bits.  

                   

                                 Figure 1.1 Drilling cutting actions (Varel Cataloge. 2010). 

1.1.1 Roller Cone Bits 

Roller cone bits or rock bits are the most commonly used bits in oil industry in the 

past. The first successful rock bits were manufactured by Hughes in 1909. 
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Typically, three cones are used which provide the cutting action by the teeth 

weather they tungsten carbide inserts or steel teeth. Roller cone bits are classified 

to milled tooth bits or insert bits as shown in Figure 1.2.   

  

      

                                Figure 1.2 Type of Rock Bits (Drilling Engineering). 

1.1.1.1 Roller Cone Bits Design 

The design can be explained in terms of four categories: 

• Cutting elements. 

- The teeth of a milled tooth bit and the inserts of an insert bit are the cutting 

elements. The selection and design of the cutting elements are related 

basically to the hardness of the formation. The main consideration in the 

design are numbers, high, and spacing between the cutting elements. 

• Bearing assemblies. 

There are three types of bearing assigned for roller cone bits as shown 

in Figure 1.3. 

- Roller bearing that forms the outer body and aimed to support WOB. 

- Ball bearing, which supports WOB and secures the cones on the journals. 

- Friction bearing, which supports WOB as well and generates a low 

coefficient of friction to prevent wear. 
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       Figure 1.3 Bearing structures (Drilling Engineering).  

• Cones. 

All cones have the same size and shape apart from the No.1 which has 

a spear point to identify cones in numbers for the purpose of evaluation 

in the bit record. Journal angles play the main factor in the design (see 

Figure 1.4). Applying oversize angle result with increase cone diameter 

to be more suitable for soft formation, however, the gauge must be fitted 

to insure bit drill in a gauge hole. 

 

 

           Figure 1.4 Journal angles (Drilling Engineering). 

• Fluid circulation and Bit hydraulics. 

Drilling fluid is pumped from the surface through drillstring via nozzles to 

transfer the cutting to the surface via annulus (see Figure 1.5). Bit 

hydraulics can have a large impact on drilling rate if the mud flow around 

the bit produces bit balling. It has been proved that the nozzles may be 

designed to point bit face to clean the cutting in order to avoid bit balling.  
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.  

        Figure 1.5 Fluid circulation through nozzle (Drilling Engineering). 

1.1.2 PDC Bits 

The first polycrystalline diamond compact PDC bits were designed in 1980 as 

shown in Figure 1.6. This synthetic material is 90-95% pure diamond and is 

manufactured into compacts which are set into the bit body. The PDC bits are 

classified as a fixed cutter bit and are designed to cut the formation by shearing 

action. 

 

Figure 1.6 PDC Bit (Drilling Engineering). 

The compact is a round disc comprising to a thin layer of sintered polycrystalline 

diamond bonded to a cemented tungsten carbide substrate as shown in Figure 

1.7. Where the diamond compacts are usually sintered at a temperature of 1500-

2000 and pressure of 5-7 GPa. 

 

  Figure 1.7 PDC and stud (Drilling Engineering). 
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1.1.2.1 PDC Bit Design 

The following factors should be considered to design a PDC bit: 

• Bit body and cutting elements. 

- There are two main types of material that formed the bit body: steel and 

tungsten carbide matrix (see Figure 1.8). 

-  Polycrystalline Diamond Compact (PDC) material is used to manufacture 

the cutting elements. This material is 90-95% pure diamond that gets 

pressed into a compact that is fixed into the bit body.  

 

Figure 1.8 Setting of cutters (Drilling Engineering). 

• Cutter density and exposure. 

The cutter density stands on the number of cutters per unit area which 

control the amount of WOB. The number of cutters should be balanced 

with the size of cutters to provide good ROP.  

Cutter exposure is reflecting how the cutter protrudes out from the bit 

body which should be high enough to maintain good cleaning but not 

too much high to lower the mechanical strength of the cutter.  

• Bit profile. As can be seen in Figure 1.9, there are three types of PDC 

bit profile. 

1- Flat or shallow cone: WOB distributed evenly among all cutters on the 

bit face but can generate high temperature and loos of cooling. 

2- Double cone: allows more numbers of cutters towards the outside 

diameter of the bit that provide directional stability. 

3- Parabolic: allows greater area of contact with the surface and suitable 

to be used for motor or turbine applications.   
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Figure 1.9 PDC bit profiles (Drilling Engineering). 

• Fluid circulation. Cutting removals and cooling the bit face are the main 

objectives of drilling fluid. The fluid flow rate must be balanced to not 

exceed to create an erosion on the bit face. Generally, one nozzle per 

one blade is designed.  

1.1.2.2 PDC cutters properties 

The conventional cutters are manufactured from a sintered WC–Co as seen in 

Figure 1.9. First, powder of diamond is put on the substrate and then sintered 

with it under high temperature and high pressure of about 1400 °C and 5.5 GPa. 

Second, diamond grains form a dense skeleton, and the liquid cobalt infiltrates 

this micro-structure from the substrate. The quantity of cobalt displaced in the 

PDC part is homogeneous and it is relying on the size of the diamond grain (Hong 

et al., 1988).  Finally, the fishing process is utilized on the surface and a chamfer 

is realized on the PDC part. 

Bellin et al. (2010) reported that PDC cutters which manufactured with a fine grain 

are more durable and can show more resistance to abrasion compared to cutters 

formed with coarse grains. In contrast, more resistance to impact is obtained with 

cutters manufactured with a coarse diamond distribution.  

     

               Figure 1.10  Manufacturing processes of conventional PDC cutters (Yahiaoui et al., 2016) 
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1.1.3 TSP Bits 

                 The thermally Stable Polycrystalline TSP bits were introduces to replace PDC   

                  bits in certain applications where PDC cutters found chipped while drilling in  

                  Very abrasive formations. 

 

 

 

       

                                                           Figure 1.11 TSP bit (Drilling Engineering).   

1.2 The Wear in Drilling Bits 

Wear is the progressive loss of material from the teeth or cutter that led to 

reducing the dimension of the component. The wear can be classified into three 

categories: wear by the interaction of cutter -rock (abrasive or impact wear), 

erosion by pumped fluid, and wear occurred due to the rock debris. However, all 

wear process involves one or a combination of the following wear mechanisms: 

abrasion, adhesion, fatigue, and oxidation (Bourgoyne et al., 1986). 

The earth's rock is composed by about of 80% of hard and potentially abrasive 

material (e.g. alumina, silica, and hematite). This verifies that the PDC cutters 

damage basically from abrasive wear (Ersoy and Waller, 1995). The abrasive 

wear is described in the literature by microcuttings of diamond grains due to 

contact with abrasive rock (Hibbs and Sogoian, 1983). 

It is worth mentioning that, other kinds of wear such as impact wear has minor 

effect on oil drill bits, that occurs when applying excessive loads on the bits as 

mentioned by Wirojanupatump and Shipway (1999). In drill bits, when fluids are 

present, the influence of corrosion is considered negligible when compared to the 

wear where the material forming the drill bit is being physically removed. The 
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corroding effect is neglected since the abrasive wear act on the surface of the 

material forming the drill bit before oxidization. 

Drill bit gradually reached a point where needs to be replaced due to wear 

occurred on the cutting elements. This wear will vary based on the type of bit, 

formation, and the applied drilling parameters. Thus, the drillers must be aware 

of the effect of the drilling parameter that impacts the bit performance such as 

WOB, RPM, mud properties, and hydraulic. When the drilling bit reaches the total 

planned depth of the section, the bit is pulled out to the surface for evaluation, 

and the nature and the degree of the damage must be reported carefully for 

further consideration for drilling the next wells. Monitoring the condition of the 

drilling bit, is very considerable for the purpose of avoiding damaging the bit which 

will require a fishing job.  

1.3 Drill Bit Evaluation 

It is important to select the most appropriate drill bit and maintain the set of 

optimized drilling parameters in order to save time and cost. Although the drill bits 

may cost between 3% to 7% out of the total drilling cost, their contribution  impact 

directly to the rig time may reach to almost 30% of the total operation cost (De 

Castro et al., 1997). 

The principle of making the decision of selection the bit-type can be made on the 

basis of assessment the offset bit records and characteristics of the formation 

drillability and abrasiveness in terms of how easy the rock is to drill, and the drill 

bit tooth/cutter resistance for wear when drilling the formation, respectively 

(Bourgoyne et al., 1986). As each bit is POOH (pull out of the hole)  to surface, 

the physical appearance should be inspected and its grading should be recorded 

according to the wear it has sustained (Poletto and Miranda, 2004). The bit 

records indicate the validity of the bit and the amount of wear is recorded based 

on a special coding system which is introduced in the following section. 

Bourgoyne et al. (1986) stated that the bit evaluation is useful for the following 

purposes: 

• To improve selecting the bit type. 

• To improve the performance of the next bit by analysing the drilling 

parameters, WOB and RPM, etc. 
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• To improve the personnel knowledge of predicting when a bit should be 

pulled based on the bit record in previous wells. 

• To improve the bit design by evaluation of the bit performance. 

1.4 Dull Grading  

Wear is mainly graded in eighths of the original tooth/cutter height. Using the 

code T to define teeth, T8 for example refers to completely worn out teeth, and 

T5 means that 5/8 of the original height has been worn away (Poletto and 

Miranda, 2004). The dull grading system chart adopted by the International 

Association of Drilling Contractors IADC provides all codes needed to dull grade 

roller cone and PDC bits.  

Applying a linear scale from zero to eight, a value is given to tooth or cutters in 

the inner and outer rows of the bit surface to show the wear as shown in Figure 

1.3. IADC dull grading system cart is presented as shown in Figure 1.10 where 

the cutting structure is described and the reasons behind pulled the bit is 

indicated. 

 

Figure 1.12 Cutters/teeth scale (Oilfield Review Summer   2011- Schlumberger). 

In general, the dull grading system has 8 digits or columns: 

Column 1 Report the condition of the cutting elements; teeth or cutters, on the 

inner row. 

Column 2 Report the condition of the cutting elements; teeth or cutters, on the 

outer row. 

Column 3 Report the main dull characteristics of the bit cutting elements. 

Column 4 Report the location on the bit face where the main damage occurs. 

Column 5 Report the bearing condition of the roller cone bits. 
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Column 6 Report on the gauge of the bit. 

Column 7 Report any extra dulling characteristics of the bit cutting elements. 

Column 8 Report the reason of the tripping the bit out of the hole. 

1.5 Problem Statement 

In the previous years, authors have paid more attention to bit- rock interface to 

study the drilling process underneath the bit. Thus, these authors have become 

aware of the bit wear occurs due to the produced friction and the un-optimized 

drilling parameters. The wear has a direct impact on the operating budget 

because of the unexpected and frequent damage that may result in an additional 

time. Extra time may be required to complete drilling and run the casing or to fish 

any junk material maybe lost from the bit body such as: teeth or cutter. 

Several models were introduced in the literature that considered MSE (see more 

details in Chapter 2) as a predictive tool to decide when to pull the worn bit out of 

hole without measuring or estimating the wear. Other failed to include all drilling 

factors that can affect the estimation of the bit wear such as: hole cleaning, bit 

hydraulic, and bit profile. While most of the proposed approaches in the past to 

predict the PDC cutters wear were developed on the theory of single cutter test. 

As a result, those models are empirical and cannot be applied in the field 

condition. 

The problem that will be addressed in this study associated with identifying the 

best time to pull the worn bit to the surface by predicting the abrasive wear while 

drilling. Also, knowing how we can optimize the drilling parameters to enhance 

ROP and keep the bit in good condition to be used in other wells. 

1.6 Aim and Objectives of the Research 

The research is seeking to develop an effective tool that contributes to saving the 

operational time and cost. Therefore, the aim of this research is to predict and 

measure the real time drill bit performance and wear and help to make the 

decision when to pull the worn bit out to the surface. The following objectives are 

set in order to achieve the aim of the research: 

1- To conduct a literature review on ROP models for both rock and PDC 

bits. ROP models are function of many key parameters apart from the bit 
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wear such as WOB, RPM, bit hydraulic, bit type, mud properties, pore 

pressure, and formation properties.  

2- To evaluate the proposed bit wear methodologies for both types of bits 

and identify the model’s drawbacks to fulfil the gap aiming to improve the 

validity and accuracy, which is applicable in the drilling rig site. 

3- To predict the bit dull for rock bits drilled in wells where the similar 

formation is encountered. This provides a room to study the changing of 

the drilling parameters as the characteristic of the rock to be drilled is the 

only factor that is not subject to be changed. 

4- To enhance the prediction of the bit performance and abrasive cutters 

wear for PDC applications to match the actual bit dull grading which 

consists of inner and outer cone dulling 

5- To develop a new approach for ROP prediction in order to optimize the 

drilling parameters to avoid any additional cost.  

Figure 1.13 shows the stages of the research where an intensive 

literature review was done on both types of bis to cover the ROP models, 

MSE approaches, and other theoretical wear-related models. The 

drawbacks were clearly identified to fulfil the gap by introducing new 

validated models and compared them to real data in order to utilize those 

approaches on the rig site. 
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Figure 1.13 Research Flow Chart. 

1.7 Scope of the Research  

This research develops new techniques to predict and measure the bit wear and 

fulfil the gap and drawbacks that resulted out of the introduced models in the past: 

1- Most of the published models focused only on developing a method to 

indicate when to pull the bit out of the hole and not to estimate the bit wear. 

Where the fractional grade is assumed to increase linearly with depth. 

2- A number of the proposed models did not consider the bit profile and they 

assumed an equal consumed energy and wear for all cutters in the bit 

face. In this research, it is suggested that the inner cutters have equal 

wear, equal volume, equal depth of cut DOC, and energy. The same shall 

be applied to cutters located in the outer cone. Furthermore, the 

developed models considered the PDC cutters as a round shape. 

 

3- The developed approach to predict ROP can only be utilized for vertical 

wells. Normal drilling condition is suggested where the whirl that might 
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cause damage for bit and drillstring is neglected. The concept also ignores 

the impact of backrack angle, siderack angle, and cutter chamfer on ROP. 

1.8 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of seven chapters as shown in Figure 1.14. 

Chapter 1 gives a brief on both types of drilling bits and its design, bit 

evaluation, and how to dull the worn bit. 

Chapter 2 introduces the base of the knowledge acquisition in ROP models and 

MSE related approaches. It also presents and evaluates the other bit wear 

mechanisms to give a better understanding of the drilling parameters that 

influence the wear prediction models of roller-cone and PDC bits. 

Chapter 3 proposes a new approach to estimate the Bourgoyne and Young ROP 

model coefficients by using a parameter estimation tool on the platform of 

gPROMS software. The estimated coefficients are then applied to predict the 

tooth bit wear for future wells. The introduced methodology is developed by 

combining the MSE tool with ROP model in order to determine the dulling rate 

leading to close matching of dull grading results. 

Chapter 4 consists of developing a new methodology to estimate the PDC 

abrasive cutters wear in the inner and outer cone. The model results were 

validated with different PDC bits which were drilling in two different types of rocks: 

homogenies and heterogeneous formation. 

Chapter 5 states several new derived equations based on the evaluation of the 

previous MSE tool to devolve a new tool; EMSE to enhance the accuracy of the 

bit performance assessment. 

Chapter 6 presents a new ROP prediction model based on real-time drilling 

parameters. The model includes all factors that impact the PDC bit efficiency to 

pre-plan and minimize the operation cost by optimizing the drilling parameters. 

Chapter 7 concludes this study by highlighting the achievements that met with 

the principal objectives and suggesting recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter.6  

This chapter study the three process that are 

involved in the drilling mechanism: drillability, hole 

cleaning, and cutters wear to predict ROP and 

optimize the drilling parameters to minimize the 

drilling cost. 

Chapter.4  

This chapter focuses on the cutter- rock interaction 

and consider the bit profile and bit hydraulic to 

introduce new methodology to predict the abrasive 

cutters wear in the inner and outer cone to match 

the standard bit dull grading. 

 

Chapter.1  

This chapter highlights on:  

• Drilling Bits 

• The Wear in Drilling Bits 

• Drill Bit Evaluation 

• Dull Grading  

• Aim and objectives  

• Statement of the problem 

• Scope of the Research 

• Outline of the thesis 

• Conclusion 

  

 

Chapter.2  

This chapter highlights on literature review of: 

• An overview of wear mechanisms of drill 
bits  

• Theoretical background  
• Conclusion 

 
Chapter.3  

This chapter presents a new rock bits model to 

estimate the dulling rate and use it as predictive tool 

to indicate when to trip out the worn bit compared to 

MSE concept. Also, the model is success to 

determine the tooth bit wear and formation 

abrasiveness. 

 

 

Chapter.5  

EMSE; a new concept to assess the bit efficiency in 

more convenient compared to MSE is developed. 

The approach accounted for detailed bit design by 

considering cutters size and density and cutting 

angle. 
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Figure 1.14 Outline of thesis. 

1.9 Summary 

This chapter gives a background of drilling bits, bit evaluation, and bit dull grading, 

and a definition of the bit wear that describes the aim of this research and 

objectives that must be achieved.  

In addition, four approaches are developed in this research which will enhance 

the structure of this study to implement the improvement of predicting the bit 

efficiency and wear plan. The next chapter will consider the literature review of 

ROP, MSE, and bit wear models.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter.7  

This chapter presents the main conclusion and 

future works of the research. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

 2.1 Introduction      

This chapter deals with evaluating the cutting elements (teeth or cutters) wear 

analysis methods and neglect the bearing failure that may occur to the roller cone 

bits. Wear in drill bits is basically impacted by several drilling factors and 

formation properties, as well as the mechanical properties of materials that form 

the bit body. The wear mechanisms for roller cone and PDC bits will be explained 

by introducing various available laboratory tests as discussed later. Abrasion and 

scratch tests are applied on roller-cone bits, while PDC bits were examined by 

destructive and non-destructive tests. Micro ploughing and micro-cutting 

mechanisms in roller-cone and PDC bits were the conventional formats of 

abrasive wear. However, more scratch tests are required for PDC bits for more 

clarification. 

Numerous theoretical backgrounds of bit wear have been assessed, where each 

model applied several assumptions that limit its applicability. ROP models are 

reviewed also because ROP approaches consider all drilling parameters 

including the bit wear.  

The main objective of this chapter is to investigate and identify the weakness of 

previous wear mechanisms of the drill bits and find the knowledge gap in line with 

the scope of this project. Furthermore, previous methods for bit performance 

evaluation including the MSE tool were discussed in the benefit of minimizing the 

drilling cost and avoid damaging the drilling bit while drilling.  

2.2 An overview of wear mechanisms of drill bits 

2.2.1 Wear mechanisms of roller-cone bits 

Wear that occurs to drill bits is recognized by the removal of microscopic or 

fracture at the cutting element. Mouritz and Hutchings (1991) studied the rate of 

abrasive wear and any degradation that result in dull the teeth, where the teeth 

are consisting of three layers. The internal layer is the source of the teeth made 

from low-carbon martensitic steel, this is covered by material made from high-

carbon martensitic steel, and then the external is WC-Co hardfacing layer. 

Kopeliovich (2015) conducted a laboratory test by use of the diamond stylus to 

scratch two specimens: low and high carbon steel. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the 
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wear produced by the process of micro-ploughing and micro-cutting, respectively. 

The material is removed from the sides of the wear grove in micro-ploughing 

process, while in cutting a chip process, the material is removed from the surface.         

 

Figure 2.1 Wear formed by micro-cutting (Fujiwara, 2012). 

 

Figure 2.2 Wear formed by the process of micro-ploughing (Sinha, 2006). 

Mouritz and Hutchings (1991) reported that a minor wear was generated due to 

abrasion against limestone rock during the process of ploughing for low and high 

carbon steel. While no sign of wear was observed on the hardfacing layer of WC-

Co because of the low hardness of limestone compared with the high hardness 

of the hardfacing. Osburn (1969) and Perrott (1979) studied the wear which was 

obtained as an impact of rock hard to insert teeth made of tungsten-carbide with 

cobalt. High temperatures may result in increase in the degree of abrasion as a 

form of thermal fatigue. Osburn (1969) later, advised that WC grains must be 

structured properly during steeps of manufacturing of the insert bits to enhance 

the fracture resistance. 

Larsen-Basse (1973) introduced the principles categories of wear for insert drill 

bits: abrasive wear, thermal fatigue, impact fracturing, and mechanical fatigue 

cussed by overloads. Reshetnyak and Kuybarsepp (1994) concluded that apart 
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from the hardness of the material, abrasive erosion wear that occurred to insert 

bits, is also a function of the compressive strength and the fracture toughness. 

Fang et al. (2001) developed a new technique to improve the synthesising 

manufacture process of PDC inserts. They classified the mechanical properties 

of the materials into two categories: intrinsic and functional properties. They 

reported that main cutters wear (see Figure 2.3) is subject to rock hardness and 

generated heat due to cutter-rock interface. 

 

Figure 2.3 Typical failure modes of inserts for rock drill bit (Fang et al., 2001). 

2.2.2 Wear mechanisms of PDC bits 

PDC bits are widely used recently in the drilling applications, PDC bits provide 

significant advantages compared to the rock bits. It has been reported that about 

50% of the generated energy while PDC drilling is consumed by worn PDC 

cutters. Therefore, studying the cutter- rock interface and predicting the abrasive 

cutters wear is essential and the main goal to employ all produced energy to 

maximize ROP and minimize the operation cost (Geoffroy et al., 1999). Hibbs 

and Lee (1978) conducted lathe cutting of rock test by using a single PDC cutter 

in the laboratory. The results came up with four categories of damage: 

• Diamond crystals fail due to crushing process with small segments of 

crystals which gradually being chipped away. 

• As a result of impact forces or high tensile stress, the cutter edge fails on 

the front cutting edge of the PDC. 

• During the tool shaping test, some holes are found in the surface as 

metallic inclusions are removed. 

• Localized failure may be occurred due to internal flaws such as poorly 

bonded grains or a defective crystal. 
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Ortega and Glowka (1982) classified the main mode of PDC cutters failure as 

follows: abrasive wear, thermal fatigue, chipping at the diamond table and at the 

edge of the cutting, and wear near the interaction between the diamond and the 

substrate layers. They concluded that the wearflat temperature rise of a PDC 

cutter is mainly directed in a proportional way to friction coefficient and weight on 

the cutter. Sneddon and Hall (1988) stated that wear mechanisms of the diamond 

tables of PDC cutters can be classified to mechanical and thermal influences 

which can generate: mechanical failure during the cutting action as a result of the 

cyclic impact, and several thermal expansion coefficients of the diamond that 

cause residual stress. 

Dunn and Lee (1979) studied the mechanical overloading of the cutters and 

proved that the cyclic loading can lower the fracture stress on PDC cutters. They 

reported that PDC cutters can also be damaged due to abrasive wear, thermal 

failure, poor hole cleaning and hydraulic, high WOB applied and distributing of 

cutters on the bit, poor bonding of tungsten carbide stud, chipping of the diamond 

layer, and bit balling. 

Tze-Pin et al. (1992) confirmed that the PDC may whirl and cutters can rotate 

backwards due to high impact wear that obtained by the applied drilling 

parameters.  Investigated the influence of thermal overload on PDC cutters wear 

and stated that macroscopic failure which results with impact shock as reported 

by Hibbs and Lee (1978), and the one that obtained either by impact shock or 

thermal shock are not the same. They achieved an important contribution by 

identifying that PDC cutters wear generates when the temperature of wearflat is 

reaching to above 350 ºC. 

Tze-Pin et al. (1992) and Lin et al. (1994) tested several PDC cutters in a different 

location on the bit face in the laboratory), and proposed five main failure modes 

of PDC cutters based on the type of wear mechanism. All cutters experienced 

smooth wear (abrasive) while the PDC drilling vertically in sandstone. However, 

the PDC cutters received other categories of wear while drilling horizontally in 

Austin chalk such as: microchipping, gross fracturing (spalling), and delamination 

of the diamond table from the cemented carbide backing. Heat checking is 

another form of failure that occurred as a consequence of wear and bit fracture. 
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1. Smooth wear. This type of wear (see Figure 2.4) mostly occurrs when 

drilling homogeneous abrasive formation (Sinor and Warren, 1987). 

 

              

                               Figure 2.4 A cutter showing smooth wear (Tze-Pin et al., 1992). 

2.  Microchipping. This term is nominated the wear occurred to PDC cutters 

when the fracture is experienced with small flakes break off in the parallel 

direction to the cut as can be seen in Figure 2.5. Fractures mostly are 

seen in the diamond table, however, flakes may include some pieces of 

the cemented carbide substrate. 

                

Figure 2.5 The progressive microchipping damage caused to the cutter by 

continued cutting (Tze-Pin et al., 1992). 

3. Gross fracturing (spalling). Figure 2.6 below shows a cutter which 

experienced gross fracturing. Unlike either smooth wear or microchipping, 

PDC cutters may damage by this mode in very short time period. This 

wear normally occurs when the formation changes and the bit runs into a 

hard layer of rock (Brett et al., 1989). Basically, a crack is generated in the 

surface of the cutter and propagates toward the centre. 
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   Figure 2.6 A cutter showing severe gross fracturing (Tze-Pin et al., 1992). 

4. Delamination. Delamination of both diamond table and cemented carbide 

substrate is attributed to the mismatch between the thermal expansions of 

the two layers (see Figure 2.7). Delamination is caused mainly by impact 

loading and may also exist due to the residual thermal stress. 

                 

Figure 2.7 A cutter showing severe delamination (Tze-Pin et al., 1992). 

5. Heat checking. Heat checking is a consequence of failure and not initial 

cause as it requires a large wearflat area to provide a sufficient heat to 

damage the cutters as shown in Figure 2.8. This wear is caused by rapid 

quenching of bit lifting away from the rock surface due to bit vibration. 

 

                  

Figure 2.8 Magnified view of a severely damaged cutter due to heat 

checking (Tze-Pin et al., 1992). 
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Zacny (2012) introduced five modes of PDC cutter failure and focus more on the 

dimensions, shape, size and distribution of the occurred fractures as following 

and shown below in Figure 2.9: 

1- Microchippin is occurred at the edge of PDC due to the crushing of the 

diamond layer by a small load. 

2- Microfracturing is caused by numerous small layers. These layers are 

parallel to the diamond table. 

3- Macrofracturing is caused by step- like feature. Size of spalls are usually 

thicker than in Microfracturing but that maintain the same direction to the 

diamond table. 

4- Gross fracturing. This type of fracture has a few large spalls as tend to 

remove large pieces of the diamond layer and can extend to WC 

substrate. 

5- Ultimate fracturing. This damage considered as the most severe wear 

occurred to PDC cutters among the delamination failure. This wear occurs 

mainly at the diamond table and less at the WC substrate. 

 

Figure 2.9 Modes of PDC cutters failure (Zacny, 2012). 

2.3 Theoretical background  

The purpose of the theoretical revision is to describe and assess the proposed 

models that expressed in formulas in all three categories:  ROP approaches, 
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developed models for both type of bits, MSE tool, and any other techniques which 

attempted to predict the abrasive bit wear. 

2.3.1 ROP background of roller-cone bits  

Wear reflects the bit condition because of losing material from bit tooth or cutter 

due to several drilling parameters (Holbrook and Mittal, 1994). This was 

confirmed by Moran (2006) who stated that the bit wear is mainly a function of 

ROP.  

Significant  research work are available in the literature to predict the ROP based 

on drilling parameters (Kaiser, 2007). Rowley et al. (1961) studied the relation of 

ROP with WOB and RPM. Their model investigates the model by testing the 

dolomite rock with roller cone bit in the laboratory to avoid the parameters that 

are hard to control in the field.  This was then followed by Maurer (1962) who 

applied the model for roller cone bit while is drilling in hole with perfect cleaning 

conditions. He further developed the model based on WOB, RPM, bit diameter, 

and certain coefficients such as drillability constant. 

Galle and Woods (1963) studied the correlation of WOB and RPM to optimize the 

rate of penetration for a minimum drilling cost.  Furthermore, (Edwards, 1964) 

investigated the effect of WOB, RPM, bit hydraulic and bit condition on ROP in 

order to reduce the drilling operation cost for certain formations. Later that year 

Bingham (1964) developed the first ROP model. His model is based on the 

correlation between WOB, RPM, and bit diameter to evaluate the drilling 

performance in the field. The model includes two coefficients related to the 

formation properties. Jorden and Shirley (1966) extended Bingham equation to 

solve the ‘’d’’ exponent to relate ROP behaviour to differential pressure behaviour 

in order to develop a tool to detect overpressure and avoid a kick during drilling. 

‘’d ‘’ is the exponent of general drilling equation as a function of ROP, RPM, WOB, 

and depth.  Eckel (1967) introduced a different ROP model and studied the effect 

of parameters such as mud viscosity, fluid loss, fluid and hydraulic properties, 

and bit nozzles diameter. He concluded that the use of low mud viscosity will lead 

to a good ROP.  

Young Jr (1969) tried to minimize the operation cost by optimizing WOB and RPM 

by ROP model using digital computer control. While Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr 

(1974) combined what is known and consider all jobs done before into a single 
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model, and calibrated the drilling operation using the real date to develop the 

most used ROP model. His model includes eight equations with eight coefficients. 

Tansev (1975) collected data from offsite wells and used the regression method 

to predict ROP, bit wear and tried to minimize the cost per foot by adjusting WOB, 

RPM, bit hydraulic. Cunningham (1978) investigated the relation between ROP, 

WOB, RPM, deferential pressure, and drilling strength. His attempt was to design 

a tool to estimate ROP if mud weight is reduced and also to estimate the pressure 

in high-pressure zones.  

Warren (1981) estimated the ROP for soft formation as a function of WOB, RPM, 

bit size & type, and rock strength. His method is applicable if the bit hydraulic 

designed to clean the rock face and bit. Walker et al. (1986) introduced a 

methodology to study the response of ROP with WOB, rock property, rock 

porosity, grain size and well depth in order to forecast the ROP for roller cone 

bits. Warren published a famous three term- roller cone bit ROP model, the model 

addressed for both cutting generation and removals. Warren confirmed that ROP 

is mainly affected by the condition of the hole in terms of cleaning and cutting 

removals, and he included also the jet velocity and impact force. The model was 

considered as the basic model for all further models. Winters et al. (1987) added 

another parameter related to rock property to factors introduced by Warren and 

Sinor (1987), he stated that rock ductility, and the axial stain at failure are 

effecting ROP. Winters extended his model to include bit cone offset to his ROP 

model. While Hareland and Hoberock (1993) developed ROP model derived from 

Warren and Winter model to define the chip hold-down effects. 

Rampersad et al. (1994) proposed the diamond bit model which focus in the bit 

cutter geometry, that include number and diameter of cutters, bit diameter, 

mechanical weight on cutters, and compressive strength of the formation. Later 

in 1994, Rampersad et al. (1994) used the drag bit model to obtain geological 

drilling log to reduce drilling cost. Al-Betairi et al. (1988) suggested an approach 

by use of multiple regression method to estimate the influence of several factors 

including the correlation coefficients on ROP. Maidla and Ohara (1991) proposed 

a computer software in order to select the right roller cone bit for a particular run 

and optimize WOB and RPM to lower the drilling cost. 

Gjelstad et al. (1998) introduced valuable results using the geological drilling log 

in wells located in the North Sea. Applying this model, the cost drops to around 
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25% in wells drilled in the North Sea. Nygaard and Hareland (2007) developed a 

methodology to determine the drilling time, bit wear, and optimize drilling 

parameters based on vertical offset wells, which is applicable only if the rock 

strength is known. 

Bahari and Baradaran Seyed (2007) developed an empirical equation based on 

local drilling conditions to determine the Bourgoyne and Young model coefficients 

with more meaningful results but with lower accuracy compared with the 

regression method. Bahari and Seyed (2009) used a genetic algorithm using 

drilling parameters from offset wells to estimate the coefficients, but he neglected 

the threshold bit weight. Moradi et al. (2010) used an innovative soft computing 

approach based on Fuzzy logic method to estimate the coefficients and predicted 

ROP, but again without taking into account the threshold bit weight. A new model 

was introduced to predict insert bits ROP and rock strength based on bit-rock 

interface theory and included WOB, RPM, cutting structures, and bit wear but not 

consider the bit hydraulic (Hareland et al., 1993). Rahimzadeh et al. (2011) 

applied the progressive method to calculate the model coefficients based on 

modified bounds. Firstly, he chose a set of possible answers from the 

recommended bounds, and then he selects the best-fitted answers and 

compared with a new set of possible answers till good results are obtained. Amar 

and AlArfaj (2012) introduced an artificial neural networks methodology by using 

MATLAB function codes to predict ROP, where seven input parameters are used 

including: depth, WOB, RPM, tooth wear, Reynolds number function, and pore 

pressure. 

Duan et al. (2014) built a new model by improving the neural networks based on 

well logs by introducing the momentum factors and the dynamic learning rate, 

however, this model does not include the bit wear. Nascimento et al. (2015) used 

the regression method and suggested a new coefficients bounds that are only 

applicable in soft formation. Formighieri and de Freitas Filho (2015) applied a 

probabilistic Markov Chain Monte Carlo method to calculate the coefficients. 

They assumed that the function of formation drillability is equal to ROP when the 

system is operated. Anemangely et al. (2017) used a novel evolutionary algorithm 

to find out the coefficients where their method was based on assumption of values 

of bit wear during the drilling, However, the results were not that accurate and the 

predicted ROP’s were not matching the actual ones. 
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The following approaches are considered as the most used models to predict 

ROP. 

2.3.1.1 Bingham (Bingham, 1964) 

Bingham modified Maurer model and developed a new direct approach which 

can be applied to all bit types. However, he did not consider the well depth so the 

model results are not reliable (Bourgoyne et al., 1986). 

ROP

RPM
= a ×  (

WOB

db
)b                                                                                            (2.1) 

Where ROP is rate of penetration (ft/sec), RPM is rotary speed (r/sec), a and b 

are constant for a certain type of rock, db is bit diameter (ft), and WOB is weight 

on bit (lbs), bounds for the coefficients are suggested as follows:  

Table 2.1 Coefficients boundary for Bingham model. 

Model Coefficients 𝐚 𝐛 

Lower Bound 2.60E-17 0.9 

Upper Bound 6.21E-08 3.0 

 

As shown the unit used in this model is vary from units that commonly used in 

fields, accordingly a slight error with boating the values of coefficient will lead to 

impact change in the result. 

2.3.1.2 WO Roller Bit (Winters et al., 1987) 

Winters ROP model is applicable for roller cone bits, which related to the bit 

design, the operations conditions, and the rock mechanics. Cone offset is 

considering as a significant design feature, where the inverse of the rate of 

penetration is equal or function of indentation, offset, teeth, and hydraulic. 

1

ROP
=

ao ×σ2×db
3

RPM×W2
+

δ× ơ× db
2

RPM×WOB× Ƹ
+

 bo

RPM×db
+

Co ×⍴× μv ×db

Im
                      (2.2) 

Where 𝑎𝑜, 𝑏𝑜, and 𝐶𝑜 are dimensionless bit design constants, σ is rock 

compressive strength (psi), Ƹ is rock ductility %, 𝛿 is cone offset coefficient 

(1/ft), 𝜇𝑣 is mud viscosity (cp), ⍴ is mud density (lbs/gal), and 𝐼𝑚 is modified jet 

impact force ( 𝑙𝑏𝑓). 

Warren adjust the impact force to measure the impact pressure regardless of the 

bit nozzles size. 
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F = ( 1 −  AV 
−0.122 ) × Fj                                                                                 (2.3) 

Where Fj is the jet impact force ( lbf), and AV is the ratio of jet velocity to return 

velocity and introduced as follows for bit with three jets. 

AV =
vn

vt
=  

0.15 db
2

3 dn
2                                                                           (2.4) 

Where vn is the jet velocity (fl/sec), vt is return jet velocity (ft/sec), db is bit 

diameter (in), dn is the nozzles diameter (in), Fj can be derived as follows: 

Fj = 0.00051⍴ × Q × vn                                                                                   (2.5) 

Where 𝑄 is flow rate (gal/min). Accordingly, the jet velocity can be defined as 

follows: 

vn =  
418.3 Q  

Dn
2+Dn

2+Dn
2 

                                                                                       (2.6) 

Where Dn
2 is the nozzles size number (1/32). 

It has been confirmed that the cone offset coefficient 𝛿 is very hard to compute, 

and his estimation is linked to the three dimensionless coefficients a, b, and C. 

Based on Winters et al. (1987) study on two bits, the bounds of the coefficients 

can be ranging as follows:  

Table 2.2 Coefficients boundary for Winter model. 

Model Coefficients 𝐚 𝐛 𝐂 𝛅 

Lower Bound 0.0083 1.303 0.0020 0.0123 

Upper Bound 0.0101 8.763 0.0023 0.0248 

 

2.3.1.3 Bourgoyne & Young (Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr, 1974) 

Among all these researches (Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr, 1974) came up with a 

more advanced drilling model. This model consists of eight equations, defined by 

a function of one drilling parameter with one constant coefficient. These 

coefficients have to be determined using actual data from previously drilled wells 

to estimate the ROP for further wells. 
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Bourgoyne and Young used the regression method to calculate the constant 

coefficients, but applying this method according to the available data, in many 

cases resulted to meaningless values.  

Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr (1974) introduced the following equation to estimate 

the ROP for roller cone bits.  

ROP = ƒ1 × ƒ2 × ƒ3 × ƒ4 × ƒ5 × ƒ6 × ƒ7 × ƒ8                                                         (2.7) 

The function equations are defined as follows: 

 ƒ1 = e2.303a1                                                                                              (2.8) 

ƒ1 is a function of formation drillability that is affected by bit type, formation 

hardness, and mud type. 

ƒ2 and ƒ3 are The functions  that express the effect of formation compaction on 

the penetration rate, The formation compaction generally decreases with depth 

(Cunningham and Eenink, 1959). 

 ƒ2 = e2.303a2(10000−D)                                                                                      (2.9) 

 ƒ3 = e2.303a3×D0.69(gp−9)                                                                                  (2.10) 

Where D is the true vertical depth (ft), 𝑔𝑝 is the pore pressure gradient (lbs/g), 

and 𝑎2 𝑎3  are Bourgoyne and Young model constant coefficients. 

The function ƒ4 evaluate the effect of overburden pressure on the rate of 

penetration. 

 ƒ4 = e2.303a4×D(gp−pc)                                                                                    (2.11) 

Where 𝑝𝑐 is the mud density (lbs/g), and 𝑎4 is the model constant coefficient. 

Vidrine and Benit (1968) stated that drilling rate is significantly affected by 

changes in differential pressure and that depends on the magnitude of the bit 

load. They indicated that drilling rate increases when the formation pressure 

exceeds the hydrostatic pressure as also stated by Murray and Cunningham 

(1955) confirmed. 

ƒ5 is the function that represent effect of bit diameter and weight on bit on 

penetration rate where it is assumed that weight per bit diameter is directly related 

to ROP (Graham and Muench, 1959). (
W

db
)t is the threshold bit weight which is 

determined by drill-off tests. It is suggested that value is ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 
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and defined as the force that bit start to penetrate the formation. The function is 

normalized to 4000 𝑙𝑏𝑓 per bit diameter. 

ƒ5   =   (

WOB

db
−(

WOB

db
)t

4−(
WOB

db
)t

)

a5

                                                                                   (2.12) 

Where (
WOB

db
)

t
 is the threshold weight on bit per bit diameter, and 𝑎5 is the model 

constant coefficient. 

Function ƒ6 introduces rotary speed on penetration rate. 

ƒ6 = (
RPM

60
)

a6

                                                                                                 (2.13) 

Where N is the rotary speed (rpm), and a6 is the model constant coefficient. 

Function ƒ7 refers to the effect of tooth wear on penetration rate which determines 

the fractional tooth height. Higher tooth wear leads to a reduction in ROP. Bit 

record for the similar bits from offset wells is used to predict the wear for other 

wells. It is assumed that a7 correlates the reduction in ROP with tooth wear (can 

be deduced from previous bit run under similar application) (Bourgoyne et al., 

1986). 

ƒ7 = e−a7×h                                                                                                  (2.14) 

Where ℎ the fractional bit is tooth wear, and 𝑎7 is the model constant coefficient. 

The function ƒ8 expresses the effect of bit hydraulic on penetration rate. It is based 

on the experimental work by (Eckel, 1968) considering the bit hydraulic, and jet 

impact force with a normalized value of 1.0 for 𝑎8 at 1000 𝑙𝑏𝑓. 

Bourgoyne and Young stated that the effect of cooling and cleaning action is more 

important for Polycrystalline Diamond Compact (PDC) bits compared to roller 

cone bits.  

ƒ8 = (
Fj

1000
)

a8

                                                                                                 (2.15) 

Where FJ is the jet impact force (lbs), and 𝑎8  is the model constant coefficient. 

To obtain the constant coefficients 𝑎1 to 𝑎8 , gPROMS (gPROsess Model System) 

parameters estimation is used for a particular type of formation to determine and 

predict the bit wear in real time in other upcoming wells using the field data from 

Libya. 
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Bourgoyne and Young model sets a certain bound for each coefficient according 

to the range of coefficients obtained from data logs of different formations. The 

values of coefficient within these bounds leading to meaningful results are given 

in Table 2.3.  

              Table 2.3 Recommended bounds for each coefficient. 

 

 

 

 

2.3.2   Specific Energy Background 

Celada et al. (2009) stated that drilling specific energy can easily be determined 

according to drilling parameters that recorded on the drilling rig floor, and the 

parameters can be classified as follows: 

• Parameters defined by drilling tools, bottom hole assembly (BHA), and 

bits. 

• Applying drilling parameters, WOB, RPM, and mud properties (flow rate). 

• Parameters recorded once bit start drilling, penetration rate, torque, 

vibration, and drilling fluid properties. 

The recorded drilling parameters will vary based on the type of lithology and its 

property. However, different sort of formation may have similar parameters. For 

this particular reason, it is suggested that an initial calibration should take a place 

in order to compare the value of parameters with lithology obtained in logging.  

Many combinations of drilling parameters have been introduced besides to the 

drilling specific energy as indication factors as follows: 

2.3.2.1 Rock resistance to drilling (Somerton, 1959) 

sd = WOB × (
RPM

ROP
)

1

2                                                                                       (2.16) 

Where sd is drilling strength (psi). 

The rock strength was obtained from laboratory study of rock breakage by rotary 

drilling and considered as the only factor that effect the rate of penetration, and 

Coefficient 𝐚𝟏 𝐚𝟐 𝐚𝟑 𝐚𝟒 𝐚𝟓 𝐚𝟔 𝐚𝟕 𝐚𝟖 

Lower Bound 0.5 1E-06 1E-06 1E-06 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 

Upper Bound 1.9 5E-04 9E-04 1E-04 2 1 1.5 0.6 
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that cannot be applied for formations containing two or more mineral constituents 

of different strength. 

2.3.2.2  Г- hardness parameter (Bingham, 1965) 

 Г − hard =  
RPM ×WOB×db

2

ROP × T
                                                                             (2.17) 

Г – hard can be thought of as “hard to drill” and could relate to the difficulty of 

eroding and transporting soil particles away from the drill bit. For example, a clay 

might tend to clog the bit and therefore be hard to drill, whereas sands may be 

easy to evacuate and quick to drill. 

2.3.2.3 Exponent method (Jorden and Shirley, 1966) 

d =  
log

ROP

RPM ×db

log 
WOB× db

T

                                                                                               (2.18) 

“d “exponent is used as in indication of differential pressure zone and simply 

record uncorrected rate of penetration if the formation is maintained the same 

and not changed with depth. 

2.3.2.4 Energy used for drilling (Pfister, 1985) 

The energy calculated from equation 2.19 is considered as a very useful tool in 

the analysis of hard formation only. 

W =  
T × RPM

ROP
                                                                                                  (2.19) 

2.3.2.5 Alteration index (Pfister, 1985) 

AI = 1 +  
WOB

WOBmax
− 

ROP

ROPmax
                                                                       (2.20) 

The alteration index is used to detect type of formation when the bit is penetrating 

in different formation, it is varying from 0 in soft formation to 2 in hard one, it is 

very sensitive to soft and medium formation. 

2.3.2.6 Specific energy (Teale, 1965) 

Teale introduced the specific energy by correlating real-time drilling parameters 

in rotary drilling. Rotary drilling consists of two actions: indentation and cutting. 

Indentation means the bit is forced with applied weight continuously into the 

formation. While cutting occurs when the bit is received a lateral movement to 

drill the formation. 
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Es =  
WOB

A
+

2Л R×PM× T 

A × ROP
                                                                                  (2.21) 

Where Es is the specific energy (psi), and A is hole section area (m2). 

Teale (1965) was the first researcher who defined the effect of mechanical 

specific energy on bit performance and its ability as an energy to destroy bulk 

volume of particular formation related to its unconfined compressive strength, 

while Ghosh et al. (2015) reported that the depth of hole has a significant impact 

on the estimation of specific energy. 

Teale equation was introduced as follows: 

ES =
WOB

A
+

120Л×R×PM×T

A×ROP
                                                                                (2.22) 

Teale also presented the criteria of minimum specific energy and maximum 

mechanical efficiency. Minimum specific energy ES min is met when specific 

energy equal to confined compressive strength CCS of the rock being drilled, and 

the mechanical efficiency EFFM for any bit type can be determined as follows: 

EFFM =  
ES min

ES
∗ 100                                                                                      (2.23) 

Where ES min is equal to CCS. 

Pessier and Fear (1992) developed equation 2.25 by modifying equation 2.22 to 

be used for field data, and he stated that the sliding friction μ must be considered 

for torque as a function of WOB. 

μ = 36 
T

DB×WOB
                                                                                  (2.24) 

ROP can be derived from Equation 2.22 and defined as follows: 

ROP =  
13.33 μ ×RPM 

DB (
ccs

EFFM×WOB
− 

1

A
 )

                                                                                 (2.25) 

When comparing the efficiency of various cutting structures for different 

bits. EFFM is not the only key for bit selection. Considering the ROP, and bit wear 

as important factors will lead also to cost evaluation and help selecting the proper 

bit. Less efficient cutting structures result in lower ROP and increasing in drilling 

cost. EFFM can be more than doubled with a good hydraulic system. Pessier and 

Fear (1992) concluded that ES, EFFM and μ are significant keys to enhance the 

drilling performance and can be used for detection of major drilling problems, 

analysis drilling practises, bit selection, failure analysis, and real-time monitoring. 
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Based on the study done by Pessier and Fear (1992) it was reported that the 

value of bit coefficient of friction μ ranges between 0.21 and 0.84 for both roller 

cone and PDC bits, respectively. Therefore, as all tested bits are roller cone bits, 

μ is assumed to be equal to 0.24. 

Ghosh et al., (2015) and Teale (1965) defined the mechanical specific energy as 

the energy needed to remove one unit of rock. MSE provides the way to detect 

and give an indication of the drilling bit efficiency.  

In addition, Warren (1984) defined the specific energy as other authors, however, 

he confirmed that the specific energy is not a function of or cannot be affected by 

property of formation, but it is more function of bit type and design, he introduced 

the specific energy Es as follows: 

ES =  
20 WOB × RPM

db ×ROP
                                                                                 (2.26) 

The Equation 2.26 states that Es considered as a constant for a certain bit and 

formation with any values of WOB and RPM due to the changing of ROP, and that 

lead to use Es is a guide to express the reaction between bit and rock for bit 

selection. 

In development wells, upper limits of Es for every formation is used to know the 

proper depth when to pull the bit out of hole. While in the exploration well, Es also 

could be used to determine the depth at which the bit should pull out of hole if Es 

is known for the candidate bit and formation. For a new bit, Es is increasing 

steadily with depth and that means the hardness of the formation is also 

increasing. But if the value of Es increase suddenly with depth, the bit is possibly 

penetrated in hard formation, and then Es and ROP can be used to define the 

length of that formation. Warren (1984) concluded that the driller with wide 

experience can discriminate the reduction of ROP due to either drilling in hard 

formation or locked bearing. The sudden increase in torque usually caused by 

locked bearing especially for vertical wells, sudden fast drilling and low Es is a 

sign for high-pressure zone. 

Rabia (1985) reported that during the drilling with a new bit, if the MSE shows 

sudden increase against the depth, this will give an indication of hard formation 

is being penetrated while the low value of MSE with a sudden fast drilling may be 

explained to drilling within high-pressure zone. 
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MSE values were determined by applying Equation 2.27, (Rabia, 1985): 

MSE = WOB × (
1

Abit
+

13.33 μ ×RPM

db×ROP
)                                                                (2.27) 

Reddish and Yasar (1996) stated that the specific energy is basically depended 

on the shape of cutting and size, and type of drilling bit used. Besides, they 

ensured that the drilling specific energy is affecting by many factors related to 

both rock type and drilling parameters such as:  bit type and size, drilling mode 

whether is rotary or motor, the geometry of the bit, and Bit sharpness. According 

to his theory, first and last factors playing as most impact factors. 

2.3.3 Other theoretical models of rock bit wear estimation 

Measurement While Drilling (MWD) tools were proposed in 1981. MWD run to 

measure and record in real-time the main drilling parameters such as WOB, RPM, 

ROP, and bit torque. Warren (1984), Burgess (1985), Falconer and Normore 

(1987), and Kuru and Wojtanowicz (1992) used the MWD data to evaluate the 

impact of bit torque to bit wear. 

In addition, estimation of wear rate of the drill bit (Milled tooth bit) is vital as 

identifying the right time for bit replacement could save the significant cost of the 

operation. Two techniques have been reported in the literature to estimate the bit 

tooth wear. The first one is bit tooth flatness as a function of MSE (Abbas et al., 

12-14  November 2014, Burgess and Lesso Jr, 1986) which does not account for 

the formation abrasiveness and bit hydraulic. The second one is the approach 

based on a combination of MSE and ROP model as presented by Rashidi et al. 

(2008) who assumed that the ROP is not affected by the change of mud weight.  

Burgess and Lesso Jr (1986) developed a methodology based on the model 

introduced by Warren, and the model was derived from a theory showing the 

factor affecting the torque for a roller cone bit. 

The model was recording the real drilling parameters such as: penetration rate, 

WOB, RPM, and torque, and used to measure the tooth wear, drilling efficiency, 

and shear strength of the drilled rock. 

M = a2√(
ROP

RPM×db
) × WOB × db                                                                     (2.28) 

Where M is the time averaged torque needed to rotate the bit in steady state 

condition. 
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The Equation above considered only the application in hard formation, another 

constant 𝑎1,  must be added to the Equation for soft formation application as 

below:  

M = a1 + a2√(
ROP

RPM×db
) WA × db                                                                    (2.29) 

Where WA is the axial force applied to the bit, and a1,a2  are constants related to 

bit geometry. 

 

Mainly, the value of a1 will be greater for soft formation compared to hard one 

because of the action of gouging, while a2  will be in opposite because of the 

crushes and grinding action. 

Warren (1984) insured the validity of the Equation 2.29, but he noticed that it is 

not function of adjusting factors such as fluid and formation type, and bit 

hydraulic. 

In the real field test, the obtained torque was quite low, and that could be 

explained to drill in clay, shale or any soft plastic formation that might be linked 

to bit tooth wear. The changing value of the torque with tooth wear is based on 

changing of the constant values of a1, and a2. A reduction in tooth length results 

in a tooth flat, this will basically reduce the gouging and scraping actions which 

mainly related to values of constant a1,rather than a2 that assumed to be a 

function of bit geometry. Several drilling Equations are derived using a few 

assumptions. The Equations are related to milled tooth bits in the application of 

drilling plastic formation. 

The drilling Equations that introduced by Burgess and Lesso Jr (1986) are 

introducing in dimensionless terms as follows: 

TD =  
M

WOB×db
                                                                                                 (2.30) 

RD =  
ROP

RPM×db
                                                                                                 (2.31) 

ED =  
ơ 

ơ(f)
                                                                                                        (2.32) 

WD =
2 WOB×A 

ơ ×db
2                                                                                                (2.33) 
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FD =  
f

K×db
                                                                                                     (2.34) 

Where TD is the dimensionless torque, RD is the dimensionless rate of 

penetration, ED is the dimensionless bit efficiency, WD is the dimensionless weight 

on bit, FD is the dimensionless tooth flat, f is the average of effective tooth flat, ơ 

is the rock shear strength, ơ(f) is a function of rock strength to bit tooth flat. 

In case of a blunt tooth, more force is required so tooth bit can penetrate the 

formation, ơ(f) is the slope, and K is a function of number of tooth rows on the bit, 

normally K is ranging from 1 to 4. 

In theory, ED is equal or less than 1 for sharp bit, and it decreases according to 

wear or due to the changing of the rock to hard and could be increased by 

applying more weight on bit. Accordingly, the Equations 2.30, 2.33, and 2.34 are 

expressed in dimensionless as follows: 

TD = a1 × ED + a2√(RD)                                                                               (2.35) 

WD =
RD

(4  a1×ED )
                                                                                              (2.36) 

FD =
WD

(1−ED )
                                                                                                   (2.37) 

Where a1 & a2  are constants that calculated for a sharp new bit only, because the 

 ED is function of W when the bit is blunt. The constants can be calculated by 

plotting TD versus √RD  from data collected of sharp bit. 

This approach is applied only for development wells where all selected bits to drill 

from the upper section to the production section are milled tooth bits. In addition, 

this technique is using to predict when to pull out the bit out of the hole and not 

for estimating the bit wear. 

Dupriest et al. (2005) defined the mechanical specific energy as other authors 

did, and he stated that it is the ratio of input energy to output ROP, which can be 

written as follows: 

MSE =  
480×T× RPM

db
2× ROP

+
4×WOB

db
2×π

                                                                            (2.38) 

Dupriest added that there are many factors that may affect and limit energy input 

and delay the bit to reach its founder point, these include hole cleaning, cutting 

removal, and BHA weight. He studied the drill off test as one of the most useful 
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tests used to optimize bit performance as seen in Figure 2.1. The test concludes 

that when drillers applied a high WOB while drilling, ROP is recording while WOB 

is increasing. The point where ROP is not responding with increasing of WOB is 

called the flounder point as shown in Figure 2.10, where WOB is considered is 

the optimum one. Dupriest added that this test can be used to identify bit 

efficiency using MSE as a trending tool. 

In region I and II, the bit penetrate with the depth of cut DOC due to low WOB, 

the bit perform inefficient for a given amount of energy, and reached its peak 

performance with increasing in DOC and WOB, The energy required to drill a 

certain volume of rock is determined by its compressive strength. Teale (1965) 

developed the specific energy formula and figure out that the bit is efficient when 

MSE equal to rock compressive strength in psi, and the value should change as 

formation change. Teale (1965) observed that the bits are only 30-40% efficient 

at the peak performance, and accordingly the value of MSE is has to be adjusted 

to be more meaningful to rig site as described in Equation 2.39.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Drill off Test (Dupriest et al., 2005). 

MSEadj = MSE × EFFM                                                                                  (2.39)                                                                        

In field practises, drillers define the 𝐸𝐹𝐹𝑀 to be equal to 0.35 regardless of what 

type of bit is running in the hole, applying this technique will result with error but 

still acceptable. Within region II the WOB give a linear increase of ROP and MSE 

remain constant. Monitoring values of MSE in real time give a clue for drillers to 

locate the system whether is below or above the founder point. 
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The combined approaches consider the effects of bit tooth wear with other drilling 

factors such as formation abrasiveness and bit hydraulic, and it is mostly used in 

drilling e.g. model of Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr (1974). 

Jardine et al. (1990) developed a technique to indicate the roller cone bits wear 

which occurred due to near bit vibration in laboratory scales. The model can also 

detect bit wear while drilling in shale by estimating the mean “flat wear” from the 

mean drilling parameters. Naganawa (2012) studied the bit- rock interaction with 

worn teeth to describe the roller cone teeth wear and investigated the dynamic 

approach of the axial vibration to simulate the time history.  

Ohno et al. (2004) proposed a model to estimate both bit wear and rock strength. 

The model considered only bit weight and size, torque, ROP, and RPM. Šporin 

et al. (2019) investigated the wear occurred due to bit- rock interface (sandstone) 

in the laboratory. The model studies the properties and the characteristics of both 

teeth and rock material. The bit was heated during the drilling process and then 

collide by mud to analysis the fatigue and crack on the teeth material. 

Rabinowicz (1996) proposed an abrasive approach to improve the dimension of 

the two-body abrasive wear as shown in Figure 2.11. He studied the response of 

an abrasive grain where force is applied within certain area. Later, (Rabinowicz, 

1977) came up with an Equation to detriment the wear through two body abrasive 

for soft rock. 

Vw =  
F × tan(θ) × X

π Hw
                                  Hw < 0.8Ha                                                  (2.40)            

Where Vw is the volume of material removed, F is applied load (N), X is the sliding 

distance (m), θ is the abrasion angle ( ̊ ), and Hw is the hardness of the abraded 

material (N/m2).  

 

 

 

          

                                                             Figure 2.11 Two body abrasive wear (Rabinowicz, 1996).  
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Rabinowicz introduced the three-body abrasive wear. He derived the following 

Equation by including the abrasive material for application with medium hardness 

rock.  

Vw =  
F ×tan(θ)×X

5.3 Hw
  (

Ha

Hw
)2.5        0.8Ha  < Hw  < 1.25Ha                                               (2.41) 

Ha is the hardness of the abrasive material (N/m2). 

Hutchings (1992) developed another abrasive model by using plastic deformation 

as an abraded material. The approach introduced a new Equation where the 

abrasive grains took a form as a cone of semiangle (αp) due to the applied 

indentation pressure. 

Vw =
2 F × X

π  Hw × tan(αp)
                                                                                          (2.42) 

Where Vw is the volume of wear (m3), F is the applied load (N), X is the sliding 

distance (m), Hw is the hardness of the abraded material (N/m2) and αp is the 

half-angle of the abrasive particle (  ̊ ). 

The main difference between models of Rabinowicz and Hutchings is that 

Hutchings suggested that the force is mainly applied on half of the cone projected 

area. While Rabinowicz assumed that the projected area of the cone would be a 

whole circle. Furthermore, the relation between the abrasive angle (θ) and the 

semiangle (αp) for half-angle of the abrasive grain is represented as follows: 

θ= 90- αp  , and  tan(θ)= 1/tan(αp).  

As a result, the volume of expected wear which may be obtained from Hutchings 

would be double the one of Rabinowicz.  

2.3.4 Background of PDC bits Models  

A number of mathematical approaches have been proposed for PDC bits in the 

literature as shown in Table 2.4: models are related to ROP, approaches 

attempted to predict the PDC cutters wear, and other models which focused on 

studying the interface between the cutter and rock. Most of the models were 

applicable for certain formation and assumed several empirical coefficients which 

affect the drilling parameters. 

Table 2.4 Available models for PDC bit. 
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Models Objectives Limitations 

Young Jr (1969) ROP 

Model that can be applied 

to both PDC and rock bits 

To minimize the 

drilling cost. 

Assumed constant WOB 

and RPM and ignored the 

effect of bit hydraulic 

(Glowka, 1985, Hibbs 

and Flom, 1978) single 

cutter test with principles 

of equal wear, equal 

volume of rock removed 

and energy 

To predict ROP 

and design the 

crown shape of the 

PDC bit 

The model ignored the 

effect of cutter-rock 

interaction 

(Hoover and Middleton, 

1981) 

To estimate ROP 

and bit wear 

Laboratory scales and the 

impact of drilling fluid in 

neglected 

Ziaja and Miska (1982) 

can be used for both PDC 

and core bits 

To estimate ROP, 

rock strength and 

abrasiveness index 

Suggested gradual bit 

wear while drilling and 

neglected the influence of 

bit hydraulic. 

Glowka (1985) single 

cutter test with principles 

of equal wear, equal 

volume of rock removed 

and energy 

To predict ROP 

and design the 

crown shape of the 

PDC bit 

Laboratory scales and 

suggested a constant 

RPM and ignored the 

effect of drilling fluid and 

bit profile. 

Glowka (1987) single 

cutter test 

To predict the 

cutter force and bit 

performance 

The model assumed that 

the cutter wear will be 

uniform regardless of its 

location.  

 

Rampersad et al. (1994) 

ROP Model that can be 

applied diamond bits 

To minimize the 

operation cost 

Bit wear and bit hydraulic 

were not considered 
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Mohan et al. (2009) To predict ROP as 

a function of hydro 

mechanical specific 

energy. 

HMSE and ROP are 

functional and 

interrelated; initial ROP 

must be assumed to 

estimate HMSE. 

 

Ritto et al. (2010) 

 

To maximize ROP Considered RPM at the 

top of the drillstring and 

the initial reaction force at 

the bit. Alos the model 

neglected the influence of 

the bit hydraulic 

Hankins et al. (2014) To enhance ROP in 

other planned 

wells. 

 

Bit wear is ignored, and 

the model cannot be 

applied to exploration 

wells. 

Wei et al. (2015) 

Applicable for certain type 

of formation 

To investigate the 

influence of WOB, 

RPM, rock 

drillability, and 

cutter diameter on 

ROP 

The model ignored the 

impact of bit hydraulic and 

bit wear. 

Moraveji et al. (2016) 

used bat algorithm 

method 

To study the effect 

of several factors 

such as: WOB, 

RPM, jet impact 

force, depth, plastic 

viscosity, and gel 

strength ratio to 

enhance ROP 

Bit hydraulic and bit wear 

is ignored. 

Warren and Sinor (1987) 

single cutter model 

To predict cutter 

wear, temperature, 

and force. 

The model assumed 

constant ROP and 

neglected the bit profile. 

Kuru and Wojtanowsicz 

(1988) 

To detect in real 

time the bit wear 

and rock strength 

Require certain data from 

bit geometry and its dull 

condition in similar 

application in offset wells. 

(Gray, 1967) Laboratory 

scales 

To estimate the 

wear rate of PDC 

cutter 

The model neglected the 

impact of the drilling fluid 
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Kuru (1990) To investigate the 

diamond compact 

material loses 

strength at a 

temperature above 

350ºC resulting 

from high friction 

generated at the 

interface 

The impact of drilling fluid 

is neglected 

Jones (1990) applicable 

to bit diamonds 

To better estimate 

the area of cutter- 

rock interaction as 

a function of 

removed rock 

volume  

Failed to predict the PDC 

bit wear 

Detournay and 

Defourny (1992) 

To investigate the 

impact of rock 

cutting and the 

friction that 

generated by 

cutter- rock 

interaction 

The model suggested that 

DOC is proportional to the 

torque and WOB 

Wojtanowicz and Kuru 

(1993 ) applicable for 

application with 

homogenous formation  

To maintain ROP 

by keeping same 

applied WOB and 

wear across all 

cutters in the bit 

face 

The model suggested 

constant WOB, RPM, mud 

flow, and good hole 

cleaning 

Gerbaud et al. (2006) To study the 

influence of latest 

technology of the 

PDC cutters shape 

on ROP, bit wear 

and stability 

Failed to predict the PDC 

bit wear 

Detournay et al. (2008) To improve the 

cutter- rock 

interaction theory 

that developed in 

1992 

Maintained same 

assumptions the drilling 

response of PDC bit 

followed a linear 

constraint between 

torque, WOB, and DOC. 
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Tulu and Heasley (2009) 

single cutter model 

To analyse the 

vertical and 

horizontal forces 

which related to the 

cutting depth 

The model suggested 

good hole cleaning 

Gouda et al. (2011) To measure the bit 

wear BY 

considering the 

torque generated 

from drillpipe, bit, 

and string 

stabilizer. 

 

The model suggested 

good hole cleaning and is 

valid for certain back and 

side rack angles  

Yahiaoui et al. (2011) 

Tested six different 

manufacturers’ cutters in 

the laboratory scales 

To assess the 

cutting efficiency 

and wear 

contribution to the 

overall quality 

The impact of drilling fluid 

is neglected  

Patil and Teodoriu 

(2013) 

To investigate the 

stick-slip vibration 

and bit wear 

The model ignored the bit 

hydraulic 

Liu et al. (2014) To predict the bit 

wear by analysing 

the real-time 

gamma-ray data 

The model suggested that 

WOB is proportional to 

material loss of cutters 

Chen et al. (2014) To evaluate the 

cutting force 

The model revealed that 

the cutting force is mainly 

affected by the cutting arc 

length but failed to predict 

the PDC bit wear 
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Doshvarpassand et al. 

(2017) experimental work 

To study the 

response of the 

cutting action on 

cutter-rock 

interaction 

The model ignored the 

impact of the drilling fluid 

Pryhorovska, 2017 To analysis the 

rock-bit interaction 

The model suggested 

good hole cleaning  

Yang et al. (2019) 

Applicable for Kymera 

PDC bit only. 

To decide when to 

pull the bit out of 

the hole and predict 

cutters wear by 

combining MSE, 

principal 

component 

analysis, and 

wavelet analysis 

The approach assumed a 

constant wear increment 

with depth 

 

Among the above studies, few have analysed the PDC cutting mechanism and 

proposed a mathematical models that can be used practically, and relatively 

achieved good outcome to assess the bit performance (Bingham, 1964, Hareland 

and Rampersad, 1994, Motahhari et al., 2010). 

2.3.4.1 Bingham 1964 

Bingham (1964) introduced a model which can be used to all type of bits. The 

rate of penetration can be estimated as follows:  

ROP = a × RPM ×  (
WOB

db
)

b

                                                                            (2.43) 

Where, a and b are coefficients that represent the rock strength, Minimum and 

maximum coefficients must be calculated to obtain good results output. This 

model ignored the depth, rock strength, and bit hydraulic, so the results have less 

accuracy and reliability. 
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2.3.4.2 Hareland and Rampersad 1994 

Hareland and Rampersad (1994) proposed a new ROP model for single PDC 

cutter where ROP is equivalent to the rate of cutting rock. The model suggested 

correction factors for rock, RPM, and WOB. However, their approach assumed 

good hole cleaning and they did not consider the cutters wear and. 

ROP =  
14.14 ×Nc ×RPM× AC

db
                                                                                (2.44) 

AC = cos ⍺ sin θ [(
dc

2
)

2

cos−1  − (
dc×DOC

cos θ 
− 

DOC2

cos2 θ  
)

0.5

(
dc×DOC

2 cos θ 
)]                     (2.45) 

Where, Nc is the number of cutters, Db is bit diameter (inch), dc is cutter diameter 

(inch), DOC is cutter penetration or depth of cut (inch), Av is area composed in 

front of the cutter (in2), ⍺ is PDC cutter siderake angle (deg.), and θ is PDC cutter 

backrake angle (deg.). 

2.3.4.3 Motahhari 2010 

In the purpose of improving the PDC bit efficiency was introduced by Motahhari 

et al. (2010). The model was only applicable for drilling application with positive 

displacement motors PDMs (see Equation 2.46). Besides, the impact of drilling 

fluid is also neglected. The model aimed to compute the motor differential 

pressure and ROP at any given WOB, RPM among the well interval. 

ROP =  Wf × (
G RPMx ×WOBy

Db×S
)                                                                          (2.46) 

Where, G is a coefficient calculated by the bit geometry, cutters size, Wf is 

reflecting the wear function, x- y are ROP model exponents, and S is a confined 

rock strength. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Roller cone bits are more subjected to abrasive wear which can be formed in two 

actions: drilling through abrasive hard rock as sandstone results with abrasive 

wear due to process of micro ploughing and micro cutting. Also, abrasive wear is 

experienced due to the process of ploughing into abrasive soft rock such as 

limestone. While abrasive and impact wear are the most of wear that occurred to 

PDC bits as a function of thermal degradation. In short, abrasion wear is 

recognized as the major wear that cause losses of material due to the interaction 

with abraded rock that are mainly contain silica (SiO2).  
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However, another negative form of failure are gross fracture and delamination 

which are mainly harmful to the PDC cutters, because they initially remove large 

areas of the diamond layer and tend to leave the carbide unprotected. In addition 

to smooth wear and delamination, Microchipping, Microfracturing, 

Macrofracturing, and gross fracturing all were classified based on the size of the 

fractured surface. Apart from optimizing the drilling parameters (WOB, RPB, mud 

flow), the properties of the rock such as the hardness is significantly impacting 

the wear rate of the bit. Hence, studying and estimating the rock abrasiveness 

plays a main role to select the right bit for a particular application to enhance ROP 

and minimize operation cost. 

Numerous models have been proposed in the literature to predict the time when 

to pull the bit out of hole rather than measure the bit wear. Majority of the available 

models are suggesting empirical coefficients as they do not address the real 

conditions of the rig site and can be used for limited cases. Besides, they do not 

consider all the drilling parameters such as the formation abrasiveness and bit 

profile and suggested good hole cleaning.  

A number of previous ROP models are introduced to predict ROP for roller cone 

bits where most of drilling factors are including. However, to estimate the dulling 

rate for roller cone bit, Bourgoyne and Young (BY) drilling rate model was 

combined with another model that accounted for bit wear to better model a full 

approach in order to estimate the wear rate and compare it to MSE tool. 

Among the introduced models, Bingham (1964), Hareland and Rampersad 

(1994), introduced several equations to predict ROP with less accuracy. While 

Motahhari (2010) proposed a model to evaluate the bit performance that can be 

used in case of drilling with positive displacement motors. 

Understanding the breakage mechanism generated at the cutter – rock interface 

is the key for assessing of the drilling parameters. The major gap in this field is 

that there is a considerable work in the literature that suggested a single cutter 

test in laboratory to determine the PDC bit wear and predict ROP. Plus, most of 

the introduced models ignored the effect of bit hydraulic and were developed 

under the assumption of good hole cleaning. Distribution of cutters among the bit 

face and cutters rotating radius are not same. As a result, the cutter breaking 

mechanism due to WOB varies because of cutters location and that causes 
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different dull grade in the bit face. The generated toques also not same, thus the 

obtained MSE also is not same in the bit face. Hence, the aim of this research is 

to develop new tools to assess the bit wear and ROP by including the bit design 

and the impact of the drilling fluid to enhance the accuracy and provide a room to 

optimize the drilling parameters to improve bit performance, thus reduction in 

drilling cost. 
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Chapter 3. Estimation of Dulling Rate and Bit Tooth Wear for Roller Cone 

Bits 

3.1 Introduction` 

Attaining optimum drilling conditions is important to reduce the operating cost of 

oil or gas wells. It is challenging to assess the bit efficiency because of several 

factors that impact on the performance can vary from location to location and 

from a drilling rig to another. Most of the available models in the literature are 

largely empirical and cannot be applied in the field condition as they ignored the 

effect of drilling fluid. 

Two approaches have been proposed in the literature to estimate the bit tooth 

wear. The first one is the bit tooth flatness as a function of MSE (Abbas et al., 12-

14  November 2014, Burgess and Lesso Jr, 1986) which failed to consider the 

formation abrasiveness and bit hydraulic. The second one is the technique based 

on the combination of MSE and ROP model as presented by Rashidi et al. (2008) 

who suggested that ROP is not influenced by the change of mud weight.  

In the following case study, five drilled oil wells in two different fields in Libya are 

analysed for the purpose of estimation bit wear. The objective is to include all 

factors to better identify the right time for worn bit replacement and improve the 

drill bit wear estimation. 

3.2 Model Development 

A number of attempts were introduced in the literature (Caicedo et al., 2005, 

Bilgesu et al., 1997, Moradi et al., 2010, Hareland et al., 2010) to predict the ROP 

as a function of the variable drilling parameters. Rashidi et al. (2015) developed 

an ROP model accounts for the rock failure for the perfect cleaning condition. 

The effects of bit tooth wear with other drilling factors is mostly expressed in 

drilling e.g. model of Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr (1974). Therefore, the new 

model combines both Bourgoyne and Young (BY) drilling rate model and theory 

of empirical relation for the effects of RPM and WOB on ROP as mentioned in 

sections 2.3.1.3 and 2.3.3, respectively. In addition, the formation abrasiveness 

and the effect of the jet impact force of the mud have also been accounted to 

estimate the bit wear.
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Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr (1974) presented the most reliable model, which 

consist of eight coefficients that are calculated to estimate the ROP for the roller 

cone bits as shown in Equations 2.7 to 2.15.  

Galle and Woods (1960) developed a method to determine the best combination 

of both WOB and RPM to reduce the cost of the drilling operation. Sharing the 

same aim, Edwards (1964) included the impacts of bit hydraulic and bit life 

condition (see Equation 3.3). 

In this approach, a new technique employing ROP, WOB, RPM, and MSE 

measurements is introduced to assess how these parameters impact the dulling 

rate.  

Based on the work of Galle and Woods (1960), ROP as a function of bit wear can 

be expressed as follows: 

ROP ⍺ ( 
K

(0.928 ×D2)+(6× D)+1.0        
)a                                                                      (3.1) 

However, Bourgoyne Jr and Young Jr (1974) presented a different correlation of 

ROP with the bit wear: 

ROP ⍺ K(e−a × DG)                                                                                            (3.2)                                                                                                  

Where K is 1.0 (for all formations except very soft formations), D is the fractional 

tooth grades (height), DG is the dull grade, and a is an exponent fit based on the 

field data. 

It is not easy to compute the dulling rate as the wear is not similar for all teeth on 

the different rows. However, Galle and Woods (1960) suggested an equation to 

estimate the dulling rate as a function of the basic drilling parameters as follows: 

d

t
=  

1

Af
×

i

a×m
                                                                                                  (3.3) 

i = RPM + (4.348 × 10−5 × RPM3)                                                                  (3.4)                                                                                                   

m = 1,359.1 − (714.19 log10 WOB)                                                                 (3.5)                                                                                       

a = (0.928 × D2) + (6 × D) + 1.0                                                                      (3.6)                                                                                                   

Where i is a function of RPM, a is representative condition of bit life, m is 

represent a quantity as a function of WOB, and Af expresses the formation 

abrasiveness. 
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Note i increases with RPM, m decreases with an increase in WOB, and a 

increases with bit teeth wear. Accordingly, the dull grade increases if the dulling 

rate decreases. Thus, the dulling rate in Equation 3.3 reflects the remaining tooth 

height at any dull condition. 

In this work, fractional grade is assumed to increase gradually while drilling as 

proposed by Rashidi et al. (2008). 

D = (
dcur−din

dout−din
) × (

DG

8
)                                                                                      (3.7)  

Where, dcur is the current depth (ft), din is the depth-in (ft), dout is the depth-out 

(ft), and DG is the actual dull grade or tooth height worn away that is measured 

when the bit is pulled at the surface, and it ranges between zero to eight as shown 

in section 1.4. 

Equation 3.6 is developed and become Equation 3.8 By considering both 

Equations 3.1 and 3.2, where it is clear that the bit wear is inversely proportional 

to ROP. 

a = ((0.928 × D2) + (6 × D) + 1.0)a7                                                              (3.8) 

Where a7 is a model constant coefficient as described in Equation 2.14. 

The impact of bit type, bit hydraulic, and formation are all included in the 

abrasiveness constant Af as expressed in Equation 3.3. Af used to be estimated 

by employing several factors that obtained from certain graphs as reported by 

Galle and Woods (1960). The graphs were plotted according to the type of 

formation being drilled, i.e. very soft, soft-medium or medium-hard. 

Keeping the same factors that considered in the model of Galle and Woods 

(1960), a new equation is proposed in order to compute Af as follows. 

Af = f1 × f8                                                                                                      (3.9) 

Where f1and f8 are expressed as formation drillability (Equation 3.10), bit type 

and hydraulic (Equation 3.11). 

 ƒ1 = e2.303a1                                                                                     (3.10) 

ƒ8 = (
Fj

1000
)

a8

                                                                                                   (3.11)                                                                                                                                                                         

Equation 3.10 is used to calculate jet impact force as proposed by Bourgoyne et 

al. (1986). 

file:///C:/Users/EOL/Desktop/Ahmed%20Thesis/Thesis%2025-5-2020%20updated.docx%23_ENREF_3
file:///C:/Users/EOL/Desktop/Ahmed%20Thesis/Thesis%2025-5-2020%20updated.docx%23_ENREF_3
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FJ =   × F × j / 1932                                                                                    (3.12) 

j = 0.321 × F / TFA                                                                                       (3.13) 

Where  is the mud density ( lbm g)⁄ , F is flow rate (gal/min), TFA is jet total flow 

area (sq.in), and j is jet hydraulic (lbf). 

Pessier and Fear (1992) stated that the value of bit coefficient of friction μ ranges 

between 0.21 and 0.84 for both roller cone and PDC bits, respectively. Therefore, 

μ is assumed to be equal to 0.24 as all candidate bits are roller cone bits. 

MSE represented the required energy to remove one unit of rock (Ghosh et al., 

2015, Teale, 1965). Dupriest et al. (2005) reported that one of the main objectives 

to optimize the ROP is the analysis of MSE in the real-time. Where MSE values 

were determined by applying Equation 2.27. 

Mud logs indicate how the bit is drilling as a function of drilling parameters and 

ROP (Mason, 1987). While bit record evaluates the bit condition along with the 

interval. The variation of ROP with WOB and RPM is recorded from mud logging 

data recorded at every five feet. The data is collected till the depth when the bit 

pulled out to surface where ROP is determined as an average ROP for the whole 

section. 

Edwards (1964) reported that drilling parameters, rock properties, and the drilling 

fluid affect the bit wear. He concluded that cost per foot will increase if ROP is 

dropped which reflected the bit condition if drilling parameters and rock remain 

constant.   

The bit wear is expressed when the bit is pulled out from the final depth; thus, 

only data at the final depth is considered for the bit wear estimation. According to 

the geometry of the bit teeth, it is clear that it will require longer to wear out the 

last increment of the tooth height comparing with the time will be taken for the 

first increment for the same tooth. This phenomena was introduced by Edwards 

(1964) to drive an equation to compute the wear function f(D) as follows: 

f(D) = 8 − (7 × D)                                                                                        (3.14) 

Equation 3.14 was developed by suggesting that the bit is worn with  
1

16
 wear in 

the inner row teeth when the new has a tooth of 
8

16
 . 
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In this work, Equation 3.15 is produced by modifying Equation 3.14 to be 

expressed as a function of the rate of dulling. 

f(D) = 8 − (8 × D × D)                                                                                (3.15) 

Where D can be calculated as follows: 

D =
d

t
× DT                                                                                                 (3.16) 

DT = (dcur − din)/ROP                                                                                  (3.17) 

Where values of (8 × D × D) are equivalent to the original tooth height remaining 

at any dull condition, and T is the drilling time in (hours). 

Real data that collected from five vertical oil wells drilled in Libya in two different 

fields have been used in the further calculations for the validation of the model.  

3.2.1 Determination of constant coefficients of BY model 

To compute the BY model coefficients, parameters estimation tool in gPROMS 

platform (Version 4.2.0) was used. The gPROMS is a programming language of 

simulation, optimization and parameter estimation of highly complex processes. 

The gPROMS can be used to describe the physical, chemical and biological 

behaviour of the process. In this research, parameters estimation tool is used, 

where the equations are converted into set of Partial Differential Algebraic 

Equations (PDAE”s), that are worked out using an advanced numerical solver. 

The real data were collected from five wells sharing the same lithology in two 

different fields. The software set with a1to a8 lower and upper bounds and run for 

169 to 280 optimization iterations to obtain values with respect to the 95% 

confidence level.  

To perform the calculation, six experimental stages were built for each rock. 

Then, gPROMS applies a mathematical solver that is run as follows: 

• Setting the recommended bounds: the initial guess, the upper bound, the 

lower bound for each coefficient. 

• For every set of values within every experiment stage, data inputs have to 

be assigned as fixed values (D, db , gp , pc, W , N , (
W

db
)

t
   , FJ , and h). 
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• The model equations are applied to estimate ROP at every stage within 

the experiment bounds attempting to minimize the error by use of Sum of 

Square Errors (SSE) as follows: 

SSE =  ∑ [(ROPi
Exp

− ROPi
Cal)]

2Ndata
i=1                                                                (3.18)                                            

Where Exp and Cal are indication of experiments and calculation, respectively. 

To obtain reliable results of ROP and bit wear, several assumptions were set 

based on the collected data from every bit ran in the offset wells: 

• Applications with new 12 ¼ rock bits are considered. 

• Formation strength is assumed constant to investigate the effect of WOB 

and RPM. 

• Mostly teeth located in the inner row are more subject to wear (Edwards, 

1964). As a result, wear occurred to the inner row is evaluated, where the 

teeth are in contact with the bottom of hole. 

• The wear is estimated only at the depth when it decided to pull the bit out 

of the hole. 

• The reason for tripping the bit to the surface must be related to ROP such: 

as formation changes, drilling time, etc. However, reasons that are 

independent on ROP such as pump pressure, twist off, and left in the hole 

are not considered. 

• Water base is used where the density is assumed to range from 8.8 to 9.2 

lb/gal for all wells. While the pore pressure is suggested to be within the 

range of 0.2 lb/gal as overbalance caused by lack of data in some wells. 

3.2.2 Analysis of the results and discussion 

Figure 3.1 shows the flow chart of the overall methodology. The jet impact force 

can be estimated by using Equation 3.12, and jet hydraulic can be computed by 

applying Equation 3.13. In this methodology, the failure of bearing is neglected 

and the abrasiveness constant Af can be determined by use of Equation 3.9. 

The second part of the methodology for the computation is to estimate MSE by 

use of the drilling data variables such as ROP, WOB, RPM, bit diameter with 

respect to depth. The estimated MSE produced Figures. 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, 3.10, and 

3.12 by use of Equation 2.27 where μ is assumed to equal 0.24. Next, the dulling 
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rate is calculated at every five feet along with the interval of 12.25 section using 

Equation 3.3. Finally, the bit tooth wear can be estimated by use of Equation 3.15. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Flow chart illustrating the proposed model. 

3.2.2.1 Field 1 

Gir formation which consist of Anhydrite and Dolomite is selected to be the 

nominated formation in this field.  12 ¼" roller cone bits are investigated to 

estimate bit wear while drilling from depth of 760 ft till 2668 ft. 

3.2.2.2 Field 2 

Gata formation is tested where mainly limestone, anhydrite, and some traces of 

shale exists between the depths of 3080 ft to almost 8000 ft. 

Six 12 ¼" roller cone bits used to drill in vertical oil wells are selected. Real data 

was collected to build six stages for in this filed, where every stage is fitted with 

particular data that belong to certain well as shown in Table 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Table 3.1 Data obtained from wells at Field 1. 
 

Well No 𝐃𝐞𝐩𝐭𝐡 

(ft) 

𝐑𝐎𝐏 

(ft/hr) 

𝐖𝐎𝐁 

(1000 lb) 

𝐑𝐏𝐌 

(rev/min) 

𝐡 

% 

𝐅𝐉 

(lbf) 

Reason 

Pulled 

Well A 2308 14.9 45 130 0.375 124 Hole 
Problem 

Well B 1640 14.23 20 95 0.125 360 Hours 

Well C 2132 13.7 35 110 0.625 904 Penetrati
on Rate 

Well D 2460 19.02 25 120 0.25 742 Hours 

Well E 2150 26.6 45 125 0.375 856 Hole 
Problem 

Well F 2451 18.1 30 100 0.25 978 Penetrati
on Rate 

 

Table 3.2 Data obtained from wells at Field 2. 

Well No 𝐃𝐞𝐩𝐭𝐡 

(ft) 

𝐑𝐎𝐏 

(ft/hr) 

𝐖𝐎𝐁 

(1000 lb) 

𝐑𝐏𝐌 

(rev/min) 

𝐡 

% 

𝐅𝐉 

(lbf) 

Reason 

Pulled 

Well A 6606 32.1 35 130 0.25 1060 Core 
Point 

Well B 4950 32.9 35 120 0.25 683 Hours 

Well C 3965 25.5 30 120 0.0 935 Hole 
Problem 

Well D 4293 18.2 30 120 0.0 697 BHA 

Well E 7000 17.9 35 100 0.125 810 Hours 

 

GPE software was applied to determine the model coefficients by taking into 

account the suggested bounds as introduced in Table 2.3. Table 3.3 illustrates the 

obtained values of the eight coefficients in both fields. 

Table 3.3 Estimated constant coefficients using GPE. 

 Field 1 Field 2 

𝐚𝟏 0.7451 0.846 

𝐚𝟐 1.05E-04 1.99E-04 

𝐚𝟑 0.0009 1.20E-04 

𝐚𝟒 3E-06 6.79E-06 

𝐚𝟓 0.612 1.95 

𝐚𝟔 0.772 0.98 

𝐚𝟕 0.906 0.62 

𝐚𝟖 0.417 0.58 
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The predicted values of ROP obtained from gPROMS and the actual ROP against 

the total depth for fields 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. 

The Predicted Residual Error used by Equation 3.19 is used to compute the 

errors of ROP values for the regression method as follows: 

PRE =  
[∑ (ROPact−ROPpre)

2n data
i=n ]

1/2

n
                                                                      (3.19) 

Where n represent the number of stages. 

Only 1.4 % is the observed error for comparing between actual and predicted 

ROP in the field 1, while 8.3 % is the estimated error in the field 2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Comparison of actual and predicted penetration rate for 
the field 1. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Comparison of actual and predicted penetration rate for 

field 2. 
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3.2.3 Tooth bit wear estimation 

3.2.3.1 Well 1 

Well 1 is drilled in the field 1. 12 ¼" section was drilled at depth of 1264 ft to 2772 

ft where the roller cone bit was pulled out due to drop of ROP. The bit drilled 

almost 100 ft before penetrated in GIR formation. Table 3.2 illustrate the 

estimated parameters with graphs more focused on highlighting the change in 

drilling parameters of 100 ft interval, starting from 1410 ft to 1510 ft as shown in 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.4 Trend of MSE and ROP vs. depth for well 1. 

It is obvious from Figure 3.4 that MSE reacted inversely with ROP. More energy 

is needed to keep drilling if ROP dropped because of the impact of WOB, RPM, 

hole-cleaning condition, and the condition of the bit, or a combination of all. At 

depth of 1470 ft, ROP is increased suddenly because the bit entered into high-

pressure zone where the mud weight was 8.6 lb/gal at 1460 ft depth and 

increased to 12.5 lb/gal at 1470 ft. 

Figure 3.5 (a through d) describes the trends between each of the following 

variables: dulling rate, WOB, RPM and ROP against the depth. RPM was 

recorded at almost of 90 rev/min from the depth of 1420 ft to 1465 ft. The 

estimated dulling rate by use of Equation 3.3 was increasing with WOB as ROP 

increases as shown in Figure 3.5 (b, c, d). However, when the RPM is changed 

from 83.4 to 111.6 r/min (see Figure 3.5c), the dulling rate jumped up from 0.055 
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to 0.09 (-/hr) (see Figure 3.5e), which reflects the improvement in bit efficiency, 

and as a result, ROP is increased more than three times.
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7
1

 

    Table 3.4 Mud log data recorded within interval of 100 ft – Well 1                            

  

Depth 
(ft) 

ROP 
(ft/hr) 

WOB 
(klbs) 

RPM 
(r/min) 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

TFA 
(sq.in) 

JET 

(𝐥𝐛𝐟) 

Fj 
(lbs) 

F1 
(--) 

F8 
(--) 

a 
(--) 

m 
(--) 

i 
(--) 

D 
(--) 

𝐝

𝐭
  

(- /hr) 

MSE 
(psi) 

1410 19.1 19 88.6 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.07 445.8 118.8 0.0121 0.063 23171.8 

1415 7.3 14.2 89.2 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.07 536.1 120.1 0.0125 0.053 45029.2 

1420 7.7 19.6 96.0 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.07 436.2 134.5 0.0129 0.072 63723.6 

1425 6.2 19.6 95.6 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.07 436.2 133.6 0.0133 0.072 77989.2 

1430 34.8 26.2 78.6 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.07 346.2 99.71 0.0138 0.068 15671.9 

1435 60.1 27.6 90.0 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.08 330.0 121.7 0.0142 0.087 11020.3 

1440 9.4 15.2 92.0 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.08 515.0 125.9 0.0146 0.057 38960.1 

1445 5.5 19.2 91.8 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.08 442.6 125.4 0.0150 0.066 82809.8 

1450 9.7 23.6 91.8 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.08 378.6 125.4 0.0154 0.077 58224.6 

1455 38.0 27.6 91.8 365 0.45 260 438 5.589 0.707 1.09 330.0 125.4 0.0158 0.088 17636.8 

1460 17.6 18.8 84.6 364 0.45 259 434 5.589 0.704 1.09 449.1 110.9 0.0162 0.057 23677.7 

1465 40.9 18.6 83.4 367 0.45 261 441 5.589 0.710 1.09 452.4 108.6 0.0167 0.055 10050.9 

1470 134.9 19.8 111.6 374 0.45 266 460 5.589 0.722 1.09 433.0 172.0 0.0171 0.090 4446.1 

1475 11.2 18.6 118 373 0.45 266 457 5.589 0.720 1.09 452.4 188.3 0.0175 0.094 50774.3 

1480 4.9 18 118 375 0.45 267 460 5.589 0.722 1.10 462.6 188.3 0.0179 0.092 110827.7 

1485 6.2 17.8 117 373 0.45 266 456 5.589 0.720 1.10 466.1 187.8 0.0183 0.091 86856.1 

1490 11.8 18.4 108 378 0.45 269 468 5.589 0.727 1.10 455.8 162.8 0.0187 0.079 44130.7 

1495 7.5 18.6 103 381 0.45 271 476 5.589 0.732 1.10 452.4 151.5 0.0191 0.074 66806.0 

1500 83.5 20.8 103 381 0.45 271 475 5.589 0.732 1.11 417.8 151.0 0.0196 0.079 6888.7 

1505 7.2 14.4 103 381 0.45 271 476 5.589 0.732 1.11 531.8 150.0 0.0200 0.062 53472.9 

1510 51.4 19.4 103 381 0.45 271 476 5.589 0.732 1.11 439.4 151.0 0.0204 0.075 10336.0 

2765 13.3 16.8 107 450 0.45 320 662 5.589 0.841 1.66 483.9 162.0 0.1244 0.042 35627.6 

2770 6.2 15.8 107 450 0.45 320 665 5.589 0.843 1.66 501.4 160.0 0.1248 0.040 70681.4 
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While drilling from the depth of 1,410 ft to 1,510 ft, ROP was fluctuating from 4 

ft/hr to about 135 ft/h recorded at depth of 1,470 ft, where MSE reached a value 

of around 4,446 psi (see Table 3.4) that may occurred due to poor hole cleaning. 

WOB and RPM were adjusted to maximize ROP as shown in Figure 3.5, and the 

bit was pulled to surface at 2,270 ft where the dulling rate was reduced from 0.042 

to 0.040 (-/hr), while MSE from 35,627 to 70,681 psi (see Figure 3.4). The trend 

of the dulling rate indicates in more accuracy the bit condition as compared with 

the MSE trend that is poorly reflects the bit efficiency due to other reasons such 

as drilling in high-pressure zone. 

Using the data reported in the bit record and by use of model equation (Equation 

3.13), the function of wear can be computed and compared to the actual wear 

(see Table 3.5). Both the estimated bit wear and the actual wear are illustrated 

later in Figure 3.14. To validate the model, the same computations above are 

applied for the other four candidates’ wells. 

Table 3.5 Data obtained from bit record at the final depth of well 1. 

Depth (ft) 2772 

ROP (ft/hr) 10.1 

WOB (klbs) 25 

RPM (r/min) 98 

MW (-) 8.9 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

497.7 

TFA (sq.in) 0.45 

JET (𝐥𝐛𝐟) 354.2 

Fj (lbs) 812.1 

D (-) 0.125 
𝐝

𝐭
 (- /hr) 0.0451 

𝐝𝐜𝐮𝐫 (ft) 2772 

𝐝𝐢𝐧 (ft) 1264 

T (hr) 149.3 

𝐟(𝐃) (-) 1.26 

DG (-) 1.0 
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Figure 3.5 Graphical representation of drilling parameters and corresponding 

estimated dulling rate of bit run for well 1. 

3.2.3.2 Well 2 

Well 2 is located in field 1. A 13 
3

8
 " casing was set at 222 ft, while the 12.25 sharp 

drill bit was used to drill the section to the depth of 2270 ft as the final planned 

depth.  

The variation of ROP, WOB, and RPM are collected from the mud logging data 

recorded at every 5 ft depth, until the bit is pulled out of the hole at 2269 ft as 

shown in Table 3.6. While the trend of changing MSE and ROP versus depth can 

be seen in Figure 3.6. ROP responded inversely with MSE at most of the depths. 
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However, during the interval from 2170 to 2269 ft, the MSE reacted haphazardly 

due to possible failure of transporting the cutting to surface and poor hole 

cleaning. In contrast, the trend of dulling rate is consistent with ROP trend at most 

depths, which clearly expressed the bit condition and indicated in more accurate 

the bit performance in real-time.  

Towards the final depth of the 12.25 section, WOB reduced from 11.2 to 9.7 klbs 

as shown in Figure 3.7b and as a result, the dulling rate and ROP slightly 

dropped, while low energy was needed to penetrate the formation as MSE 

decreased from 33,590 to 31,426 psi as shown in Figure 3.6. The bit was pulled 

out of the hole and the bit evaluated to dull of 3 out of 8, and the estimation of the 

bit wear by the use of Equation 3.15 can be seen in Table 3.7. 
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Mud log data recorded within interval of 100 ft - Well 2 

 

 

 

Depth 
(ft) 

ROP 
(ft/hr) 

WOB 
(klbs) 

RPM 
(r/min) 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

TFA 
(sq.in) 

JET 
(𝐥𝐛𝐟) 

Fj 
(lbs) 

F1 
(--) 

F8 
(--) 

a 
(--) 

m 
(--) 

i 
(--) 

D 
(--) 

𝐝

𝐭
  

(- /hr) 

MSE 
(psi) 

2170 11.8 13.0 96.4 653 0.75 279.5 831 5.58 0.925 3.3 562.1 135.4 0.35 0.014 27911 

2175 11.1 10.9 97.2 653 0.75 279.5 831 5.58 0.925 3.3 617.6 137.1 0.357 0.013 25131 

2180 10.8 8.6 104.4 658.8 0.75 282.0 846 5.58 0.932 3.3 690.3 153.9 0.358 0.013 21924 

2185 10.9 10.9 103.8 623 0.75 266.6 756 5.58 0.889 3.3 617.6 152.4 0.359 0.015 27269 

2190 7.5 9.8 103.4 619.2 0.75 265.0 747 5.58 0.885 3.3 649.3 151.5 0.360 0.014 35352 

2195 8.4 12.4 102.8 619.6 0.75 265.2 748 5.58 0.885 3.3 576.2 150.0 0.361 0.016 40142 

2200 10.7 14.6 102.8 627.4 0.75 268.5 767 5.58 0.894 3.3 527.1 150.0 0.363 0.017 36684 

2205 9.8 3.9 105 637 0.75 272.6 791 5.58 0.906 3.3 937.0 155.3 0.363 0.009 10945 

2210 7.6 14.7 99.8 643.4 0.75 275.4 807 5.58 0.913 3.3 525.4 143.0 0.364 0.016 50210 

2215 10.7 10.6 100.2 645 0.75 276.1 811 5.58 0.915 3.3 624.5 143.9 0.365 0.013 26102 

2220 10.0 11.0 100.2 645 0.75 276.1 811 5.58 0.915 3.3 613.7 143.9 0.366 0.013 28991 

2225 9.2 9.4 100 645 0.75 276.1 811 5.58 0.915 3.3 663.4 143.5 0.366 0.012 26731 

2230 8.8 8.3 100.6 645 0.75 276.1 811 5.58 0.915 3.3 700.5 144.9 0.367 0.012 24959 

2235 10.2 10.9 100 645 0.75 276.1 811 5.58 0.915 3.3 618.2 143.5 0.368 0.013 27940 

2240 11.2 15.1 95.0 641.8 0.75 274.7 803 5.58 0.912 3.3 517.1 132.3 0.369 0.015 33590 

2245 9.7 13.2 88.4 637 0.75 272.6 791 5.58 0.906 3.4 558.3 118.4 0.370 0.012 31426 

2250 9.5 12.4 90.4 637 0.75 272.6 791 5.58 0.906 3.4 576.7 122.5 0.371 0.012 31106 

2255 8.2 8.8 91.8 637 0.75 272.6 791 5.58 0.906 3.4 683.9 125.4 0.372 0.010 25990 

2260 11.5 7.7 92.0 638.4 0.75 273.2 794 5.58 0.907 3.4 724.4 125.9 0.373 0.010 16248 

2265 11.4 10.8 91.0 637.8 0.75 273.0 793 5.58 0.907 3.4 620.5 123.8 0.374 0.011 22636 
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Figure 3.6 Trend of MSE and ROP vs. depth for well 2. 

Table 3.6 Data obtained from bit record at the final depth of well 2. 

Depth (ft) 2269 

ROP (ft/hr) 27.7 

WOB (klbs) 20 

RPM (r/min) 100 

MW (-) 8.7 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

570 

TFA (sq.in) 0.75 

JET (𝐥𝐛𝐟) 244 

Fj (lbs) 626.2 

D (-) 0.375 
𝐝

𝐭
 (- /hr) 0.0215 

𝐝𝐜𝐮𝐫 (ft) 2269 

𝐝𝐢𝐧 (ft) 222 

T (hr) 73.89 

𝐟(𝐃) (-) 3.23 

DG (-) 3.0 
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Figure 3.7 Graphical representation of drilling parameters and corresponding 

estimated dulling rate of bit run for well 2. 

3.2.3.3 Well 3 

Well 3 is located in the field 1. Table 3.8 shows data collected from mud logging 

for the last 100 ft interval and other data that estimated by use of model equations. 

Figure 3.8 highlights the trend of ROP and MSE against the depth. 
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Table 3.7 Mud log data recorded within interval of 100 ft – Well 3 

 

Depth 
(ft) 

ROP 
(ft/hr) 

WOB 
(klbs) 

RPM 
(r/min) 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

TFA 
(sq.in) 

JET 
(𝐥𝐛𝐟) 

Fj 
(lbs) 

F1 
(--) 

F8 
(--) 

a 
(--) 

m 
(--) 

i 
(--) 

D 
(--) 

𝐝

𝐭
  

(- /hr) 

MSE 
(psi) 

1605 4.3 6.4 121.8 414.4 0.543 245.0 467.7 5.589 0.727 1.72 783.3 200.3 0.118 0.037 47113.6 

1610 5.8 9.6 119.4 414.2 0.543 244.8 467.1 5.589 0.727 1.72 657.5 193.4 0.118 0.042 51007.1 

1615 17.7 14.8 123.2 409.7 0.543 242.1 457.0 5.589 0.720 1.73 523.3 204.5 0.119 0.056 26925.4 

1620 32.9 15.2 126.4 408.5 0.543 241.4 454.4 5.589 0.718 1.73 515.0 214.2 0.119 0.060 15365.8 

1625 46.3 15.6 127.6 408.5 0.543 241.4 454.4 5.589 0.718 1.73 506.9 217.9 0.120 0.062 11361.2 

1630 19.9 14 126.2 408.5 0.543 241.4 454.3 5.589 0.718 1.73 540.5 213.5 0.120 0.057 23208.1 

1635 16.5 15.4 124.6 408.5 0.543 241.4 454.4 5.589 0.718 1.74 510.9 208.7 0.120 0.059 30395.2 

1640 8.0 9.4 124.4 408.5 0.543 241.4 454.4 5.589 0.718 1.74 664.1 208.1 0.121 0.045 37933.7 

1645 5.4 14.4 118.4 413.6 0.543 244.4 465.7 5.589 0.726 1.74 531.8 190.5 0.121 0.051 81359.5 

1650 4.1 11.4 115.6 416.2 0.543 246.0 471.8 5.589 0.730 1.74 604.2 182.7 0.122 0.043 83914.9 

1655 6.0 15.4 117.2 416.0 0.543 245.9 471.1 5.589 0.729 1.75 510.9 187.2 0.122 0.051 78166.1 

1660 44.3 17.4 123 416.1 0.543 245.9 471.4 5.589 0.729 1.75 473.1 203.9 0.122 0.060 12746.0 

1665 51.7 18.6 124.2 415.3 0.543 245.5 469.7 5.589 0.728 1.75 452.4 207.5 0.123 0.064 11821.8 

1670 21.1 12.4 117.6 417.7 0.543 246.9 475.1 5.589 0.732 1.75 578.1 188.3 0.123 0.045 18083.1 

1675 22.1 15.2 119.2 412.5 0.543 243.8 463.2 5.589 0.724 1.76 515.0 192.8 0.124 0.053 21538.7 

1680 8.7 8.2 121.4 416.4 0.543 246.1 472.1 5.589 0.730 1.76 706.4 199.1 0.124 0.039 29812.9 

1685 12.7 8.6 123.2 421.1 0.543 248.9 482.8 5.589 0.737 1.76 691.6 204.5 0.125 0.041 21860.6 

1690 6.8 5.6 123.6 421.2 0.543 249.0 483.2 5.589 0.737 1.76 824.7 205.7 0.125 0.034 26568.0 

1695 7.8 7.6 123.2 420.7 0.543 248.7 481.9 5.589 0.736 1.77 730.0 204.5 0.125 0.039 31222.3 

1700 22.0 12.4 126.4 420.4 0.543 248.5 481.2 5.589 0.736 1.77 578.1 214.2 0.125 0.051 18669.7 

1705 36.6 16 126 417.4 0.543 246.7 474.5 5.589 0.731 1.76 499.1 212.9 0.125 0.059 14519.7 
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Figure 3.8 MSE & ROP vs. depht in well 3. 

Figure 3.9 (a through e) illustrates trends of ROP, WOB and RPM and the dulling 

rate against the depth of well for the last 100 ft interval, respectively. It is shown 

that ROP is mainly depends on WOB at any degree of dullness. While ROP 

dropped steadily as RPM increased.  

At depth of 1605 ft and after1400 ft being drilled, ROP was recorded to be 4.3 

ft/hr with only 6.4 klbs WOB as plotted in Figure 3.9b. This indicates that the bit 

is insufficient and require more energy to keep drilling as dulling rate measured 

to 0.037 (-/hr) as shown in Figure 3.9e. The bit kept in the hole and was not pulled 

out to surface due to unacceptable jump in ROP that recorded 46 ft/hr. The 

enhancement of ROP was noticed immediately with more weight applying on the 

bit as evident in Figure 3.9a. 

At 1675ft, ROP increased slightly to 21 ft/hr and the dulling rate increased 

gradually which matches and give an indication of improvement in the bit 

efficiency. On the other hand, MSE at same depth reflected a drop in the bit 

performance which gave a false indication comparing with the dulling rate (see 

Figure 3.8). To maximize ROP at depth of 1665 ft, 38% of additional weight was 

put on bit and as a result, the bit aggressiveness increased as ROP enhanced to 

reach approximately 50 ft/hr as shown in Figure 3.9a. For the following 40 ft, ROP 

fluctuated until the bit was pulled out to surface for survey purpose. The bit can 

be evaluated, and dull can be estimated by use of the Equation 3.13 and compare 

it to the actual recorded in bit record as shown in Table 3.9. 
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To conclude, the dulling rate is likely to be a more efficient tool to predict the bit 

performance than MSE. Thus, to observe its accuracy and reliability, it will be 

validated for another two wells. 

 

 Table 3.8 Data obtained from bit record at the final depth of well 3. 

 

 

 

 

            

 

Depth (ft) 1710 

ROP (ft/hr) 16.12 

WOB (klbs) 11 

RPM (r/min) 100 

MW (-) 8.9 

Flow (gal/min) 422 

TFA (sq.in) 0.543 

JET (𝐥𝐛𝐟) 249.4 

Fj (lbs) 484.96 

D (-) 0.125 
𝐝

𝐭
 (- /hr) 0.0320 

𝐝𝐜𝐮𝐫 (ft) 1710 

𝐝𝐢𝐧 (ft) 202 

T (hr) 93.54 

𝐟(𝐃) (-) 2.0 

DG (-) 2.0 
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Figure 3.9 Graphical representation of drilling parameters and corresponding estimated 

dulling rate of bit run for well 3. 

3.2.3.4 Well 4 

Well 4 was drilled in field 2. The 12 ¼" section starting from 3143 ft where the 

rock bit drilled almost 3450 ft with average ROP 32.1 ft/hr. Table 3.10 lists the 

data obtained from the operation logs. The data were measured at every 5 ft till 

depth of 6606 ft where the bit was tripping out for the purpose of coring job.
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9 Mud log data recorded within interval of 100 ft - Well 4 

Depth 
(ft) 

ROP 
(ft/hr) 

WOB 
(klbs) 

RPM 
(r/min) 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

TFA 
(sq.in) 

JET 

(𝐥𝐛𝐟) 

Fj 
(lbs) 

F1 
(--) 

F8 
(--) 

a 
(--) 

m 
(--) 

i 
(--) 

D 
(--) 

𝐝

𝐭
  

(- /hr) 

MSE 
(psi) 

6505 8.8 14.8 177.2 643.2 0.94 219.6 650.8 7.017 0.779 1.77 523.3 419.1 0.243 0.083 77442.3 

6510 8.4 18.2 173.8 657.0 0.94 224.3 679.0 7.017 0.799 1.77 459.1 402.0 0.243 0.088 97434.6 

6515 7.7 15.2 176.8 655.4 0.94 223.8 675.7 7.017 0.797 1.77 515.0 417.0 0.243 0.082 90379.5 

6520 8.7 13.6 178.4 656.8 0.94 224.2 678.6 7.017 0.799 1.77 549.5 425.2 0.244 0.078 72751.1 

6525 9.1 16 176 655.4 0.94 223.8 675.7 7.017 0.797 1.77 499.1 413.0 0.244 0.083 80400.0 

6530 10.4 15 177 651.2 0.94 222.3 667.1 7.017 0.791 1.77 519.1 418.1 0.245 0.082 66756.3 

6535 9.8 17 175 642.6 0.94 219.4 649.5 7.017 0.779 1.78 480.3 408.0 0.245 0.088 78994.2 

6540 10.7 13.4 178.6 634.6 0.94 216.7 633.5 7.017 0.767 1.78 554.1 426.3 0.245 0.080 58327.8 

6545 8.5 17.8 174.2 633.0 0.94 216.1 630.3 7.017 0.765 1.78 466.0 404.0 0.246 0.091 95209.8 

6550 6.6 11.2 180.8 648.8 0.94 221.5 662.1 7.017 0.787 1.78 609.7 437.7 0.246 0.073 79173.8 

6555 8.4 13 179 652.2 0.94 222.7 669.1 7.017 0.792 1.78 563.5 428.3 0.246 0.077 72453.0 

6560 13.2 14 178 651.2 0.94 222.3 667.1 7.017 0.791 1.78 540.5 423.2 0.247 0.079 49090.0 

6565 15.4 18 174 651.2 0.94 222.3 667.1 7.017 0.791 1.78 462.6 403.0 0.247 0.088 53003.3 

6570 11.7 18.8 173.2 652.8 0.94 222.9 670.3 7.017 0.793 1.78 449.1 399.1 0.247 0.090 72322.5 

6575 10.5 14.2 177.8 653.4 0.94 223.1 671.6 7.017 0.794 1.78 536.1 422.1 0.248 0.079 62382.1 

6580 15.3 7.6 184.4 662.2 0.94 226.1 689.8 7.017 0.806 1.78 730.0 457.0 0.248 0.062 23886.1 

6585 9.2 11.4 180.6 674.6 0.94 230.3 722.3 7.017 0.828 1.79 604.2 436.7 0.248 0.070 57976.7 

6590 12.4 23.6 168.4 673.8 0.94 230.1 722.2 7.017 0.828 1.79 378.5 376.0 0.249 0.096 83419.9 

6595 15.9 22.8 169.2 660.4 0.94 225.5 693.7 7.017 0.809 1.79 389.2 379.8 0.249 0.096 63430.3 

6600 8.0 23.4 168.6 662.2 0.94 226.1 697.5 7.017 0.811 1.79 381.2 376.9 0.250 0.097 128887.5 

6605 11.3 9.6 165.6 547.2 0.94 186.8 472.0 7.017 0.647 1.79 657.5 363.0 0.250 0.068 36628.4 
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Figure 3.10 and Table 3.11 shows that during 100 ft interval from 6505 to 6605 

ft, ROP values ranged from 6.6 to 15.9 ft/hr, and that was accounted on the 

changes in WOB. MSE trend response in direct proportional with ROP at several 

depths as shown in Figure 3.10 which underestimate the bit efficiency. While the 

dulling rate can be used in more accuracy as a predictive tool for bit performance 

comparing to MSE. 

For example, WOB was increased from 11.4 to 23.6 klb at depth of 6590 ft, and 

accordingly, ROP increased from 9.2 to 12.4 ft/hr (see Figure 3.11b). MSE 

increased from 57,976 psi to almost 83,420 psi which indicates a poor efficiency 

due to possible bit damage. While dulling rate trend raised which express the 

improvement of drilling performance and agrees with ROP response as shown in 

Figure 3.11d. The cause of mis-interruption of that may be justified to the bit 

balling due to the existence of some traces of shale. 

Therefore, WOB should be lowered and more mud needs to be pumped to 

enhance the jet impact force remove the cutting that may stick on the bit face. 

Rotating the bit with the same speed and reducing WOB at depth of 6595 ft, the 

bit aggressiveness enhanced and ROP increased from 12.4 to 15.9 ft/hr while the 

dulling rate remains constant as illustrated in Figure 3.11a. 

Reaching the depth of 6605 ft, and with such a dropping in the rate of dulling 

combined with a sudden reduction in MSE as shown in Figure 3.11e, it was 

extremely difficult to justify tripping the bit out of the hole, hence it should be left 

in hole.  

Table 3.11 lists and summarizes the bit record data to assess the bit dull 

condition. The comparison between the actual bit wear and the estimated bit wear 

by the use of Equation 3.15 is plotted later in Figure 3.14 for this well and the 

other wells. 
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Figure 3.10 MSE & ROP vs. depth in well 4. 

 

Table 3.10 Data obtained from bit record at the final depth of well 4. 

Depth (ft) 6606 

ROP (ft/hr) 32.1 

WOB (klbs) 20 

RPM (r/min) 130 

MW (-) 8.9 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

650 

TFA (sq.in) 0.94 

JET (𝐥𝐛𝐟) 222 

Fj (lbs) 664 

D (-) 0.25 
𝐝

𝐭
 (- /hr) 0.0529 

𝐝𝐜𝐮𝐫 (ft) 6606 

𝐝𝐢𝐧 (ft) 3143 

T (hr) 107.8 

𝐟(𝐃) (-) 2.29 

DG (-) 2.0 
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Figure 3.11 Graphical representation of drilling parameters and corresponding 

estimated dulling rate of bit run for well 4. 

 

3.2.3.5 Well 5 

Well 5 is located in filed 2. Similar 12 ¼" design bit was running in this well was 

used to those application in the previous wells. MSE is estimated along the 12 ¼" 

section. The objective of monitoring dulling rate values is to optimize the drilling 

parameters. This concludes that the bit is considered to be sufficient once MSE 

exceed the rock strength and dulling rate kept at maximum values. Table 3.12 

summarizes the mud logging data which were used to compute the other factors 

by using the model equations to estimate the bit tooth wear. 
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Table 3.11 Mud log data recorded within interval of 100 ft – Well 5 

Depth 
(ft) 

ROP 
(ft/hr) 

WOB 
(klbs) 

RPM 
(r/min) 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

TFA 
(sq.in) 

JET 
(𝐥𝐛𝐟) 

Fj 
(lbs) 

F1 
(--) 

F8 
(--) 

a 
(--) 

m 
(--) 

i 
(--) 

D 
(--) 

𝐝

𝐭
  

(- /hr) 

MSE 
(psi) 

4845 16.8 23.4 142.6 529.2 0.58 180.7 430.6 7.017 0.613 1.74 381.2 268.6 0.232 0.094 51887.0 

4850 9.9 21.8 142.4 529.2 0.58 180.7 430.6 7.017 0.613 1.74 403.1 267.9 0.233 0.089 81705.8 

4855 4.6 22.2 142.8 529.2 0.58 180.7 430.6 7.017 0.613 1.74 397.5 269.4 0.234 0.090 177771.0 

4860 2.8 28 144.4 529.2 0.58 180.7 430.6 7.017 0.613 1.75 325.5 275.3 0.235 0.112 375743.5 

4865 6.0 23.4 141.2 527.0 0.58 179.9 427.2 7.017 0.611 1.75 381.2 263.6 0.236 0.092 142667.6 

4870 4.8 27.6 142 530.2 0.58 181.0 429.8 7.017 0.613 1.75 330.0 266.5 0.236 0.107 211621.5 

4875 4.7 28.4 139.4 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.75 321.1 257.1 0.237 0.106 218949.3 

4880 5.6 29.4 141 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.76 310.4 262.8 0.238 0.112 191683.7 

4885 11.8 30.2 138.6 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.76 302.0 254.3 0.239 0.112 92706.7 

4890 12.6 30.6 143.8 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.76 298.0 273.0 0.240 0.121 91427.5 

4895 12.7 26 145.4 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.76 348.5 279.0 0.241 0.106 77571.2 

4900 11.9 30.4 145 530.2 0.58 181.0 429.8 7.017 0.613 1.77 300.0 277.5 0.242 0.122 96620.3 

4905 10.5 31.4 142.4 532.3 0.58 181.8 433.3 7.017 0.616 1.77 290.0 267.9 0.242 0.121 110532.0 

4910 10.9 30.2 142.6 532.3 0.58 181.8 433.3 7.017 0.616 1.77 302.0 268.6 0.243 0.116 103420.1 

4915 10.3 30.6 147 530.2 0.58 181.0 429.8 7.017 0.613 1.77 298.0 285.1 0.244 0.125 114225.8 

4920 8.8 31.2 145 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.78 291.9 277.5 0.245 0.125 133930.1 

4925 9.0 30.6 145.4 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.78 298.0 279.0 0.246 0.123 128718.3 

4930 11.5 27 141 530.2 0.58 181.0 429.8 7.017 0.613 1.78 336.8 262.8 0.247 0.102 86581.6 

4935 16.2 30.2 142 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.78 302.0 266.5 0.247 0.115 69245.6 

4940 19.3 28 143.6 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.79 325.5 272.3 0.248 0.109 54456.2 

4945 17.4 26.6 143.4 529.2 0.58 180.7 428.1 7.017 0.611 1.79 341.4 271.6 0.249 0.104 57412.9 
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Figure 3.12 shows the trends of both MSE and ROP against depth. ROP was 

decreasing gradually till reached its lowest value 2.81 ft/hr at 4860 ft where MSE 

raised from177, 771 to 375,000 psi as more energy required for the bit to continue 

drilling. This may be attributed to a sign of bearing failure, owing to the increment 

of the rate of dulling as shown in Figure 3.12d. ROP was increased drastically 

due to more force applied on bit until it is reached its peak of 12.76 ft/hr at depth 

of 4895 ft (see in Figure 3.12a). The bit was pulled out to surface at depth of 4950 

ft due to long drilling hours, however, the average ROP was estimated to 32.9 

ft/hr for this section as shown in Table 3.13.    

 

Figure 3.12 MSE & ROP vs. depth in well 5.  

Table 3.12 Data obtained from bit record at the final depth of well 5. 

 

Depth (ft) 4950 

ROP (ft/hr) 32.9 

WOB (klbs) 35 

RPM (r/min) 140 

MW (-) 8.6 

Flow 
(gal/min) 

531 

TFA (sq.in) 0.58 

JET (𝐥𝐛𝐟) 181 

Fj (lbs) 428 

D (-) 0.25 
𝐝

𝐭
 (- /hr) 0.0529 

𝐝𝐜𝐮𝐫 (ft) 4950 

𝐝𝐢𝐧 (ft) 3469 

T (hr) 45 

𝐟(𝐃) (-) 2.07 

DG (-) 2.0 
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Figure 3.13 Graphical representation of drilling parameters and corresponding 

estimated dulling rate of bit run for well 5. 

As it can be seen in Figure 3.14, a well agreement is found between the estimated 

bit wear of all five wells and the reported bit wear in the bit records. The best 

match between the determined and the actual wear is observed for well 3 which 

was drilled in Field 1. This might be justified to the less obtained error of the 

comparison between the predicted ROP and the actual ROP in Field 1. Well 5 is 

also shown a good agreement and stated in the 2nd ranking followed by wells 1, 

2, and 4. The computed error in Field 2 was greater than the error obtained in 

Field 1, and this attributed to the considerable difference in the result in well 4. 

However, no layers of shale were existing while the rock bit drills the 12 ¼" 

section in well 5. Additionally, the sufficient size of nozzles and the constant flow 

rate that kept pumping (see Table 3.12) led to having a good hole cleaning which 

reveals the good agreement between the actual and the calculated bit wear.   
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Figure 3.14 Comparing the actual and the estimated bit wear for the 5 wells in fields 

1 and 2. 

3.3 Conclusion 

The MSE approach considers WOB, RPM, and torque as the major factors, and 

does not consider the bit wear. While ROP models study the effects of bit wear 

besides the other drilling factors, so it is mostly used in drilling and it is more 

reliable. 

A new model to estimate the tooth bit wear by considering the abrasiveness 

formation and mud hydraulic is developed. The approach combines ROP model 

with the modified theory of empirical relation for the effects of RPM, and WOB on 

ROP and rate of tooth wear, which only applicable for roller cone bits. Firstly, 

gPROMS simulation software to compute the BY coefficients model is introduced. 

Then, these constants that fit within the proposed bounds are applied to estimate 

bits wear in other next wells (see section 3.2.1). A new equation was presented 

which led to determine the dulling rate by combining the ROP model with an MSE 

technique. The dulling rate was estimated for the remaining dull grading for rock 

bits using the actual field data (see Equation 3.13). 

The MSE tool does not reliably express the bit condition in real-time as it failed to 

interrupt the prediction of bit performance in some cases such as: bit balling or 

drilling in high-pressure zone. On the other hand, the results of the analysis of 

the studied wells, prove that the rate of dulling is validated to be a predictive tool 

to evaluate the bit wear condition while drilling in most cases. This is in contrast 

with what was recommended in the literature (Warren, 1984, Rabia, 1985). 
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Using the model equations, the determined bit tooth wear for most of the wells 

exceeds the actual bit wear due to the additional feet that the bit drilled before it 

penetrates to the candidate formation. The further work is to investigate other 

different types of drilling bits (e.g. PDC bits), and different type of formations (e.g. 

sandstone). 
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Chapter 4. A New Methodology to Predict PDC Cutters Wear 

4.1 Introduction` 

Studying the cutter-rock interface is the key for the interpretation of the drilling 

parameters. Most of the available models (see Table 2.4) investigated and 

analysed the cutter-rock interaction to understand the breakage processes 

underneath the PDC cutters. However, only a few authors attempted to develop 

an approach to model the wear of the PDC bit cutters such as (Warren and Sinor, 

1987, Kuru and Wojtanowsicz, 1988). The dulling of PDC bits normally done at 

the surface by tripping the worn bit out of the hole. Deciding when to pull the worn 

bit to surface is very important to save operation time that may spend on the 

fishing job. 

Most of the developed approaches in the past are not applicable in the field 

condition as they used a laboratory scale and neglected the impact of cutter-rock 

interface. Based on this, the majority of research modelled the PDC cutters wear 

by employing the principles of single cuter theory (Hibbs and Flom, 1978, Glowka, 

1985, Warren and Sinor, 1987, Tulu and Heasley, 2009) where they assumed: 

equal wear, an equal volume of rock removed, and energy. Thus, they did not 

practically express the force and the cutting wear for all cutters in the inner and 

outer cones across the bit profile. 

A mathematical model that can be applied on rig site and is required to consider 

all factors that influence the PDC cutters wear and account the process that 

generated at the interface of the cutter-rock (see Figure 4.1). The approach 

investigates the effect of these factors to correlate rock hardness and mud 

hydraulic, rock friction, and DOC to better understand the drilling processes to 

predict the abrasive cutters wear in the inner and outer cones while drilling in the 

four vertical wells located in Libya. 

The model compares the obtained cutters wear on both inner and outer cones 

with the actual bit wear recorded in the bit record. The results are found that are 

well in agreement with the actual conditions and prove the validity of the model 

to be applied practically under the field conditions. 
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Figure 4.1 PDC cutters wear prediction model. 

4.2 New Methodology of PDC Bit Life 

The assumption of equal wear and equal volume of rock removed and equal 

power is the key for designing the PDC bit profile (Wang et al., 2018). However, 

the density of cutters in the inner and outer cones are not the same. As a result, 

the degree of dulling is not the same because of the radius of rotating. In this 

work, the bit profile is accounted, and the analyses are considered to take into 

account both inner and outer cones. 

The applied WOB on PDC profile is transferred to all cutters, and the breakage 

criteria differ from cutters to another cutter. Accordingly, the single cutter models 

that introduced previously by Glowka (1985), Hibbs and Flom (1978) is not 

accurate. Huang et al. (2017) proved that the force conditions are more functional 

to the length of the cutting arc and wear condition. In this work, the drilling 

impedance (DRIMP) is used to assess the bit efficiency as a wear evaluation 

index instead of utilizing the analysis if cutting forces. 

The previous studies as discussed and shown in Table 2.4. Hareland and 

Rampersad (1994), Maurer (1966), and Teale (1965) suggested Equation 4.1 

that represent the theoretical volume of the removed rock per revolution. 

(Vr)t =  
T

MSE
 =   2π ∑ AC𝑖

× R𝑖 
n
i=0                                                                             (4.1) 

Where (Vr)𝑡 is the theoretical volume of removed rock (in3), T is the torque (lbm −

in), MSE is the mechanical specific energy (psi), AC is the cutting area of the cutter 

(in2), and R is the radial or the distance from cutter to bit centre (in). 

MSE is expressed as the ratio between the energy which needed to obtain certain 

volume of removed rock. One of the main reasons behind estimating the MSE 

Wear
Operation 
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Strenght
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Bit Design
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with error is the ignoring the impact of rock hardness due to the variety of rock 

strength (Tveit and Berg, 2016). Apart from the energy that used to penetrate the 

rock, the energy which is needed to lift the produced cuttings underneath the 

cutters out of the hole also should be accounted (Mohan et al., 2009). 

Based on that, MSE is modified with the rock hardness and mud hydraulic (see 

Equation 4.2). 

MSEmod. = MSER + MSEH                                                                                  (4.2) 

The correlated MSE for rock hardness is introduced in this model as follows: 

MSER = MSE ⤬ Hardness Ceofficient                                                               (4.3) 

Where, MSEmod. is the modified mechanical specific energy (psi), MSER is the 

correlated mechanical specific energy for the rock hardness (psi), and MSEH is 

the correlated mechanical specific energy for the mud hydraulic (psi).  

The hardness coefficient can be proposed in this model as follows: 

Hardness Ceofficient =  
MSE

Hardness
                                                                       (4.4) 

Equation 4.5 can be used to compute the rock hardness Jogi and Zoeller (1995). 

Hardness =  
WOB× RPM

ROP × Db
                                                                                     (4.5) 

Where, Hardness (psi), WOB is the weight on bit (lb𝑚), RPM is the rotary speed 

(rpm), ROP is the rate of penetration (ft/hr), and Db is the bit diameter (in). 

Kerr (1988) proposed that the specific hydraulic energy can be represented by 

the hydraulic horsepower (see Equation 4.6). 

MSEH = HSI =  
HP

Db
2                                                                                          (4.6) 

Where, HSI is the bit hydraulic efficiency (psi), HP is the bit hydraulic horsepower 

(lb).  

HP and the bit pressure drop (P) can be determined by use of  Equations 4.7 and 

4.8 as suggested by Kerr (1988). 

HP =  
P  × Q

1714
                                                                                                      (4.7) 

P =  
Q2 × MW

TFA2                                                                                                      (4.8) 
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Where, P is the bit pressure drop (psi), and Q is the flow rate (gpm), MW is the 

mud weight (lb gal⁄ ), and TFA is the bit total flow area ( in2). 

Jogi and Zoeller (1995) introduced Equation 4.9 to correlate the torque with rock 

friction in this work. The modified torque is expressed by Equation 4.9. 

Tmod. = T ×  μ                                                                                                  (4.9) 

Where, Tmod. is the modified torque (lbm − in), and μ is the rock friction (unitless). 

μ =
T

WOB  × Db
                                                                                                  (4.10) 

The actual volume of  the removed rock can be defined as proposed as a function 

of ROP by Jogi and Zoeller (1995) (see Equation 4.13). 

(Vr)a =  
π Db

2

4
× 

ROP

RPM
                                                                                       (4.11) 

Where, (Vr)a is the actual volume of rock removed per revolution (in3).   

By re-arranging and substituting the parameters, Equation 4.1 become: 

Hardness × T

MSE⤬WOB  × Db
⤬  (Vr)a =  2π ∑ AC𝑖

× R𝑖 
n
i=0                                                        (4.12) 

Hardness × T × Db

MSE × DRIMP
=   8 ∑ AC𝑖

× R𝑖 
n
i=0                                                                    (4.13) 

Where, DRIMP can be calculated by use of using Equation 4.13 as developed by 

De Reynal (2011). 

DRIMP =
WOB

DOC
                                                                                                (4.14) 

Where, DRIMP is the wear evaluation index (
lb

in
) , DOC is the depth of cut (in). 

(Sinor et al., 2001, Teale, 1965)  stated that the depth of cut per revolution can 

be expressed as a function of ROP and RPM as follows. 

DOC =  
ROP

RPM
                                                                                                    (4.15) 

Chen et al. (2014) considered the number of blades and Equation 4.15 becomes 

as follows. 

DOC =  
ROP

5 × RPM 
                                                                                              (4.16) 

Where, number 5 is may reflect the number of blades. 
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The cutters are distributed across the bit blades. Once WOB is transferred from 

the surface to turn the bit to start rotating and then the cutter dragged by the 

generated torque to crush the rock. Therefore, the cutter penetrates the formation 

to create DOC accordingly (see Figure 4.2). In this work, DOC is estimated based 

on a modified equation as proposed in Spread (2017) as shown in Equation 4.17. 

The purpose of this technique is to compute the effective blade (EB) which is 

explained as to how relatively the active cutters are involved in the drilling 

processes by determining the width of the active cutters to the blade length at a 

given ROP. Then DOC is estimated for both the inner and outer cones by utilizing 

Equation 4.17 as follows. 

DOC =  
ROP

RPM × Nb × EB
                                                                                       (4.17) 

Where, EB is the effective blades (unitless). 

 

Figure 4.2 Diagram of PDC drill bit cutting element DC, DOC,  AC, ro, ri, Ct, and C. 

EB is defined as the ratio of total cutters width that is involved in drilling to the 

length of the blade (see Figure 4.2). 

EB =  
Ct

Lb
                                                                                                        (4.18) 

Where, Ct is the total of cutters width (in), and Lb is the blade length (in). 

Lb can be computed based on to the bit design by use of Equations 4.19 and 4.20 

(see Figure 4.3).  

Lb(inner) =  [(ri)
2 + (hc)2]0.5                                                                       (4.19) 

Lb(outer) = [(ro)2 + (hc)2]0.5                                                                       (4.20) 

The cone height (hc) is calculated as defined in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Updated bit selection chart (Bourgoyne et al., 1986). 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the calculation of the inner and outer radius by using 

Equations 4.21 and 4.22: 

ri =  
2

3
 × rb                                                                                                     (4.21) 

ro =  
1

3
 × rb                                                                                                   (4.22) 

Where, rb is the bit radius (in), ri is the inner cone radius (in), and ro is the outer 

cone radius (in).  
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Figure 4.4 Inner and Outer Cones (Brandon et al., 1992). 

The cross-sectional area of the cutting (AC) is dependent on the depth of cut and 

cutter arc length, by considering the cutters distribution within the radial (Chen et 

al., 2014, Glowka, 1985). Chen et al. (2014) reported that the length of the cutters 

arc differs based on its location in the cone as can be seen in Figure 4.5. 

Therefore, in this work, the cutting area will be estimated as a function of cutter 

width (C) ( AC = DOC × C ) as showed in Figure 4.2 and Equation 4.23. 

 

Figure 4.5 Various cutters geometry due to different locations. 

Gouda et al. (2011) stated that the cutting force can be calculated as follows.  

Fc =  
AC

cos ∅
 × δ =  

DOC × C

cos ∅
 × δ                                                                         (4.23) 

Where,  Fc is the cutting force (lb), ∅  is the cutting angle (º), and δ is the 

hardness or the cutting force per unit area (psi). 

The width of cutter can be computed as proposed in Spread (2017) as follows. 

C = 2 ⤬   [DOC × (DC − DOC)]  0.5                                                                 (4.24) 

Equation 4.25 is derived based on Equation 23 by involving the number of 

cutters to determine DOC and C for both inner and outer cones. 
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DOC × C × Nc =
WOB

Hardness
× cos ∅                                                                   (4.25) 

Where, Nc is the number of cutters. 

In the cutting mechanism drilling with PDC bit, the process of the cutting 

phenomena underneath the bit is challenging. To address accurately the 

analyses of the cutting forces, related to bit design, the cone height is for the 

candidate PDC bits are suggested to equal 3 inch for the 8.5" and 12.25" PDC 

bits, and 4 inches for the 16" PDC bit as follows: 

• Two 8.5" PDC are constructed with a parabolic profile with a shallow cone. 

As a result, the cone height value agrees with the option 6 as described 

in Figure 4.3, within the range of 1/8 Db < G. 

• 16" PDC is designed with a parabolic profile with a medium cone. As a 

result, the cone height value match option 5 (see Figure 4.30, which is 

within the range of 1/8 Db < G ≤ 1/4 Db. 

• 12.25" PDC is manufactured with a parabolic profile with a medium cone. 

Therefore, the cone height value represents option 5 as can be seen in 

Figure 4.3, which is within the range of 1/8 Db < G ≤ 1/4 Db. 

Identifying values of G and Lb, the cutting angle can be easily computed. 

Knowing WOB, RPM, torque, Nb, and density of cutters in the inner and outer 

cones; gPROMS software is utilized to numerically estimate the cutter width C 

and DOC for both cones by use of Equations 4.24 and 4.25. Then, DOC is adjusted 

by applying Equation 4.17. 

It has been proved that low DOC caused an abrasive wear while high DOC lead to 

impact wear (Van Quickelberghe et al., 2006). In addition, Mensa-Wilmot et al. 

(2003) reported that the PDC bit worn while the bit is rotating but not cutting. This 

was confirmed by Gouda et al. (2011) who added that no torque leads to wear. 

On this basis, the cutting force on the wear effect is ignored and the approach 

also neglected the heat generated between the cutters – rock interaction in order 

to predict the abrasive wear. 

Maurer (1966) suggested Equation 4.26 to estimate the rotation energy per 

revolution: 

Energyrot. = 2 π × T × RPM                                                                           (4.26) 
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MSE is correlated as described in Equation 4.27 which then be substituted in 

Equation 4.13. 

MSE =  
Energyrot.

(Vr)a
                                                                                             (4.27) 

Maurer (1966) developed Equation 4.28 to express the generated torque due to 

friction at the cutter- rock interface by accounting the area of the wear cutter and 

suggest zero cutting force. 

T = Cutting Force +  μ × ơ × Db × Aw                                                           (4.28) 

Where, Aw is the wear cutter area (mm2). 

In this work, Aw is defined based on what was introduced by Detournay (1993) 

as follows: 

Aw = L × rc                                                                                                  (4.29) 

Where, rc is the cutter radius (mm), and L is the wear cutter height (mm). 

By combining Equations 4.28 and Equation 4.29, Equation 4.30 is produced to 

determine the torque as a function of L. 

T =   2 × μ × ơ × rb × rc × L                                                                          (4.30) 

Finally, L can be computed by considering the number of cutters on the inner and 

outer cones by using Equations 4.26, 4.27, and 4.30. 

The overall methodology is illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 4.6. The steps of 

the process are described as follows:  

Step 1: Real data is collected and the model equations 4.17, 4.18, 4.24 and 4.25 

are used to estimate the cutter-rock contact variables on both the inner and outer 

cones. 

 Step 2: Equation 4.13 is applied to compute the volume of removed rock on both 

cones, where rock strength is calculated as defined later in section 4.4.  

Step 3: DRIMP, MSE, and torque are estimated by the use of Equations 4.9, 4.13 

and 4.14 in the inner and outer cones to show the impact of bit forces on bit wear. 

To validate the approach, the model equations have been applied to four vertical 

oil wells in Libya. The nominated wells were drilled by running three different sizes 

of new PDC bits and one used PDC bit. The rock stress (Ơ) is calculated based 

on the cutting percentage of the lithology that was given in the logging data (see 
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section 4.4). The approach equations are applied to predict the abrasive cutters 

wears by analysing the drilling factors that computed as an average for foot per 

foot, then the obtained cutters wear is compared to the actual cutters wear 

recorded in the bit record.  

 

Figure 4.6 Flow chart illustrating the proposed technique. 

4.3 The model assumptions 

The following assumptions were made to estimate the abrasive cutters wear: 

•  Equal wear, equal volume, and energy is assumed to all cutters that 

mounted in the inner cone. The same is also applied for the outer cone.  

• Area of cutting AC and DOC were suggested constant for all cutters in 

every cone. 

• The model cis valid for PDC cutters that designed in round shape as the 

most common used shape. 

• Length of the blades are constant and are suggested to be straight to 

calculate Lb for both cones (see Figure 4.4, Equations 4.19, and 4.20). 

Furthermore, the space between cutters is neglected. 

• Radial location of cutters is assumed to be equal to the average distance 

for both inner and outer cones. For example, the inner radial (Ri) is 

defined as the distance between the cutter position at the middle of the 

inner cone to the bit centre (
ri

2
 ). While the outer radial (Ro) is suggested 

to equal the distance between the cutter position at the outer cone middle 

to the bit centre (
ro

2
+ ri) (see Figure 4.5). 
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4.4 Unconfined Compression Strength as a Measure of rock Strength 

New idea is developed in this model to estimate the rock strength based on the 

cuttings percentage as shown in Figures 4.7, 4.9, 4.12, and 4.14. The approach 

computes the rock strength as a function of the unconfined compressional 

strength (UCS) values as illustrated in Table 4.1 and the rock cutting fraction as 

shown in Figures 4.7, 4.14, 4.22 and 4.27. The standard lithology column was 

broken down into sections where the rock strength is calculated by multiplying 

the cutting percentage with the values of UCS as listed in Table 4.1. 

   Table 4.1 UCS for various rocks (Ragan, 2009). 

Rock Type UCS, MPa 

Sandstone 70 

Limestone 25 

Shale 20 

Calcilutite 15 

Anhydrite 25 

Clay 2 

Dolomite 70 

Salt 12 

Chert 180 

Marble 100 

 

4.5 Results and Discussions 

By applying the methodology described in the above sections and the approach 

equations, the results of analysis for the candidates wells of 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 

discussed, in ranking order as follows: 

4.5.1 Well Number 1 

The 8.5" PDC bit was designed with 8 blades and 13 mm cutter size to drill 

through Lower Sirte, Upper salt, and Mid anhydrite from12,720 ft to 14,343 ft. The 

lithology is mainly consisting of layers of shale, limestone, anhydrite, and salt as 

shown in Figure 4.7. ROP is dropped and accordingly, the bit is tripped out to 

surface and dulled for 1-1 (a measure of bit ware- 1mm lost in the inner and 1mm 

lost in the outer cone out of 8mm). 
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Figure 4.7 Estimation of the Lower Sirte formation strength. 

The estimated average of ROP, UCS, DOC, EB, and DRIMP values are listed in 

Table 4.2. DRIMP in the inner and outer cones that indicates the bit performance 

condition raises with UCS and lowers with ROP while drilling in Lower Sirte, 

Upper salt, and Mid anhydrite formations. Figure 4.8 illustrates the trends of ROP, 

WOB, and RPM that recorded in the well logging. The figure also correspondingly 

shows the profiles of EB, DRIMP, and L that were estimated by utilizing the 

approach equations. It is obvious from Figure 4.8 that EB for both cones is 

increased with ROP while WOB and DRIMP response inversely to ROP while 

drilling to the final depth. 

Table 4.2 8.5" PDC bit - rock type with estimated drilling parameters. 

 Lower 
Sirte 

Upper 
salt 

Mid anhydrite 

Thick, ft 640 840 143 

UCS, MPa 22.4 15.7 26.2 

Time, hr 84.6 67.0 33.2 

ROP, ft/hr 7.6 12.5 4.3 

DOC, mm 
 

Inner 0.18 0.22 0.16 

Outer 0.45 0.55 0.39 

EB, % Inner 14.7 17.9 12.8 

Outer 12.9 15.6 11.1 

DRIMP,T/mm 
 

Inner 57.4 43.6 81.6 

Outer 24.0 17.7 32.9 
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The bit spent 84.6 hours to drill 640 ft of Lower Sirte rock as shown in Table 4.2, 

and as a result, the bit got worn in the early stage of the application. ROP 

recorded to 33 ft/hr at depth of 12,729 ft while drilling in pure shale formation with 

WOB of 12 klbs and RPM of 85 rpm (see Figures 4.8b and 4.8c). Only 29.6% of 

the inner effective blade (EB I) were active and contact the rock (see Figure 4.8d). 

Based on that, the wear evaluation index in the inner cone (DRIMP I) computed 

to 22 T/mm (see Figure 4.8e). While effective blades in the outer cone (EB O) 

was dropped to reach 25% and wear evaluation index in the outer cone (DRIMP 

O) was calculated to 9 T/mm. As a result, no abrasive wear was expected in both 

cones as shown in Figure 4.8f. 

However, as the PDC bit went dipper and started drilling in 50% limestone with 

50% layers of shale at depth of 12,736 ft, the ROP reduced as EB I was lowered 

to about 14.6% which reflect the drop on cutters width. Also, the corresponding 

DRIMP I raised to 50.5 T/mm (see Figure 4.8e) that results with wear in the inner 

cone (L I) that measured to 0.87 mm lost (see Figure 4.8f). While in the outer 

cone DRIMP O increased to 20.6 T/mm with minor damage. As the rock 

description was changed to Upper salt at depth of 13,360 ft and rock strength 

decreased to 15.7 MPa (see Table 4.2). DRIMP decreased to 43.6 and 17.7 for 

inner and outer cones, respectively because of the increment in EB of 18 and 

15.6 % in both cones as a function of DOC. Therefore, the bit turns to be more 

aggressive, and this is accompanied by an increment in the cutting area and rock 

removed for both cones.  

ROP is dropped from 5.87 to 2.6 ft/hr at depth of 12,750 ft. Employing the 

approach equations, L I was measured to 1.58 mm lost as shown in Figure 4.8f, 

where approximately 11% of EB I was active and involved in drilling mechanism 

(see Figure 4.8d). While, the wear in the outer cone (L O) was computed to only 

0.0045 mm lost as can be seen in Figure 4.8f. ROP is enhanced to reach 20 ft/hr 

once the bit penetrates in the Upper salt rock at depth of 13,360 ft where the rock 

strength is reduced to an average of 15.7 MPa as shown in the second row in 

Table 4.2. Based on the approach equations, EB I and EB O were 22% and 19%, 

respectively. 

During drilling in Mid anhydrite at depth of 14,200 ft with the estimated rock 

strength of 26.2 MPa, the PDC bit struggled and ROP reduced to only 4.3 ft/hr, 

while DRIMP jumped to hit the high average values of 81.6 T/mm in the inner 
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cone compared to 33 T/mm in the outer cone (see the third row in Table 4.2). 

According to the above discussions and observations, keeping the bit in the hole 

with a sharp increase of DRIMP at depth of 14,200 ft or deeper may cause severe 

damage to the inner cone, so the benefit of tripping the bit out to surface is 

obvious at this depth. 

  

Figure 4.8 Trend of drilling parameters along the depth of drilling and corresponding 

estimated drilling parameters for well number 1. 
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4.5.2 Well Number 2 

The 16" section consists of dolomite, limestone, sand, clay, and marble. The 

selected PDC bit was contributed with 6 blades - double rows and 16 mm cutter 

size to drill from the depth of 2014 ft to 3536 ft. The PDC bit reached its final 

depth and dulled at the surface for 1-4 as recorded in the bit record. 

The interval consists of Miocene, Oligocene, and Upper Eocene rocks with the 

UCS of 20.6, 54.7 and 31.3 MPa, respectively as shown in Table 4.3. Besides, 

the application is heterogeneous (see Figure 4.9) which challenges the PDC to 

obtain a good ROP. Using the approach equations, the results indicate that the 

bit had a total wear in the outer cone L O greater than the actual wear as a result 

of drilling 1522 ft in 84.7 hr (see Figure 4.10). 

Table 4.3 16" PDC bit - rock type with estimated drilling parameters. 

 Miocene Oligocene Upper Eocene 

Thick, ft 646 600 276 

UCS, MPa 20.6 54.7 31.3 

Hardness, lb/sq.mm 18.9 26.7 100.4 

Time, hr 25.0 29.1 30.7 

ROP, ft/hr 25.7 20.6 8.9 

DOC, mm 
 

Inner 0.51 0.40 0.24 

Outer 0.83 0.68 0.40 

EB, % Inner 28.9 25.2 19.3 

Outer 60.4 52.9 40.8 

DRIMP,T/mm 
 

Inner 9.8 11.3 31.8 

Outer 17.5 19.0 41.1 
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         Figure 4.9 Estimating of the stress of Miocene, Oligocene, and  

Upper Eocene rocks strength. 

Table 4.3 concludes that the PDC bit drilled in good conditions and achieved an 

ROP of 25.7 ft/hr to drill nearly 1200 ft through Miocene (646 ft) and Oligocene 

(600 ft). WOB slightly raised at depth of 3260 ft (see Figure 4.11b) where the 

PDC needed more energy to maintain its efficiency. Based on that, EB reduced 

to 28.6 and 60 %, and resulted in DRIMP to jump to 5.8 and 12.3 T/mm in the 

inner and outer cones, respectively. 

To enhance ROP, more weight was applied on the bit  from 5.4 to 9 tone at depth 

of 2187 ft (see Figure 4.11b), that led to slow the PDC as the efficiency dropped 

(35% in ROP) caused by rock cutting changed from 85% clay to 75% limestone 

as illustrated in Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.9. Therefore, the bit outer cone 

reflected a much stronger response as compared to the inner cone. Based on the 

model equations, DRIMP O was nearly doubled its value and L O measured to 

equal 1mm lost as shown in Figure 4.11f. The bit design has a clear impact on 
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wear, cutting area as a function of DOC increased due to the cutting angle. 

Accordingly, EB I of 25% out of total cutters width were active and involved in the 

drilling mechanism (see Figure 4.11d). On the other hand, EB O was doubled of 

the inner (see Figure 4.11d). This is corresponding to DRIMP values estimated 

in both cones. By utilizing the data given related to Oligocene rock strength and 

rock hardness (refer to Table 4.3), the UCS was increased from 20.6 to 54.7 MPa; 

while ROP declined from 25.7 to 20.6 ft/hr with no sign of wear dulled in both 

cones (see Figure 4.11f). This is due to the increment of DRIMP to an average of 

10% in both cones (i.e. from 9.8 to 11.3 T/mm).  

To drill 276 ft in Upper Eocene rock, 31 hours were required (see Table 4.3). 

However, the same hours were spent to drill 600 ft in Oligocene rock by use of 

the same PDC bit. Nevertheless, the rock strength was decreased from 54.7 to 

31.3 MPa (see Table 4.3). The justification of this result may assume that ROP 

is insensitive to rock hardness. DOC and EB in both cones as shown in Table 4.3 

dropped dramatically. This is corresponding to ROP with a noticeable rise in 

DRIMP in both cones until the final depth of the section. 

Abrasive wear was estimated at every foot. However, it is logical to take into 

account the wear when the bit was tripped out of the surface. To compute the bit 

wear, the approach equations were applied. L O was estimated to 5.3 mm as 

compared to 4.0 mm as reported dull grading (see Figure 4.11f). While the bit 

record showed that the bit is dulled to 1 mm lost in the inner cone as compared 

to 1.4 mm lost L I calculated by the wear equations. Figure 4.10 shows the real 

damage after pulling the 16" PDC bit to the surface. The difference between the 

estimated and actual wear as can be seen later in Figure 4.18 would be attributed 

to the assumptions made in this approach. 

 

Figure 4.10 Actual damage of the 16" PDC bit. 
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Figure 4.11 Trend of drilling parameters along the depth of drilling and 

 corresponding estimated drilling parameters for well number 2. 

4.5.3 Well Number 3 

The 248 ft of Upper Sirte formation in 8.5" section is drilled with the average ROP 

of 11.8 ft/hr by PDC designed from 6 blades and 19 mm cutter size (see Table 

4.4). The formation mainly consists of layers shale. Hydro - Guard mud, a clay 
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free designed, was pumped to the bottom of the hole to avoid swelling the shale. 

At 10,673 ft, the aim for tripping the bit out to the surface is to change the bottom 

hole assembly, however, the bit dulled for 3-4.  

Table 4.4 8.5" Used PDC bit - rock type with estimated drilling parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Figure 4.12 Estimating of the Upper Sirte rocks strength. 

 

 Upper Sirte 

Top, ft 10425 

BTM, ft 10673 

USC, MPa 19.54 

Hardness, lb/sq.mm 281.9 

Time, hr 20.9 

ROP, ft/hr 11.8 

DRIMP, 
T/mm 

Inner 19.81 

Outer 12.37 
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The PDC drilled till the depth of 10,629 ft with stable RPM through the interval of 

70% shale (see Figure 4.12). The average ROP determined to 93 ft/hr and 

DRIMP estimated to 15.1 and 9.4 T/mm in the inner and outer cones, respectively 

(see Figure 4.13e). While drilling from 10,629 to 10,635 ft, and as the PDC drilled 

in calcilutite rock (see Figure 4.12), the driller pulled out the bottom hole assembly 

and WOB decreased and RPM increased (refer to Figures 4.13b and 4.13c). 

Therefore, the average ROP dropped to 87 ft/hr and DRIMP was suddenly 

jumped to reach 24.5 and 15.2 T/mm on both cones. As a result, the PDC 

struggled to drill as the effective blade in both inner and outer cones reduced to 

21.2 and 23 %, respectively (see Figure 4.13d). ROP declined from 8.8 to 3.6 

ft/hr at depth of 10658 ft, and DRIMP raised caused by the 15% increment of 

hardness from 18.3 to 22.5 T/mm in the inner cone and from 11.4 to 14 T/mm in 

the outer as illustrated in Figure 4.13e. 

The approach has suggested that the PDC bit is new (sharp), and hence the 

cutting angle, DOC, and wear in both cones were estimated as listed in Table 

4.5. 

Table 4.5 8.5" Used PDC bit – cutting angle for inner and outer cones. 

 

 

Table 4.5 concludes that the outer cone is more responsive to cutting force as 

compared to the inner cone because of the radial distance from the outer cone to 

the bit centre, which was assumed constant for all cutters. The nominated PDC 

that used to drill the section in this well was a reused bit and maybe of partial 

integrity, i.e. cutting elements may be lost. However, the PDC bit was dulled at 

the surface for 3-4 as recorded in the bit record and concluded that the PDC has 

experienced more damage as compared to the results obtained from the model. 

This justified the difference obtained in the comparison between the predicted bit 

wear and the actual damage as shown later in Figure 4.18. 

 Cutting angle, º DOC, mm L, mm 

Inner cone 43.1 0.422 0.340 

Outer cone 25.8 0.650 0.450 
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Figure 4.13 Trend of drilling parameters along the depth of drilling and 

corresponding estimated drilling parameters for well number 3. 

4.5.4 Well Number 4 

The 12.25" section was drilled by 6 blades’ PDC with 16 mm cutter size. The bit 

drilled through 112 ft in Algata formation and 1588 ft in Gir formation. At depth of 

6650 ft, the PDC bit was pulled out to surface and evaluated for 3-X. (The actual 

dull grading of the outer cone is unknown). 
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Figure 4.14 Estimating of the Algata formation strength. 

Table 4.6 12.25" PDC bit - rock type with estimated drilling parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

The PDC bit spent 38.3 hours to drill 1700 ft in interbedded formation of dolomite, 

calcilutite, shale, and some traces of chert (see Figure 4.14). Using the approach 

equations, the results indicate that the PDC bit was kept in very good condition 

with no abrasive wear in both cones when has pulled out of the hole (see Figure 

4.15f). 

 Algata Gir 

Top, ft 4950 5062 

BTM, ft 5062 6650 

Thick, ft 112 1588 

UCS, MPa 14.46 21.27 

Hardness, lb/sq.mm 99.85 136.94 

Time, hr 2.68 35.6 

ROP, ft/hr 41.79 44.53 

DRIMP, 
T/mm 

Inner 21.11 23.63 

Outer 11.45 12.87 
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Drilling through interbedded formation and due to the sudden change of rock 

strength, the PDC bit received an impact wear because of the high values of DOC 

as shown in Figure 4.15d for both cones. This is evidence for the outer cone, 

where DOC is reached approximately 3 mm. The bit is accounted as efficient if 

the ROP is enhanced and the bit has low DRIMP. The obtained results for the 

previous wells 1, 2 and 3 have demonstrated that ROP and DRIMP should 

response inversely. This is not the case for well 4, where ROP is indirectly 

proportional to DRIMP in both cones (see Figures 4.15a, 4.15e, 4.16 and 4.17). 

This is obviously not agreed with the principles of the abrasive wear approach. 

Also, taking into account the nature trend of ROP vs. DOC, ROP was declined 

instead of rapidly increasing with DOC (see Figures 4.16 and 4.17). These 

phenomena strengthen the conclusion that recognizes the wear that occurred on 

the 12.25" PDC is an impact wear and not an abrasive wear. Therefore, bit wear 

cannot be predicted by the approach equations, and that can be clearly indicated 

with the poor comparison between the estimated and actual wear in both cones 

as shown later in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.15 Trend of drilling parameters along the depth of drilling and 

corresponding estimated drilling parameters for well number 4. 
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Figure 4.16 Average. DOC - ROP and DRIMP (Inner Cone). 

                               

 

Figure 4.17 Average. DOC - ROP and DRIMP (Outer Cone). 

The comparison between the actual dulling that measured in the bit record and 

the obtained results by the use of the model equations can be seen in Figure 

4.18. The abrasive cutters wear in wells 1, 2 and 3 were estimated according to 

the assumptions made earlier for the development of the model. The wells 1 and 

2, show good agreement which obtained between the estimated and the actual 

cutters wear. The disagreement between the actual and estimated wear on the 

inner cone shows more accurate compared to the outer cone. This could be 
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explained to the basic design of PDC bit where generally the outer cone has 

greater number of cutters. 

While a considerable difference is observed between the actual and the 

determined cutters wear in wells 3 and 4. This can be justified to the case as the 

PDC bit in well 3 was used bit, so the PDC bit may lost partially cutter elements 

while drilling in other wells before rerun again to drill the 8.5" hole in well 3. 

Besides, the PDC bit that drilled the 12.25" hole in well 4 received an impact wear 

and not an abrasive wear.  

 

Figure 4.18 Comparing the actual and the estimated bit wear for wells 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

4.6 Conclusion 

The developed model does not consider the single cutter test and accordingly it 

success to estimate the abrasive cutters wear in the inner and outer cones by 

including several additional factors that were not accounted in the proposed 

approaches in the past such as: bit design and bit hydraulic. In addition, the model 

concludes how the cutter width is employed to estimate the number of active 

cutters that are involved in the drilling mechanism. Therefore, the approach can 

aid PDC bit design and evaluation with varied wear across the bit face where the 

effective blades, as well as DOC, are shown to be inversely proportional to the 

cutting angle. Also, it is found that by monitoring the effective blade and DRIMP, 

maintaining the PDC in good condition and enhancing the bit efficiency can be 

archived by optimizing the drilling parameters, i.e. WOB and RPM. 
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There is a considerable difference between the estimated bit wear and the actual 

bit cutters wear for wells no 3 and 4. This is because the bit used to drill the 8.5" 

section in well 3 was not a sharp bit, while the wear occurred to bit drilled the 

12.25" hole in well 4 was due to impact wear (see Figure 4.18). On the other 

hand, the obtained cutters wear for wells no 1 and 2 agreed with the actual bit 

cutters wear measured in the bit record. 

The introduced approach is valid for round shape cutters and can be applied for 

both homogeneous and heterogeneous formation under the assumptions drawn 

in this work. Accordingly, it would be most desirable if the approach can consider 

other shapes of cutters such as oval cutters.   
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Chapter 5. Effective Mechanical Specific Energy: New Predictive Tool for 

Bit Efficiency and Cutters Wear 

5.1 Introduction` 

The demand for using PDC bits in the drilling industry requires a developed tool 

to predict and evaluate the bit performance to minimize the cost per foot. 

Generally, PDC bits are evaluated based on their efficiency that are relative to 

offset wells. Monitoring MSE while drilling and compare it with the known MSE 

for a sharp bit to evaluate the bit dull condition has been employed in the past by 

several companies. However, MSE still cannot be utilized to predict the bit 

efficiency in exploration wells due to lack of data from offset wells. In addition, 

MSE cannot assess the bit efficiency in the inner and outer cones.  

Few models are available in the literature that attempted to evaluate the bit 

performance and basically were functional to MSE. The theory of MSE was 

introduced by Teale (1965) who described the MSE as the work needed to 

remove a certain volume of rock (refer to section 2.3.2.6) where MSE is 

expressed as follows: 

MSE =
Energy

Volume of rock removed
                                                                             (5.1) 

Teale (1965) reported that the drilling is mainly consisting of a combination of two 

processes: “indentation”, that allows the cutters to create DOC because of the 

continuous weight into the rock; and “cutting”, which allow the cutters to crush the 

rock laterally as a result from the generated torque. Teale (1965) developed an 

equation to determine the MSE in a laboratory-scale (see Equation 2.21). 

Equation 2.21 can be re- written as a function of DOC as follows. 

MSE =    
WOB

A
+  

2п ⤬ T 

A ⤬ DOC
                                                                                    (5.2) 

The concept was used by Dupriest and Koederitz (2005) to enhance ROP and 

lower the operation cost. However, the outcome showed that the obtained ROP 

was more than three times the actual ROP. Dupriest and Koederitz (2005) applied 

the concept under the field conditions by correlating MSE values so that the rock 

strength values would be approximately similar, in the range of 30-40% as 

described in Equation 5.3. 

MSEadj = MSE ⤬  EFFm                                                                                   (5.3)
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Where MSE adj. is the adjusted mechanical specific energy (psi), and EFFm is 

the efficiency factor which is equal to 0.35 (unitless) (Dupriest and Koederitz, 

2005). 

Practically while drilling, the bit is found to be able to deliver only 30-40% of the 

effective energy that required to remove the bulk volume of rock due to the friction 

between the bit components. This was investigated by Pessier and Fear (1992) 

who tested different bits to assess the efficiency and concluded that PDC bits 

may drill and deliver a sufficient performance with less WOB as compared to the 

rock bits. The PDC bit responded partially with torque and both types of bits end 

up with 30% efficiency. 

Checkina et al. (1996) measured the PDC wear in laboratory-scale while drilling 

in two different types of rock deformation: elastic deformation and crushing. They 

studied the influence of the cutting process on the bit wear. Hareland et al. (2009) 

introduced a cutting performance factor which is expressed as the ratio of the 

volume of rock removed by a single cutter to the required force. They reported 

that the factor is corresponding to the back - rack angle, DOC, and rock strength. 

While Che et al. (2012) proved that in order to assess the cutting efficiency 

accurately; comprehensive cutting mechanism and rock removal theories should 

be strongly considered. 

A combination of ROP and an analytical model for PDC bit wear evaluation was 

proposed based on a geometric correlation between cutters height loss and 

volume of lost material which suggested to be in linear proportional with WOB 

(Liu et al., 2014). Yang et al. (2019) considered the concept of MSE to define 

when to pull the bit to the surface and predict the Kymera PDC bit cutters wear. 

Glowka (1987) stated that the PDC bit profile must be accounted if the prediction 

of bit performance is the main goal. However, he suggested that the cutter wear, 

rock removed, and required power is the constant for all cutters on the bit blades 

(see Table 2.4).   

Wang et al. (2018) confirmed that each cutter fixed in the blade has a certain 

location that is related to the radial distance to the bit centre. They also proved 

that the removed rock is not the same for all cutters across the bit face as the bit 

is rotating in a different circular path. While Mazen et al. (2019) succeeded to 

consider the effect of rock strength, bit design, and bit hydraulic to predict the 

drilling efficiency and the PDC abrasive cutters wear on the inner and outer bit 
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cones. The applied axial weight acting on the bit at the bottom hole is distributed 

on the cutters across the bit profile. The MSE consumed by cutters is not the 

same, as a result; a more precise tool needs to be developed and utilized to 

improve the prediction of bit life and the decision when to pull the bit out of the 

hole. 

5.2 Effective mechanical specific energy (EMSE) 

Once the bit tripped in and contact the formation; WOB is applied and DOC is 

produced based on bit size and design, cutter size and density, and formation 

strength. When the bit start rotating to drag the cutter as a function of torque to 

crush the rock, the obtained cutting area of each cutter may vary because of the 

number, size, and location of cutters (Hareland and Rampersad, 1994).  

(Hareland et al., 2009) stated that DOC is heavily relies on the applied WOB and 

the cutting angle. This has been confirmed by Tian et al. (2015) who reported that 

the bit performance is mainly dependant on the cutting angle and the bit dull 

condition. 

The reaction between the applied WOB and the generated torque can be used 

as an index to evaluate the bit aggressiveness. It is concluded that higher torque 

to WOB ratio, the more aggressive is the bit. Therefore, the bit is indicated to be 

efficient if the required energy to drill is minimum (Sinor et al., 2001). 

Good hole cleaning was assumed for the most of models that developed in the 

past such as (Gouda et al., 2011, Pryhorovska, 2017, Wojtanowicz and Kuru, 

1993) as shown in Table 2.4. However, a sufficient bit hydraulic to remove all 

cuttings and obtain perfect hole cleaning can easily be achieved in any drilling 

application designed with PDC bit with the optimum size of nozzles, mud weight, 

and efficient flow rate. Therefore, the influence of mud hydraulic is ignored in this 

work. 

 A new tool to assess the bit efficiency and cutters wear in the inner and outer 

cones is developed by considering all drilling variables recorded on the rig site 

such as ROP, WOB, RPM, torque, and cutting angle (see Figure 5.1). Based on 

that, EMSE can be applied practically and it is more convenient compared with 

MSE concept that was proposed  by Dupriest and Koederitz (2005) (see Equation 

5.3). 
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Figure 5.1 PDC Profile - Inner and outer cones. 

Depth of cut per revolution is expressed by (Sinor et al., 2001, Teale, 1965) as 

shown in Equation 4.15. 

However, Chen et al. (2014) adjusted Equation 5.4 to compute DOC as follows 

(see Equation 4.16). 

The constant number is suggested in Equation 4.16 which might represent the 

number of blades as the cutting elements. The bit blades are mounted on the bit 

face to extend azimuthally (refer to Figure 5.2). However, a plurality of cutters is 

fixed on every blade cutters and engage to create DOC and cut the formation 

with different results and effectiveness (Jones, 1990). As a result, the bit 

efficiency should basically be assessed according to the length of effective blades 

that consist of cutters that contact the formation to drill. The drop in ROP will lead 

specific energy to raise due to loss of energy on the friction that may lead to 

spending an additional time to trip the worn bit to surface for replacement (Teale, 

1965).  

 

Figure 5.2 Updated diagram - PDC bit drill through formation by shearing the rock 

(Drilling, 2017). 

DOC is estimated in the inner and outer cones as follows (see Equation 4.17). 
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DOCinner =  
ROP

RPM ⤬ Nb ⤬ EBinner
                                                                            (5.4) 

DOCouter =  
ROP

RPM ⤬ Nb ⤬ EBouter
                                                                            (5.5)  

Where, Nb is the number of blades. 

EB can be estimated by use of Equation 4.18 as a function of the total cutters’ 

width on the blade (Ct) in both cones. 

EBinner = 
Ctinner

Lbinner

= 
 𝐶𝑖nner⤬ Ncinner

Lbinner
                                                                          (5.6) 

EBouter =
Ctouter

Lbouter
=  

𝐶outer⤬ Ncouter

Lbouter
                                                                      (5.7) 

Where, Cinner is the inner cutters width (in), and Couter is the outer cutters width 

(in), Ncinner and Ncouter are the number of cutters in the inner and outer cones, 

respectively.  

Lb in both cones can be computed by use of Equations 5.8 and 5.9. 

Lb(inner) =  [(ri)
2 + (G)2]0.5                                                                          (5.8) 

Lb(outer) = [(ro)2 + (G)2]0.5                                                                          (5.9) 

Figure 4.4 illustrated the radius of the inner and outer cone and how can be 

calculated as a function of bit radius as introduced by Brandon et al. (1992). 

PDC bit can be manufactured with different profiles as shown in Figure 4.3. Three 

various PDC bits are selected for validation. Two 8.5" PDC bits with shallow cone 

profiles and one 16" PDC with a parabolic profile in the medium cone. According 

to the options explained in Figure 4.4, the 8.5" PDC bits cone height will take the 

range of (1/8 Db < hc ) , and (1/8 Db ≤ hc ≤ 1/4 Db) for the 16" PDC bit. Therefore, 

hc is suggested to be equal to 3 inches for the 8.5" PDC bits, and 4 inches for the 

16" PDC bit.  

Glowka (1985) concluded that the area of cutting is significantly affected by DOC 

and cutter arc length. Glowka (1989) proved that the shape of the cutting area is 

mainly obtained due to the previous cut resulted by the adjacent cutter. Besides, 

Chen et al. (2014) reported that every cutter has a particular shape of arc, and 

the arc of cutters which mounted on the outer cone may differ to those are fixed 

on the inner cone. Based on that, in this work, the cross-sectional area of the 
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cutting is assumed to be determined as a function of cutter width for both cones 

as follows. 

Acinner = DOCinner × Cinner                                                                            (5.10) 

Acouter = DOCouter × Couter                                                                            (5.11) 

Where, Cinner is the inner cutters width (in), and Couter is the outer cutters width 

(in). 

Where the cutters width is considered to be constant in both cones as shown in 

Figure 5.3.  

 

Figure 5.3 Cutting cross sectional area and total of cutters width. 

The cross-sectional area of PDC cutter can also be determined as expressed as 

follows. 

Acinner = WOB × cos ∅inner /δ                                                                       (5.12) 

Acouter = WOB × cos ∅outer /δ                                                                       (5.13) 

Rock hardness reflects the rock resistance to be drilled. An increase in the 

hardness would lead to increase mechanical energy and as a result a more 

energy would be required. 

Number of cutters is varied for the inner and outer cones, so Equations 5.12 and 

5.13 can be written as follows: 

DOCinner × Cinner  × Ncinner = WOB × cos ∅inner /δ                                       (5.14) 

DOCouter × Couter  × Ncouter = WOB ×  cos ∅outer /δ                                       (5.15) 

Calculation of the cutter width is introduced previously as shown in Equation 5.16. 

C = 2 ⤬   [DOC × (DC − DOC)]  0.5                                                                  (5.16) 

The cutter width is computed for both cones as follows: 

Cinner    = 2 × [DOCinner × (Dcutter − DOCinner)]  0.5                                       (5.17) 
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Couter    = 2 × [DOCouter × (Dcutter − DOCouter)]  0.5                                       (5.18) 

Solving Equations 5.12 through 5.18, DOC and C for the inner and outer cones 

can be estimated.  

The resulted values of EBinner and EBouter are utilized to compute DOC for both 

cones using Equations 5.4 and 5.5. Then Equations 5.4 and 5.5 are substituting 

into Equation 5.2 to estimate EMSE in the inner and outer cones by use of 

Equations 5.19 and 5.20, respectively. 

EMSEinner =    
WOB

A𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
+ (EBinner × Nb ×

2п ⤬ T⤬RPM

A⤬ROP
 )                                       (5.19) 

EMSEouter =    
WOB

A𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
+ (EBouter × Nb ×

2п ⤬ T⤬RPM

A⤬ROP
 )                                       (5.20) 

Where A𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 and A𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 are the inner and outer bit area (in2), respectively. 

Jogi and Zoeller (1995) suggested Equation 4.14 to estimate the volume of rock 

removed as a function of ROP. While Hareland and Rampersad (1994) stated that 

the volume of rock removed can also be determined as introduced in Equation 

4.1 and 4.11. 

A ×  
ROP

RPM
 = 2π AC × R                                                                                     (5.21) 

By substituting Equation 5.21 into Equations 5.19 and 5.20, new Equations 5.22 

and 5.23 are developed to estimate the effective mechanical specific energy in 

the inner and outer cones. 

EMSEinner =    
WOB

A𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
+ (EBinner × Nb ×

 T

Acinner ×Rinner× Ncinner 
 )                          (5.22) 

EMSEouter =    
WOB

A𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
+ (EBouter × Nb ×

 T

Acouter ×Router× Ncouter 
 )                         (5.23) 

5.3 Assumptions  

The same assumptions that used in Chapter 4 are applied here (refer to section 

4.1.3). Furthermore, the model cannot predict impact wear as a result of bit whirl. 

5.4 Results and Discussions  

5.4.1 Well 1 

The 8.5" section from 3,205 ft to 3,445 ft was drilled by 9 blades -13 mm cutters’ 

PDC bit in 31.6 hours. The lithology consists of Dahra C and Rabia Shale 

formation. The bit pulled out of the hole at the final depth and evaluated for 2 – 0 
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(i.e. 2 mm height lost on inner cone out of 8 mm and no wear recorded in the 

outer cone). 

Figure 5.4 shows trends of ROP and EMSE and it has seen that ROP response 

inversely with EMSE in both cones. This indicates that the bit will require low 

energy if the bit is efficient with high ROP. However, the bit will need more energy 

if ROP is reduced due to wear or increment in the rock hardness (refer to Figure 

5.6a). The predicted bit performance and cutters wear as expressed by EMSE 

matches with the real bit damage as shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6c. It is 

clear that the EMSE outer is less than EMSE inner among the whole section, 

which agrees with the bit wear occurred in the inner cone. This is proved in Figure 

5.5, where the effective blades for the outer cone are less than the effective 

blades for the inner cone. The inner effective blades are estimated as more inner 

cutters are involved in the drilling mechanism as a result of the cutting angle and 

the location of the cutters among the bit face. Therefore, the inner cutters are 

more subjected to wear and that demonstrates with the actual dull measured in 

the bit record. Keeping high effective blades and less EMSE on both cones are 

required for bit stability to maximize ROP.  

 

Figure 5.4 Prediction of bit performance in inner and outer cone  

versus depth for well 1 and comparison with ROP. 
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Figure 5.5 Prediction of effective blades in inner and outer cone 

 versus depth for well 1. 

At the depth of 3,275 ft, MSE adj trend as shown in Figure 5.6b indicates that the 

bit cutters were starting to wear. However, the sudden increase of MSE adj at 

depth of 3,365 ft may attributed to severe damage of the bit cutters. This matches 

with the increase of the EMSE inner as highlighted in the red curve in Figure 5.6c 

and that agrees with the actual damage occurred in the inner cone. 

The trends of hardness, MSE adj, and EMSE shows that there is a good match 

between all trends and also the values are the same at several depths. Once the 

weight is applied on the PDC bit with 9 blades, WOB is distributed to the cutters 

to create DOC accordingly. By using the approach equations, the average 

effective blades that are determined in the inner (13%) and outer cone (8%) 

reflect the poor response of rock-cutter interaction (see Figure 5.5). This is 

resulted due to the agreement between the required energy (MSE and EMSE) 

and the rock hardness as illustrated in Figure 5.6, and consequently, the average 

ROP recorded to only 3 ft/hr of the whole interval.  

Similar response is obtained for the MSE adj trend and the trend of hardness. 

However, a close matching can be seen between the EMSE trend and hardness 

trend when compared to the MSE adj trend during drilling the whole interval. For 

example, the intervals from 3,300 to 3,325 ft, and from 3,425 to 3,435 ft, MSE adj 

reveals some drop in the trend as compared with the hardness trend while EMSE 

trend indicates a good agreement. 
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To conclude, the results of this approach emphasized the fact that ESME tool is 

more accurate to predict the bit efficiency as it can be matched to the standard 

dull grading in the inner and outer cone. To validate and strengthen the technique, 

the same procedures of computations that used above are utilized for the other 

two candidate’s wells. 

 

Figure 5.6 Trends of Hardness, MSE adj and EMSE trends along the depth of well 1. 

 

5.4.2 Well 2 

The 16" PDC bit designed with 6 blades – doubled rows and 16 mm drilled from 

depth of 2,014 ft to 3,536 ft through Miocene, Oligocene, and Upper Eocene 
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formation. The bit made ROP of 18 ft/hr and dulled for 1–4 (i.e. 1 mm height was 

lost in the inner and 4 mm lost in the outer cone). 

EMSE in both cones are behave inversely with ROP during the whole section. 

However, Figure 5.7 indicates that EMSE values for the outer cone are greater 

than the estimated in the inner cone. The PDC spent more energy to drill using 

the cutters located on outer cone because of the high number of active cutters 

that fixed in the outer cone as described in Figure 5.8. The average effective 

blades in the outer cone is calculated to about 61% compared to 29% in the inner 

cone. Therefore, the width of the cutters has a strong impact on the area of cutting 

in the outer cone compared to the inner cone. As a result, the outer cutters are 

more subjected to wear. 

Figure 5.8 shows the effective blades in the inner and outer cones, that indicates 

the outer cutters are more expected to wear compared to the cutters on the inner 

cone. 

  

Figure 5.7 Prediction of bit performance for the both inner and outer cones  

versus depth for well 2 and comparison with ROP. 
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Figure 5.8 Prediction of effective blades for the both inner and outer cone 

 versus depth for well 2. 

The second technique to estimate the bit cutters wear is by analysing the 

hardness trend. Figure 5.9 illustrates that the EMSE like as the MSE adj trend 

are matching hardness trend at most depths. However, values of ESME and 

hardness reveal about 75% more matching compared to the MSE adj values that 

show only 40% matching. The values of hardness are greater than MSE adj 

values that could justify that the bit struggled to drill that not corresponded with 

the recorded ROP. 

ROP declined from 3.4 to 1.9 ft/hr at depth of 3,475 ft (see Figure 5.7). The bit 

performance is dropped and requires more energy to drill as rock hardness curve 

is gradually increased to reach its peak at the depth of 3,534 ft as shown in Figure 

5.9a. As a result, abrasive wear occurred to the outer cone as indicated in the 

trend in orange colour in Figure 5.9c. 

EMSE tool is observed to be more effective to be recognized as a predictive tool 

than the specific energy concept. Thus, the same technique will be applied for 

another well to prove it’s efficient and reliability as a trending tool to predict the 

bit performance. 
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Figure 5.9 Trends of Hardness, MSE adj. and EMSE trends along the depth of well 2. 

5.4.3 Well 3 

The 8.5" pilot hole from 6,713 ft to 7,046 ft is drilled by 7 blades PDC which 

designed with 13 mm cutters. The lithology consists of Kheir formation that mainly 

described by clay, dolomite, and some layers of shale. The bit evaluated at the 

surface for 0 – 0 (i.e. no wear on both inner and outer cones). 

Figure 5.10 illustrates the agreement both values if EMSE inner and EMSE outer, 

while ROP curve behaves inversely during the whole interval. The rock hardness 

raises to hit its peak; computed to 270,000 psi at depth of 6,865ft. Maintaining 

constant drilling factors such as WOB and RPM, ROP reduced form 1.9 ft/hr to 1 
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ft/hr as shown in Figure 5.10, which means the bit struggled and more energy is 

needed to drill. EMSE for both the inner and outer cones reaches its peak and 

that is estimated to 647,671 and 552,700 psi, respectively.  

The effective blades for both inner and outer cones react proportionally with ROP 

as illustrated in Figure 5.11. Although, the rock hardness is low (see Figure 

5.12a), effective blades in both cones are dropped which correspond to the 

estimated low ROP values during the whole section. This is due to the distributed 

weight on all cutter as a function of the number of blades and size of cutters. 

Figure 5.10 Prediction of bit performance in inner and outer cone  

versus depth for well 3 and comparison with ROP. 

     

                                  Figure 5.11 Prediction of effective blades in inner and outer cone 

 versus depth for well 3. 
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A very good agreement between MSE adj and EMSE curves with hardness curve 

is observed as shown in Figure 5.14. However, hardness values are less than 

values of MSE adj and EMSE that may specify that the formation is drillable by 

the selected heavy 8.5" PDC bit (see Figure 5.14a). Based on that, the PDC bit 

continued to drill once the MSE adj and EMSE in both cones exceed the hardness 

but with poor efficiency. To enhance ROP, more WOB is required or a 5 - 6 blades 

PDC bit should be selected for this section.  

In addition, the interpretation for this justifies the good condition that no wear 

obtained in both cones. Again, as shown in Figure 5.14c, EMSE in both cones 

have close matching with an inconsiderable difference that agrees with the actual 

dull condition of the PDC bit. The results validate the reliability of the effective 

mechanical specific energy concept. 
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Figure 5.12 Trends of Hardness, MSE adj. and EMSE trends along the depth of well 3. 

5.5 Conclusion  

A new predictive tool (EMSE) has been developed for bit performance when 

different cutting area produces due to the different radial rotation and cutting 

angle. The model accounts for the effective depth of cut that is overlapped 

according to the location of each cutter. The EMSE concept defines the required 

energy to drill in more convenient to detect bit performances in both cones, 

compared with MSE that was developed based on the single cutter theory. The 

technique can easily be modified for any PDC bit size and design as the 

determined energy will not be affected and changed. Besides, the approach can 
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be used for drilling parameters optimization and can guide for bit design and 

selection. 
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Chapter 6. Predicting ROP for PDC Bits to Enhance Drilling Efficiency 

6.1 Introduction` 

Real-time prediction of bit efficiency has gained considerable demand in the 

drilling industry to reduce the drilling time and minimize the operation cost. The 

effective way to enhance ROP is to control the drilling parameters and keep the 

bit in good condition and avoid tripping out the drillstring to surface to replace the 

worn bit. However, prediction of bit performance is quite challenging to describe 

it fully considering the rock cutter interaction processes. Where the processes are 

related to several controllable and un-controllable factors which react functionally; 

positively or negatively. 

The controllable factors are subject to handle by a drilling operator. While 

formation and bit cutters wear cannot be modified by drilling engineer. The aim 

of drilling operators is to develop a methodology to predict PDC bit efficiency by 

considering all factors that affect ROP. Negm et al. (2016) reported that the 

applied drilling operating parameters, formation drillability, PDC cutting and 

structure are the main factors that directly influence the ROP.  

A number of previous theoretical and experimental studies insured that ROP 

should be considered as one of the key factors that impact the assessment of the 

drilling performance (Mensa-Wilmot et al., 2010). Among the researches, few 

have relatively obtained very reliable results by investigating and analysing PDC 

applications such as: (Bingham, 1964, Hareland and Rampersad, 1994, 

Motahhari et al., 2010). 

The proposed models in the literature (see section 2.3.4) showed that they did 

not consider all factors. As a result, a new ROP approach is required to better 

improve the accuracy of predicting the drilling performance to gain a chance to 

optimize drilling parameters and save time and cost. This model proposes three 

parts of the process to describe and simplify the complexity of predicting ROP, 

i.e. aggressiveness or drillability, hole cleaning, and cutters wear which are 

interrelated to each other; i.e., corrections in one factor impact all the others, 

positively or negatively response. 
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6.2 Methodology 

Enhancing the PDC drilling efficiency utilizing the ROP model is needed recently 

due to the rising demand of running PDC bits in drilling applications. How the 

PDC bit is efficient depends on how average ROP is achieved for saving time 

and drilling cost purposes. Estimating the time that needed to drill the planned 

section is the main advantage of predicting ROP in real time to save drilling cost. 

In addition, it gives a clue to define justification behind a sudden reduction in bit 

performance and accordingly optimization the drilling parameters can lead to 

avoid the drop in the drilling efficiency.  

Understating the weaknesses of available models during the assessment of the 

previous ROP models as mentioned in section 2.3.4 is needed prior to developing 

a new ROP approach. The drawbacks of the available models were accounted 

and analysed as described in Table 2.4. The current ROP models are subjected 

to the following limitations: 1) Several dimensional constants are proposed which 

impact optimisation of the drilling parameters, 2) The influence of the drilling fluid 

is ignored, and the assumption of good hole cleaning is considered, 3) Most of 

the ROP models cannot be applied under the field conditions because of the 

numerous assumptions that associated with their methodologies. 

Operating time is expressed mainly due to the effect of several categories such 

as: drilling, tripping, nipple up and down, drilling fluids, cementing, rig repair and 

maintenance, and wireline. Time spent on drilling is considered as the major part 

where ROP is the key factor that defines how the bit is faster while drilling. ROP 

is related directly to the applied drilling parameters, rock strength, hole cleaning, 

bit type and design. PDC bits are subject to wear while drilling to the depth where 

the bit has to be pulled to the surface to be replaced. 

The effective model should be developed as a mathematical representation to 

involve the three dependent actions for the bit during the drilling process as 

illustrated in the flow chart (Figure 6.1): Drillability, hole cleaning, and wear 

condition. Once the PDC bit selected and run WOB is applied once the bit 

contacts the rock; the cutters create the depth of cut as a result of WOB. Then, 

the bit starts rotating and generates the required torque to penetrate the 

formation.  
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While the PDC bit is drilling deeper to reach the planned depth; more rock 

particles are produced. It should be noted that transferring the cutting to the 

surface by the drilling fluid is essential to keep drilling. If the cuttings are not 

removed, the PDC cutters will re-penetrate the cutting bed that accumulated at 

the bottom of hole. When a mud is flowing to the bottom of hole, the hydraulic 

energy has the  main influence on ROP related to the hole cleaning efficiency 

which generated by the mud (Bourgoyne Jr et al., 1986).  

Abrasive wear is accounted as the major damage that occurs to PDC bits and 

leads to a reduction in ROP (Ersoy and Waller, 1995). ROP relies on bit 

performance and that is mainly impacted by abrasive wear as a function of DOC 

(Sinor et al., 2001, Yahiaoui et al., 2013). Waughman et al. (2002) confirmed that 

bit wear must be taken into account for the evaluation of bit efficiency.  

Having understood in fully the drilling process, a mathematical model can be 

developed quantitatively. This is the aim of developing a new ROP model in this 

work where the model is applicable only for vertical wells. The concept also 

assumes normal drilling condition and steady-state loads applied on the PDC bit 

cutters. Besides, the influence of backrack angle, siderack angle, and cutter 

chamfer on ROP are neglected. Where the process can be concluded as the 

following:  

Step1: The model is initially identified to compute ROP due to the applied drilling 

parameters WOB, RPM, and rock strength. Step 2: Assessment of the drilling 

fluid efficiency to clean the hole and how that affects estimated ROP in step 1 is 

proposed. Sufficient transfer of cutting by the help of drilling fluid to suspend and 

remove the cutting out of the hole will keep the same obtained ROP. While poor 

hole cleaning impacts the bit efficiency in a negative manner and may cause a 

drop in ROP. Step 3: Reduction in ROP may encountered also due to cutters 

wear resulting from the generated friction at the cutter rock interaction. Indication 

of cutters wear is considered with constant drilling parameters that applied to cut 

the rock to maintain DOC and ROP. In this approach, a new wear index is 

developed in order to evaluate the bit performance while drilling. 
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Figure 6.1 Flow chart for prediction of ROP. 

 6.2.1 Drillability  

One of the factors that significantly can play the main role in the development of 

an approach for bit performance is the lack of consideration of the rock drillability 

(Tveit and Berg, 2016). A number of models have been suggested to determine 

the rock drillability. Most of them stated that rock drillability could be identified or 

correlated by rock strength. Spaar et al. (1995) reported that the drillability can 

be computed by accounting DOC and rock compressive strength. This has been 

proved by Shrivastava et al. (2013) who concluded that the measurement of rock 

compressive strength has been generally estimated as a principle for calculating 

the rock drillability. 

Based on that, the influence of rock drillability to bit efficiency is considered in this 

part to drive new equations to determine both cutting area and ROP (see 

Equations 6.5 and 6.10). 

Estimation of volume of the removed rock is introduced by Hareland and 

Rampersad (1994), Maurer (1966), and Teale (1965) by use of Equation. 6.1. 

Vr =
T

MSE
= 2π AC × R × Nc                                                                             (6.1) 

Where T is the torque (lbm − in), MSE is the mechanical specific energy (psi), AC 

is the cutting area of the cutter (in2), Nc is the number of cutters, and R is the 

radial distance of the cutter to bit centre (in). 

Jogi and Zoeller (1995) suggested Equation. 6.2 to calculate the volume of 

removed rock as a function of DOC. 
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Vr =  
π Db

2

4
×  DOC                                                                                            (6.2) 

Where Db is the bit diameter (in).  

By substituting Equation 6.2 into Equation 6.1, the depth of cut can be expressed 

as follows. 

DOC =
8  AC × R × Nc 

Db
2                                                                                            (6.3)    

Depth of cut can also be computed by use of Equation 6.4 as proposed by Ziaja 

and Miska (1982).  

DOC =  
WOB

π dc ×ơ  ×Nc 
                                                                                            (6.4)   

Where ơ is rock strength (psi) and dc is the cutter diameter (in). 

Solving Equations 6.3 and 6.4 for the area of cutting gives: 

AC =  
WOB × Db

2

8 π ×R × dc × ơ × Nc 
2                                                                                    (6.5)    

Ziaja and Miska (1982) concluded that the drillability can be estimated using 

Equation 6.6. 

Drillability =  μ × MSE−1                                                                                (6.6)      

μ =
T

WOB  × Db
                                                                                                    (6.7)      

Where, μ is the rock friction (unitless). 

By substituting Equation 6.7 into Equation 6.6, Equation 6.8 is produced to 

compute the rock drillability.  

Drillability =  
2π ×AC ×R× Nc  

WOB ×Db 
                                                                              (6.8)      

While Jogi and Zoeller (1995) added that the rock hardness or drillability can also 

be identified by use of Equation 6.9. 

Hardness =
1

Drillability
  =  

WOB× RPM

ROP × Db
                                                                 (6.9)       

Finally, ROP is obtained by substituting Equations 6.5 and 6.8 into Equation 6.9 

as follows: 

ROP1 =  
 WOB ×RPM 

4×dc ×ơ× Nc 
                                                                                       (6.10)       
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Where ROP1 is the rate of penetration (ft/hr) that predicted as a function of the 

applied drilling parameters and formation drillability. 

6.2.2 Hole Cleaning  

Good hole cleaning is suggested and the impact of mud hydraulic is ignored in 

most of the approaches which attempted to predict ROP. 

Having insufficient cutting removals and poor hole cleaning defiantly influence the 

bit efficiency, and also may cause a reduction in ROP, stuck pipe, or early stage 

of sever bit wear (Al-Azani et al., 2019). 

Warren (1987) studied the impact of cutting removals for bit performance 

evaluation analysis. He concluded that mud properties and its effect to transfer 

the cutting to the surface can enhance the drilling efficiency to reduce the drilling 

cost. 

Furthermore, Van Puymbroeck (2013) confirmed that hole cleaning relies on the 

response of the drilling fluid with cutting concentrations that suspended in the 

mud. While Meng et al. (2014) proved that bit efficiency can be enhanced by 

taking into accounts the bit hydraulic. They developed a new model named 

DrillNAV, which could identify any sign of bit vibration issue during drilling that 

keeps the bit in good condition and improve ROP. 

To our best knowledge, no ROP approach in the past introduced and studied the 

impact of cutting transferring to the surface due to the challenging and complexity 

of the hydraulic phenomena and mud properties, thus most of the ROP models 

neglected the influence of drilling fluid. In this work, the predicted ROP in section 

6.2.1 is re-calculated to investigate how bit efficiency is affected by the 

concentration of the produced cutting and removal of the cutting. 
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             Figure 6.2 (a) Cutting removals to surface    (b) Bit Balling (Che et al., 2012b). 

The second category that related to mud properties and leads to drop in bit 

performance is bit balling (Dupriest, 2006). Bit balling is occurs when the mud is 

pumped to remove the generated cuttings. Where the rock particles are sticking 

in the bit face and prevent the PDC cutters to penetrate the formation as shown 

in Figure 6.2b. This basically occurs while drilling with water base mud in the 

active shale formation, and as a response, the shale particles have a tendency 

to hydrate and swell (Bourgoyne Jr et al., 1986). 

Xia et al. (2012) introduced Equation 6.11 to determine the cutting or solid 

concentration in the mud (Cc ) obtains by ROP (ROP1) at every foot. 

Cc = 
π Db 2 × ROP1  

4 𝑄
                                                                                            (6.11) 

Where 𝑄 is mud flow (g/min). 

Cutting removal index (Hi) is proposed in this approach (see Equation 6.12) to 

assess how the concentration of the cutting can be carried by the mud pumped 

via bit nozzle out to the annulus. 

Positive value of Hi reflects good hole cleaning and ROP shall remain same, while 

negative index indicates poor cutting removal that lead to drop in ROP.  

Hi =
Cc×Rc×Q 

 Db 2
                                                                                                  (6.12) 

Hi% =
ROP1+Hi

ROP1
                                                                                                  (6.13) 
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As shown in Figure 6.2a, transferring the cutting via annulus to, the annular 

velocity (Vf) must be greater than the cutting slip velocity (Vc) . Cutting removal 

ratio (Rc) is developed in Equation 6.14 to express the efficient of cuttings lifting. 

Osgouei and Özbayoğlu (2007) suggested Equation 6.14 to estimate ratio of 

cutting transferring. 

Rc = 1 − (
Vc  

Vf
)K                                                                                              (6.14) 

Where k = - 0.122 (Warren, 1987). 

Velocity of cross flow of the cutting that flow underneath the bit can be computed 

as follows: 

Vc =√
108.5 Q × Vn   

N𝑧  × Db
                                                                                            (6.15) 

Vn = 
 0.321 Q  

TFA
                                                                                                    (6.16) 

Where N𝑧 is the number of nozzles, Vn is the bit nozzle velocity (ft/sec), and TFA 

is the bit nozzles flow area ( in2). 

The drilling fluid pumped down the bottom hole via the drill string and flows back 

lifting the produced cutting through the annulus to the surface. Drill collar is too 

short as compared to the drillpipe which jointed to drillcollar and extended to 

surface (see Figure 6.2a). As a result, the drillpipe diameter is considered as the 

internal diameter to calculate the annulus velocity as follows: 

Vf= 
24.5 Q  

     (Do 2−  Di 2)
                                                                                              (6.17) 

Where  Do is the hole or bit diameter (inch), and  Di is the drillpipe outside 

diameter (inch). 

Finally, ROP is predicted by talking into account the effect of hole cleaning in as 

introduced in Equation 6.18. 

ROP2 = ROP1 × Hi%                                                                                     (6.18) 

Where ROP2 is consist the influence of cutting removals to the bit efficincy (ft/hr). 

6.2.3 Wear Condition 

Due to friction generated at the cutter rock interface, cutting elements may get 

worn and loss some material and that result with a drop in ROP as a function of 
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DOC. Spending more time on drilling than planned may require to pull the bit out 

of the hole to replace the worn bit which increases the operation cost. Keeping 

the bit in good condition and optimize the drilling parameters has been recognized 

as a desirable goal for companies (Yang et al., 2018). Hareland et al. (2007) 

stated that drilling performance can be enhanced by utilizing ROP approach that 

considers rock strength, bit design and hydraulic, and wear conditions. 

The impacts of drilling parameters, rock strength, and bit hydraulic on ROP have 

been studied in the previous sections (6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2). By employing the 

wear index phenomena that introduced in this work; the cutting elements or the 

PDC cutters can be evaluated foot by foot while drilling; hence the drop in ROP 

can be indicated. 

De Reynal (2011) suggested drilling impedance DRIMP (lb/ft) (see Equation 

6.19) which used to assess the bit efficiency. 

DRIPM =  
WOB

DOC
                                                                                                 (6.19) 

Once WOB applied, the cutters are forced to create a DOC based on rock 

strength. Then, the PDC cutter cut the formation in front of cutters that represent 

the cross-cutting area of the cutters (Ac) in two categories: 1) form a crack, and 

2) crack propagation till the chip is initiated caused by shear stress that produced 

by torque (Hareland et al., 2009). Worn cutters struggle to penetrate and maintain 

the anticipated DOC. To develop a more effective tool to notice any sign of wear, 

a new wear index in proposed by a combination of  the impact of torque to the 

proposed DRIPM index that accounts for WOB only (see Equation 6.20). The 

wear index can serve as guidance for bit performance prediction to evaluate how 

the cutters wear influence ROP and increment of wear index will lower the bit 

efficiency. Wear index ratio is developed as shown in Equation 6.21 to assess 

the bit efficiency while drilling foot by foot. Negative wear index will defiantly lower 

ROP while positive wear index indicates that no sign of cutters damage is 

occurred, and ROP shall remain the same. 
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Figure 6.3 Impact of cutter wear to the bit efficiency. 

The energy needed to cut the rock (E) in front of the cutters per revolution is 

proposed by Maurer (1966) as follows:  

E = 2π T                                                                                                         (6.20) 

Accounting for the torque that generate the energy to penetrate the formation to 

produce a certain area of cutting (see Figure 6.3) plus the effect of WOB as 

introduced in Equation 6.20, the new wear index (Wi) is developed as follows: 

Wi =
WOB

DOC
+

E 

Ac  
                                                                                                (6.21) 

Then, the differential in wear index at every foot is computed as follows: 

 Wi% =  
Wi 1−Wi 2 

Wi 1
                                                                                            (6.22) 

Where Wi 1 is the wear index at depth (n) and Wi 2 is the wear index at depth 

(n+1). 

The influence of cutters wears on the ROP2 estimated in section (6.1.2.2) can be 

found by use of Equation 6.23.   

ROPt = ROP2 × Wi %                                                                                    (6.23) 

Where ROPt is the final predicted ROP by considering the drillability, bit hydraulic, 

and cutters wear (ft/hr).  

6.3 Case studies 

None of the available approaches in the literature succeeded to include all factors 

that affect ROP. The proposed model in this paper is further developed to help 

bridge that gap in knowledge to include the impact of bit hydraulic and cutters 
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wear to improve modelling the bit performance while drilling. An overview of three 

wells applications with different bits size and design in different lithology; 

homogenous and heterogonous is discussed to predict the bit performance in 

real time. 

To utilize the approach practically under the field conditions, the estimated ROP 

based on the developed equations in this model are compared to real ROP values 

obtained from three oil wells drilled in Libya. 

To verify the accuracy and validate the model, the predicted ROP values also 

compared to estimated ROP values by applying another available model 

(Hareland and Rampersad, 1994) (see section 2.3.4.2). This model is nominated 

as the most comprehensive model to predict ROP that could be applied in the rig 

site. The model considered the effect of drilling parameters, rock properties, and 

backrack- siderack angles, however; the drawback of this approach is the 

neglection of the impact of the bit hydraulic, and cutters wear.  

10º – 15º degrees for backrack angle and 5º degrees for siderack angle are 

accounted for the estimation as they recognized as the most common degrees 

that employed for PDC design consideration to improve ROP (Gouda et al., 

2011). Another set of 7 º degrees for backrack angle and 5 º degrees for siderack 

angle was examined to validate the model.  The cutting elements are designed 

and fixed into bits face to create a certain attack (rake) angle relative to the 

formation. Small backrake angle will maximize DOC, while siderake angle is 

usually small and the key factor to express the orientation of the cutter from left 

to right on bit face to force the cuttings towards the annulus (Devereux, 1998). 

The developed approach in this work is a better ROP model by considering the 

effect of bit hydraulic and cutters wear. An overview of three vertical oil wells 

applications with different bit sizes and lithology; homogenous and heterogonous 

is analysed to predict the bit efficiency while drilling. 

6.3.1 Case number 1 

8.5" PDC bit designed with 8 blades, 13 mm cutters, and 8 nozzles (4×11/32" 

and 4×17/32") was used to drill the section from 10,460 to 10,910 ft. The PDC bit 

drilled through interbedded formation that consists of sandstone, shale, and 

shaly-sand (see Figure 6.4g). The bit reached the planned depth and dulled for 

1-2 (i.e. 1mm lost in the inner cone and 2mm lost in the outer cone). 
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Table 6.1 shows the unconfined compressional strength (UCS) values for the 

candidate rocks as proposed by Ragan (2009). In this work, rock strength is 

computed by multiplying the cutting percentage to values of UCS as suggested 

by Mazen et al. (2019). 

Table 6.1 UCS Estimation for various rocks. 

 
Rock 
Type 

 
Unconfined 

compression 
strength UCS 

(psi) 
 

 
Estimated of 

UCS based on 
cutting 

percentage 
(psi) 

 

Sandstone 10,150 10,150 

Dolomite 
 

10,150 10,150 

Shale 2900 2900 

Shaly -sand - 4350 

 

The aim of selecting this bit with 8 blades and 13 mm cutters is to observe the 

vibration that may be obtained as a result of drilling through interbedded formation 

with different rock strength as shown in Figure 6.4g. Therefore, the bit will remain 

sharp and can be reused in other planned wells.  

At depth of 10,461 ft the bit ran to drill in the sand with UCS of 10,150 psi as 

illustrated in Figure 6.4e. Due to drop in both WOB and RPM as shown in Figure 

6.4a and 6.4b, respectively,  DOC is reduced and cross-cutting area is decreased 

from 0.14 to 0.086 sq. inch (see Figure 6.4d). ROP1 is estimated by use of 

Equation 6.10 to be 3.3 ft/hr and that lead to a reduction of the produced cuttings 

that have to be removed out of the hole. Hole cleaning is improved due to the 

increase of mud flow to reach 385 gpm as shown in Figure 6.4c to lift 0.042% of 

Cc (see Figure 6.5). Figure 6.5 indicates that the bit efficiency is lowered and 

ROP2 estimated to 2.8 ft/hr by considering the impact of bit hydraulic at depth of 

10,461 ft. Wear index ratio Wi %  is raised from 0 to 0.77% that gave a sign of no 

damage occurred to the PDC cutters. Accordingly, ROPt is not changed and 

assumed to equal ROP2 of 2.8 ft/hr compared to the real ROP of 2.7 ft/hr as 

shown in Figure 6.6. 
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At depth of 10,462 ft and by utilizing the approach equation (see Equation 6.10); 

ROP1 was estimated to be 1.9 ft/hr with 10 lb and 41rpm as shown in Figures 

6.4a, 6.4b, and 6.4f; respectively. Water based mud was pumped via 8 nozzles 

to the bottom of the hole with 385 gpm as a flow rate to suspense and lift 0.025% 

of cutting concentration (see Figure 6.5). The speed of drilling fluid out of nozzles 

which estimated to 98.2 ft/sec failed to carry the generated cutting to surface. As 

a result, the PDC cutters grinded the cumulated remaining cutting bed 

underneath the bit and that reflect the reduction that measured to about 86% of 

ROP1 (see Equation 6.18) to 1.6 ft/hr as shown in Figure 6.5. At this depth and 

by use of the approach equations, wear index was raised from 1.66 to 1.67× 

105 lb/ft (see Equation 6.21) as wear index ratio estimated to -0.006 that indicated 

cutters wear as illustrated in Figure 6.6. Monitoring wear index while drilling will 

surely provide a guidance for drilling parameters optimization purposes to avoid 

replacing the worn bit and save time. ROPt predicted to reach 1.65 ft/hr due to 

the drop in cutting area from 0.086 to 0.051 sq. inch compared to actual ROP of 

1.8 ft/hr (see Figure 6.6). 
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Figure 6.4 Drilling parameters estimated trend along  

the depth and formation description for case #1. 

 

Figure 6.5 Impact of hole cleaning to ROP for case #1. 
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Figure 6.6 Impact of cutters wear to ROP for case #1. 

The bit started drilling in shale formation at depth of 10,476 ft with UCS of 2900 

psi (see Figure 6.4g). The area of cutting increased from 0.07 to 0.21 sq. inch as 

shown in Figure 6.4d and ROP1 is raised from 4.4 to 15.8 ft/hr. The mud pumped 

to lift 0.18 % of solid concentration out to surface (see Figure 6.4c and Figure 

6.5). 17% of bit efficiency has dropped that lead to lower ROP2 from 15.8 to 13.1 

ft/hr (see Figure 6.6). Cutters wear is not expected to exist during drilling in the 

reactive shale as wear index showed a sign of positive response and accordingly 

ROPt suggested to be the same as ROP2. 

Real ROP reached 9 ft/hr, the difference between the predicted ROPt and actual 

ROP as illustrated in Figure 6.7 can be attributed to the phenomena of bit balling 

because of the reaction of water base mud with the generated cutting out of shale. 

Therefore, the particles of cuttings stick on the bit face and eliminate the cutters 

to penetrate the rock.  

ROP recorded 19 ft/hr while the bit drilled 19 ft of shaly-sand formation at depth 

of 10,611 ft (see Figure 6.4g). The area of cutting is more than doubled to achieve 

0.28 sq. inch as plotted in Figure 6.4d; therefore, the predicted ROP1 is estimated 

to 21.1 ft/hr by employing the drilling parameters (24 lb and 80 rpm) and rock 

drillability as illustrated in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b. The bit utilized more energy to 

keep the same DOC due to the increment of the produced cuttings. Pumping 

similar mud flow with the impact of reactive shale caused to lower the bit 

performance to 17.5 ft/hr ROP2 as shown in Figure 6.5. The approach suggested 

no wear occurred as wear index dropped from 1.72 to 1.65× 105 lb/ft (see 
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Equation 6.21) with positive wear index ratio (see Figure 6.6). Because of that, 

the ROPt will be same as ROP2 that compared to actual ROP of 18.6 ft/hr.  

Figure 6.7 summarized ROPt obtained from the effect of rock drillability, bit 

hydraulic, and abrasive cutters wear and then compared it to the actual ROP. 

Where ROP1 is calculated as explained in section 6.1.2.1. In addition, the 

influence of hole cleaning and the reduction of bit performance caused by cutters 

wear are assessed as stated in sections 6.1.2.2 and 6.1.2.3, respectively. The 

drop in bit efficiency due to cutters wear is not major as shown in Figure 6.7, and 

that agreed with the actual bit dulling after tripping it out to surface (1 mm lost in 

the inner cone and 2 mm out of 8mm measured in the outer cone). 

 

Figure 6.7 Comparison of the trend of ROP1, ROP2, ROPt to the actual ROP values for 

case #1. 

Figure 6.8 concludes the comparison of the results out of the introduced model 

by Hareland and Rampersad (1994) with three different sets of back and siderack 

angles, and the estimated ROP values in this work, and the actual  ROP. The 

effect of bit hydraulic and cutters wear was not considered in the previous model, 

and that underestimate the bit efficiency. Table 6.2 lists the degree of accuracy 

of the obtained results of previous ROP approach and the new ROP approach to 

the actual recorded ROP values.  

Table 6.2 Accuracy percentage with actual result for case #1. 

ROPt 15b-5s ROPt 10b-5s ROPt 7b-5s ROPt 

25% 38% 47% 71% 
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Where ROPt 15b-5s is represented the ROP that estimated by run PDC bit 

designed with 15 º degrees of backrack angle and 5 º degrees of siderack angle 

(see Equation 2.44). 

The difference between predicted ROPt and the actual ROP is dramatically 

increased once the bit entered in the shale formation as highlighted below. 

 

Figure 6.8 Comparison of the trend of ROPt, ROPt 15b-5s, ROPt 10b-5s, and  

ROPt 7b-5s to the actual ROP values for case #1. 

6.3.2 Case number 2 

The 6.125" PDC bit drilled1806 ft of dolomite formation with UCS of 10,150 psi 

(see Table 6.1). The PDC designed with 6 blades, 6 nozzles (4×9/32" and 

2×11/32"), and 13 mm cutter size. The PDC tripped out to surface at the planned 

depth of 5893 ft and it's  dulling recorded for 0-1 (i.e. 1mm height lost on the outer 

cone and no wear recorded in the inner cone). 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the real drilling parameters and ROP as a result of the 

computed cutting area as shown in Figure 6.9d and 6.9f.  ROP1 raises due to the 

increment of WOB and stable RPM (avg. 60 rpm) (see Figure 6.9b). This may be 

contributed to the effective cutting removal during drilling in homogenous 

formation with a constant flow rate (see Figure 6.9c). 
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Figure 6.9 Drilling parameters estimated trend along the depth and formation 

description for case #2. 

The impact of bit hydraulic by utilizing and selecting the size of the nozzles on bit 

efficiency is quite clear in Figure 6.10. The hydraulic horsepower is enhanced as 

the speed of mud is improved to reach 159.7 ft/sec (see Equation 6.17) and the 

ability to transfer the cutting from the bottom of the hole out the surface is 

improved. Based on that, ROP1 is slightly affected, and the drop in bit 

performance is reduced (see Figure 6.10). 
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Figure 6.10 Impact of hole cleaning to ROP for case #2. 

Figure 6.11 shows that the drilling time was elapsed and ROP was declined as 

DOC is dropped due to the cutters wear that initiated by the friction at the cutters- 

rock interaction. The wear index is computed in this approach by considering the 

WOB and the generated torques due to the reaction of WOB and RPM (see 

section 6.1.2.3). The negative signs of wear index reflect the reduction of bit 

efficiency and a sign of bit failure, while positive indications suggest no wear 

occurred. However, as it obviously illustrated in Figure 6.11, ROP2 and ROPt are 

the same at most of the depths and that agrees with the real bit condition when it 

dulled at the surface. 

 

Figure 6.11 Impact of cutters wear to ROP for case #2. 

The drilling performance is basically represented by ROP. Figure 6.12 compares 

the predicted ROP by applying one of the available model in the past (Hareland 

and Rampersad, 1994) with three nominated sets of back-siderack angles. It is 
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well recognized that the influence of increasing backrack angle will cause a drop 

in ROP and that due to the reduction of the effective force to penetrate the 

formation. It is impractical to predict ROP with ignoring the cutters damage that 

shorting the bit life and assume good hole cleaning that is not expressing the field 

environment. Therefore, the ROP resulting from utilizing the old model does not 

agree with the actual ROP. While comparing the predicted ROPt by the new 

approach and actual ROP, it shows that the approach fit the real data with very 

low ROP deviation values (see Figure 6.12). The degree of accuracy of ROP 

models is summarized in Table 6.3 to prove the validation of the developed model 

comparing to the old ROP model. 

Table 6.3 Accuracy percentage with actual result for case #2. 

ROPt 15b-5s ROPt 10b-5s ROPt 7b-5s ROPt 

46% 53% 61% 87% 

 

 

Figure 6 12 Comparison of the trend of ROPt, ROPt 10b-5s, ROPt 15b-5s, and ROPt 

7b-5s to the actual ROP values for case #2. 
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fraction with the values of UCS; in this section 100% Calcilutite (15 MPa) as 

shown in Table 6.1. 

The actual drilling parameters and the calculated ROP1 by use of Eq.14 can be 

seen in Fig. 9. RPM increased gradually to maintain reasonable ROP while 

drilling in homogeneous formation with USC of 2,175 psi (see Fig. 6.13b). ROP 

is mainly related to WOB and proportional to the cutting area as a function of 

cutter geometry and rock strength (refer to Eq. 6.5 and Fig. 6.13d). 

                               

Figure 6.13 Drilling parameters estimated trend along the depth and 

formation description for case #3. 

Fig. 6.14 is clearly showing the drop-in penetration rate because of poor hole 

cleaning. The mud rheology and the bit nozzles are not well designed to lift the 

cutting produced out of ROP1. At depth of 3,280, more weight on bit was applied 

from 4 to 13 klb (see Fig. 6.13a) and as a result, ROP1 raised from 7.1 to reach 

22.8 ft/hr and the cutting concentration was increased from 0.001 to 0.004% (see 
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Fig. 6.14). Flow rate kept constant at 640.3 gpm as shown in Fig. 6.13c and mud 

speed also constant at 147.3 ft/sec (refer to Eq. 6.17), while bit nozzles velocity 

was slightly increased from 0.95 to 0.97 ft/sec. Accordingly, and based on that 

and the mud properties, bit efficiency declined to 34% and ROP2 determined to 

15 ft/hr (refer to Eq. 6.18). 

 

Figure 6.14 Impact of hole cleaning to ROP for case #3. 

The low impact of bit hydraulic on drilling performance is obviously noticed at 

depth of 3,473 ft where the estimated ROP1 was reduced from 24.3 to 17 ft/hr. 

The increment of mud flow from 539.7 to 640.3 gpm with a drop in the cutting 

area (see Fig. 6.13c and 6.13d) with the same total flow area of 0.78 in^2 (see 

Fig. 6.13c) should helpe in evacuating the cutting and enhanced the hole cleaning 

to minimize the drop between ROP1 and ROP2. Mud speed was raised from 

124.1 to 147.3 ft/sec, however, the bit performance improved to only 5% as ROP2 

reduced from 17 to 11 ft/hr. 

12.25" PDC bit was pulled at good condition and this revealed that the reduction 

in ROP because of abrasive wear should be at a minimum. Fig. 6.15 illustrates 

the influence of wear on the drilling performance. Based on the new model 

equation (Eq. 6.21); wear index is expressed by the sum of the two fractions 

(actions): WOB to DOC and torque to the area of cutting. The wear is basically 

occurred at cutter-rock interface due to the imbalance of these drilling factors 

from foot to another while drilling deeper. Therefore, no wear is expected if the 
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wear index estimated to a positive value, while negative index reflects the 

possibility of cutters wear and reduction in drilling performance from ROP2 to 

ROPt.  

 

Figure 6.15 Impact of cutters wear to ROP for case #3. 

The determined ROP by use of Eq.2 (section 1.1.2) for the three sets of backrack 

and siderack angles as recommended to get the optimum bit performance (10 º , 

15 º, and 7 º with 5 º) is shown in Fig. 6.16. There is a considerable difference 

between these three ROP with the actual ROP, while an agreement between the 

estimated ROPt with actual ROP is achieved. Evaluation and assessment of the 

comparison between the results of the three ROP based on the old model and 

the new ROP model presented in this paper to the real ROP are stated in Table 

6.4.   

Table 6.4 Accuracy percentage with actual result for case #3. 
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of the trend of ROPt, ROPt 10b-5s, ROPt 15b-5s, and 

ROPt 7b-5s to the actual ROP values for case #3. 

6.4 Conclusion 

Most of the available ROP models in the literature suggested good hole cleaning 

and ignored the effect of drilling fluid, bit wear, and bit design. This approach 

succeeds to account all factors that affect the bit performance to predict ROP 

while drilling such as: WOB, RPM, torque, bit design and hydraulic, rock strength, 

and bit wear. The developed approach is not built only for homogeneous 

formation application. Accordingly, this approach is valid to predict the ROP 

during drilling in heterogeneous lithology as well. Utilizing this technique, an 

advanced planning and a pre-estimated ROP versus depth can be obtained to 

minimize the daily drilling cost by optimizing the drilling parameters. The drilling 

operator can gain an understanding to decide when to trip the bit to the surface 

by analysing and assessing both the drop in ROP and wear index. 

The relatively good match or the slight difference between the new models 

compared to the old model indicates that it will be highly recommended to be 

applied as a predicting tool to estimate the bit performance. The model, through 

several new equations, can enhance the PDC bit performance of 40% compared 

to another published model. 

The new model achieves 87% and 83% accuracy compared to the actual ROP 

to predict ROP while drilling about 1,800 ft of dolomite and 2,320 ft of Calcilutite, 
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respectively. While drilling 450 ft of interbedded formations that consist of some 

layers of reactive shale which lead to bit balling with water base mud, ROP could 

be computed accurately at 71%. Bit balling occurs when particles build up and 

stick on the bit face and prevents cutters to penetrate in reactive shale. Further 

work is required to consider this phenomenon to enhance prediction of ROP.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work 

7.1 Introduction 

A wide range of theoretical models and laboratory tests (ROP models, rock- bit 

interfaces studies, predicting bit performance and wear, and identifying time to 

pull the worn bit out of hole) were introduced in the literature to reduce the drilling 

time and decrease the operating costs. This can be achieved by avoiding pulling 

the bit to surface and keep the bit efficient while drilling till reach the final planned 

depth. Drilling time is considered as the major part in the operating time and the 

expensive event in terms of the time and cost, especially for the offshore 

operations. As a result, minimizing the drilling time is the main objective for all 

operators while ROP is the key factor that plays the main role in estimating the 

drilling time. 

Predicting the bit wear and ROP while drilling can significantly lead to optimizing 

the drilling parameters such as WOB, RPM, mud flow and properties to maximize 

the drilling efficiency and minimize the cost per foot. This was carried out 

considering different techniques to modify available equations and derive new 

equations according to the nature of the problems being considered in the 

literature. 

This chapter summarised the major findings in this study considering the drilling 

factors that were not accounted for the old models to be implemented practically 

on the rig site. The development approaches covered the two common drilling 

bits, i.e.  PDC bits and rock bits (roller cone bits). This is to achieve the aim of 

this research associated with decreasing duration of drilling and increasing the 

drilling performance.  

7.2 Research Achievements 

The aim of this study was to save the unrequired time for tripping the bit to surface 

for dulling by implementing new techniques to predict the bit wear in real-time 

and diced when to pull the bit out of the hole to avoid fishing jobs, which has been 

developed in this research. The objectives of this research have been 

successfully achieved in all steps that started with developing, implementing, and 

then validating the new models to bridge the existing gap. Therefore, the 

developed models can assist the drilling operation of oil and gas companies in 
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their decision-making processes by applying the approaches in the filed 

condition. The research activities are summarised as follows:  

In Chapter 1, the research has proceeded from a background of the drilling bits 

(Rock bits and PDC bits) using in the oil and gas operations with a special focus 

on PDC bits. The chapter has also discussed the wear in the drilling bits, bit 

evaluation, and the way the bit is been dulled. 

Chapters 2 has proceeded with an extensive literature review covered both types 

of bits in the areas of ROP models, studies focused on the bit-rock interaction, 

and other wear mechanisms to identify the gap that old models failed to cover. 

Chapter 3 has investigated ROP models for roller cone bits to estimate the dulling 

rate and the bit wear. The approach combines ROP model with the modified 

theory of empirical relation for the effects RPM, and WOB on ROP and rate of 

tooth wear, which consists of four stages, i.e.  i) calculation of the BY coefficients 

model by use of gPROMS software, ii) development of new equation to estimate 

the abrasiveness formation by employing the calculated coefficients, iii) 

determination of the dulling rate that can predict the bit performance in more 

accurate compared to MSE in some cases. The dulling rate is estimated by 

considering the abrasiveness formation and mud hydraulic, and iv) estimation of 

the bits wear in other next wells and compare it the actual dulling grade recorded 

in the bit record.  

Chapter 4 introduced a new methodology to predict the abrasive cutters wear 

while drilling with PDC bits based on the collected information and the data 

related to the bit design. According to the analysis of the bit-rock interface 

processes and applying the approach equations. The results obtained in these 

chapters have achieved the research objectives 2 and 4 and supported to 

develop the new predictive tool to assess the bit performance, i.e.  EMSE as 

shown in chapter 5. The model can be broken down into four stages: 

i) At the first stage, the cutter-rock contact variables on the inner and outer cones 

are estimated such as DOC, effective blade, cutter width, and cutting angle, ii) 

the volume of removed rock on the inner and outer cones are calculated, where 

rock strength is computed based on the cutting percentages, iii) DRIMP, MSE, 

and torque are estimated in the inner and outer cones to analyse the influence of 
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bit forces on bit wear, and iv) finally, abrasive cutters wear is determined and 

compared it to the actual dull grading obtained in the bit record. 

Chapter 5 EMSE concept is developed to predict the PDC cutter wear in the inner 

and outer cones and utilize the rock hardness to evaluate the bit efficiency more 

accurately as compared to MSE. This approach defines the required energy in 

both cones based on the bit profile, therefore EMSE can be used as a platform 

for bit selection and design. Monitoring the effective blades and EMSE will 

provide a room to optimize the drilling parameters to enhance ROP.  

Chapter 6 new ROP approach is proposed to predict the drilling performance 

while PDC bit is drilling. The model involves the three dependent actions for the 

PDC bit while drilling, i.e. drillability, hole cleaning, and wear condition. The model 

can be broken down to four stages as follows  

i) ROP1 is estimated by accounting the applied drilling parameters WOB, RPM, 

and rock strength, ii) at the second stage, the impact of the predicted ROP1 is 

evaluated by the drilling fluid efficiency to carry the produced cutting out of the 

hole. Good hole cleaning is achieved if drilling fluid suspend and remove the 

cutting to the surface effectively, and as a result, ROP2 shall be the same as 

ROP1. While insufficient hole cleaning affects the drilling efficiency negatively 

and ROP1 may be declined, iii) the influence of cutters wear on bit performance 

is considered in this stage. A new wear index is introduced by taking into account 

WOB, DOC, torque, and the cutting area. Positive wear index expresses good bit 

condition and ROP2 shall equal to ROPt, while negative wear index reflects that 

some material lost form the cutting element and bit is turned worn. 

The validation process of the model was discussed based on three case studies. 

The validation process also conducted by comparing the model results with 

another available ROP model in the literature. Thereby, objective 5 which listed 

in the main research objectives have been fulfilled with this approach. 

Finally, this chapter concluded that the research output, highlighting the 

advantages of this study and in addition, presenting recommendations for the 

future research. As a result, the research work showed in this thesis is contributed 

in the development of new models for optimising the drilling parameters to 

minimize the drilling time and cost.  
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7.3 Contributions to Knowledge 

This study has addressed several issues that had caused the extra cost to the 

planned operation to drill a vertical well associated with cutting element wear and 

tripping the worn bit out for evaluation at the surface. Time to pull out has 

randomly predicted without taking the effect of the drilling parameters and the bit- 

rock interface processes into account. Therefore, this study has provided a new 

model and approach in the drilling event by developing four models that carried 

innovative practical and theoretical findings, which have been identified during 

the development process: 

1. One of the findings of the wear rock bit model is that it enhances the 

prediction of teeth wear by estimating the dulling rate compared to MSE 

to calculate the dull grading of the bit. 

2. PDC single cutter theory which was considered as the base of the most 

of the suggested PDC wear in the literature has not been accounted for 

this study. The research account the bit profile, cutter density, and cutting 

angle to deal with both the inner and outer cones. 

3. One of the most important findings is the effective blades which express 

the number of cutters that are involved in the drilling processes. 

4. The drilling parameters can easily be optimized by monitoring the effective 

blade and EMSE on both cones. High effective blade and less EMSE is 

required to enhance ROP. 

5. A convenient predictive concept is developed for PDC bit applications is 

the use of the EMSE concept. It utilizes as a tool to predict the bit wear on 

both cones compared with the MSE tool. 

6. The decision-making to identify when to pull the worn PDC bit out of the 

hole is based on the approach to estimate the required energy for both 

cones, and not randomly determined by operators. 

7. A pre-estimated ROP against depth for PDC bit applications can be 

gained to avoid any expected problems and minimize the daily cost per 

foot by optimizing the drilling parameters. 

8. The new ROP for PDC bits model has achieved the optimum result when 

compared with results of the most common suggested approach in the 

literature. 
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7.4 Future Work 

The research in the drilling bits wear and other aspects require more contributions 

from academic researchers and industrial experts to help in the decision-making 

to find the right time to trip the bit out to surface associated with saving drilling 

time and cost.  

The validation process for predicting the wear and performance for PDC bits was 

implemented with the assumption that the PDC cutters shape is rounded. It is 

therefore recommended to validate the model in the other cutter shape such as 

oval cutters. 

The developed ROP model suggested is applicable for application with smooth 

drilling condition where the impact of the dynamic was neglected. However, the 

potential of accounting the bit whirl to this model as an individual factor should be 

considered in the future work. 

7.4.1 Predicting Drilling bits Wear using the Discrete Element Method 

Discrete Element Method DEM is a software introduced to the market in 2006. 

The DEM software is designed to study rock mechanical properties by providing 

a full picture of how bulk material will interact with their equipment during different 

of operation process such as mining construction, agriculture machinery, and 

recently in the petroleum industry. Currently, several companies are using DEM 

to reduce the operation cost. In addition, for the industrial applications, the DEM 

is used for academic purposes where can add value to the research, evaluate 

and determine the information which cannot be computed using experimental 

works.  

Modelling the post-failure behaviour of the rock is very complicated with the 

current DEM models as the rock is forced by the differential pressure between 

hydrostatic and pore pressure. Understanding in fine details of the way in how 

the material is removed in friction is a complicated subject. The forces applied to 

each particle are estimated from the initial data and Newton’s law of motion. 

Typically, the simulation model consists of three stages: the initialization, the 

discrete-time steps, and particle processing (Mahmood and Elektorowicz, 2016). 

Mahmood and Elektorowicz added that the DEM simulation consists of various 

particles that interact with each other within a bounded area under a specific 
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condition. The DEM introduce a sequence of calculation of the inter-particle force 

between particles in contact.  

One of the important factors of the wear measurements is the rate of wear which 

defined as the volume removed per unit of sliding distance, and it is concluded 

that the wear has the dimension of the area. Once the true area of contact is the 

basic role in dry friction, it can be confirmed that this is mostly the correct way to 

express the wear rate in the mechanical process. This is what the future work is 

aimed to address. 

Mendoza et al. (2010) created a sample of 2D cutting region as Figure 7.1 show 

a typical particle size distribution on the DEM model. Where Figure 7.2 shows the 

rock – cutter interface and particle crushing, and the crack formed by the forces 

applying using PDC cutter with 1 mm depth of cut. 

 

Figure 7 1Cutting region (Mendoza et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Rock failure by PDC cutter (Mendoza et al., 2010). 
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Having the ability to model drilling problems and clearly predict the bit wear is a 

very challenging computational task. DEM can be applied to investigate the 

drilling process and study the interface between the rock and the cutting tool. 

DEM was also used recently to simulate the wear occurred due to heat generated 

by friction between the drill bits in particular and the rock (Marina 2017, DEM UK 

team). 

(Gharib et al., 2017) is the first author who used DEM to develop a numerical 

model to address the wear in roller cone inserts and the rock interface. The 

software was optimized to simulate the drilling process including the applied 

forces on inserts and cones as illustrated in Figure 7.3. He applied Archard wear 

model in his simulation, the wear is estimated as shown in Figure 7.4. However, 

the research still in progress and so far, no results have been published. 

The origin of the future work is to extend the methodology that introduced in 

section (4.1) to consider the interaction of cutters with the formation during drilling 

and validate the results with more real data. Hence, that should use DEM 

software to predict the wear by applying Archard mathematical model using single 

PDC cutter technique as developed by Mendoza et al. (2010), and try to compute 

the cross-sectional area and volumes of each worn cutter and compare it to the 

actual cutter volume. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 DEM Simulation of tricone drilling Operation (Marina, 2017).

https://www.edemsimulation.com/blog/predicting-drill-wear-using-discrete-element-method/?item=https://player.vimeo.com/video/220791806
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